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A

NORTH AND LATIN NHERICAN THEATHRS

Brazil: Minister of Marine, Adm. Guilhelm, states that
the Brazilian Navy will soon be responsible for the patrolling
of the entire South Atlantic area.
Greenland: Landing party from USS Eastwind raids German
weather station on island off NE coast of Greenland, taking
12 prisoners and much scientific equipment.
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Section iI:; ESTERN EUROPEAIh HETSER
Part I: Twenty-first'ArrAy Group
BRITISH SECOND ARMZ

VIII Corps On E flank, patrols are active along DeurneMeijel road.
XXX Corps Forty-third Div repulses tank suppoirted
attacks from vicinity ofHuissen, NE of Nijrmegen, and
engages hostile groups S of the Neder Rijn WVof Arnhem.
Elements of 157th Brig (52d Div) relieve elements of
69th (43d Div) in Bemmel.
XII Corps On W flank, units of 7th Armd relieved at
Dinther by U.S. 101st AB Div elements; 7th Armd relieves
elements of Guards Armd and takes over area from Oss-'s
Hertogenbosch road N to the iMv.aas.
Geffen, SVT of Oss,
free of enemy. Fifteenth Div preparing for relief by
51st; latter moving up from Cdn 1st Army zone. Fiftythird Div remains in rear area.
alhile on armed rcn over Arnhem, Nijmegen, and Eindhoven
areas, Typhoons and Spitfires attack guns, radar -stations,
and traffic. During night Mosquitoes are active against
enemy movements in Utrecht, Amersfoort, Emmerich, Duesseldorf,
Venlo, and Arnhem areas and attack bridge near Hengelo.
CANADIAN FIRST ARMY
Main objectives are to clear area between Antvwerp-Turnhout
Canal and Maas R. and to open Antwerp port. Advance to the
Maas to be made generally along line of Tilburg-Breda-RoosendaalBergen op Zoom road against German 67th Corps, 15th Army. Plan
to open Antwerp port includes 3 phases: (1) to cut off Zuid
Beveland Isthmus and to destroy German 64th Inf Div remaining
S of the Scheldt in area bounded by Savojaards Plaat, Leopold
Canal, and the sea; (2) to clear Zuid Beveland, garrisoned by
elements of German 70th Inf Div; (3) to clear Walchoron, also
garrisoned by 70th Div units.
I Corps From Mlerxplas, elements of 1st Polish Armd Div
reach Baerle Due, N of Turnhout ne-ar Dutch frontier.
To
the SVI, 2d Cdn Div occupies Brecht (near St. Leonard)
on R and oerxem (near Antwerp) on L.
Task of this Div
is to cut off isthmus leading to Zuid Beveland, then to
clear Zuid Beveland in conjunction with 52d Div which
is to assault from S.
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Section II: WESTERN EUROPEAN THEATER
Part I: Twenty-first Arnmy Group
II Corps Third Div completes mopping up at Calais by
0900; over 7,000 prisoners taken. Next mission of this
Div is to destroy enemy between Leopold Canal and the
Scheldt with assistance of 4th Armd which is containing
enemy here. Germans at Dunkerque being contained by
154th Brig of 51st Div; remainder of.Div moving to
British 2d Army area.where it will relieve 15th Div.
Enemy positions at Dunkerque and barges in Scheldt
estuary bombed by 2d TAF planes.
Second TAF, in 546 sorties, supports Cdn 1st and Br 2d
Armies and continues interdiction of traffic; about 65 tons
of bombs dropped.

2 BRITISH SECOND ARMiL
VIII Corps Eleventh Armd concentrated W of Overloon in
Oploo-Rips-Handel area with small group to the S at
Meijel. Third Div, assisting U.S. 82d aB SE of Nijmegen,
assigned to I AB Corps command. Fiftieth Div roverts to
XXX, Corps and is concentrating N of the Waal near
Nijmege n..*
I AB Corps Elements of U.S. 82d AB (RCT 508) repulse
strong counterattack by inf with armor from Den Heuvel,
SE of .Nijiiiegoen, while others (RCT 325), in;limitod
objective attack,.advance.SE to Riethorst'-iddelaar
line.
XXX Corps Repeated local. counterattacks against 43d
Div at. several points between Arnhem and Nijimegen fail
to change situation materially; in Vicinity of Boeiel,
attacks are determined and supported by tanrks, gaining
some ground initially.
XII Corps Para Regt 506 (U.S, 101st AB) with FA, AT,
and Eng units attached moves by motor from Uden to.'
Nijmegen area.
Ninety Br25s and 34 A-20s concentrate about 200 tons
* As
of bombs on ii
with good
. co-c
results. St
Spitfires
range over H iqpigI
ground forces
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Section--I:: .'VISTERSN EUROPEAN THEATER
Part I - TVwenty-first .- rmy Group
and on armed rcn, hitting troops,' MT, rail
lines, and
transport; Gelderh and Goch in Germany and Wintcrswijk in
Holland are among targets bombed.
Twelve P-51s of.2d TAPF
bomb Wittrmundshavcn airfield, NW of 'Wilhelmshaven, dc-stroying
4 grounded aircraft and damaging others.
Mosquitoes harass
enemy movements in Holland and W Germany during night.
CANADIAN FIRST A3hf
I Corps First Polish Armd crosses Dutch frontier near
Baerle Duc and is attacking toward Baarle Nassau against
stiff
resistance. Elements of 49th Div relieve 2d- Div
units at St. Leonard and take over Mierxplas,. vacated by
1st Polish Armd.
Second Div advances slightly around-..
Antwerp as Germans withdraw:
II Corps Third Div assembling in vicinity-of Cassel,' SE
of Dunkerque.
Eighty planes of 2d TAF strike in antwerp area, dropping
18 tons of bombs on guns and woods.
Others lightly bombc'
Turnhout and at night harass crossing routes over -the Scheldt.
In support of 21st army Group, 2d ThF flies approximately
1,400 sorties during which over 360 tons of bombs are used
against troop concentrations, gun positions, rail
facilities,
and transport.

3

BRITISH SECOND i.RMYf
VIII Corps RCT 325 of U.S. 82d aB Div beats off counterattack at Katerbosch, between Riethorst and i.:.iddelaar.
XXX Corps R flank of Nijmegon bridgehead taken over by
50th Div wiith 32d Guards Brig Gp under cormmand; 231st Brig
repulses local attack on Heuvel, near Beltal1. Although
enemy is concentrating armor in Elst area and RCichswald
Forest, superior Allied air and arty are preventing
attacks in force from these sectors.
W of Arnhom, elements
of 130th Brig (43d Div) engaging enemy S of Neder Rijn in
vicinity of Driel.
Farther l, Para Regt 506 (U.S. 101st
AB) relieves 2
Mnse
of S side of N
-4th
moves S of tho
crossing Noder
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XII Corps Relief of 15th Div by 51st (-154th Brig at
Dunkerque) completed; 51st takes over Best-Olland area;
15th passes to VIII Corps command in positions N of
Gemert. Germans appear to be withdrawing before 53d
Div.
Twenty-two B-25s concentrate about 40 tons of bombs in
area N of Reichswald Forest and near Cleve with unobserved
results. Enemy movements in Holland and NW Germany effectively
raided during night by Miosquitoes*
CANADIAN FIRST ARMif
I Corps First Polish Armd and 49th.Divs moving toward
Tilburg along several roads. Former reaches positions
near Baarle Nassau, NE of Baerle Duc. Forty-ninth has
elements at Raevels and Weelde on'Turnhout-Ppppel .road,
just S of Dutch border on Turnhout-Baarle Nassau road, and at Zondoerigen on Mlerxplas-Baarle Nassau road. In
Antwerp area, 2d Div captures Camp de Brasschaet,
Brasschaet, and Fort Merxem, but Germans still hold
'
..
Eeckeren and Schooten.
II Corps Truce arranged for withdrawal of civilians
from Dunkerque, beginning at 1800 today and ending at
0600 6 Oct.
Westkapelle sea wall on U'alcheren attacked in force by
RAF BC: 243 Lancasters and 4 Mosquitoes, in 8 waves, breach
the wall with approximately 1,270 tons of bombs, including
237 2-tonners; extensive flooding results from breach of
about 120 yds.
.
Continuing close support of 21st Army Group and attacks
on enemy movements, 2d TAF flies about 390 sorties during
-hich approximately 65:tons of bombs are dropped.
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III Corps command; 185th
~S. 82d AB in-'vcinity
relief moves N'to
line, near Groosbeek.
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Section II: WESTERN EUROPEaN THEATER
Part I: Twenty-first Army Group-

I AB Corps .Rcn units of 52d Div find Wamel and Dromnel,
S of the 1Yaal in Tiel area, free of enemy, Germans believed to be in some strength at Tiel.
XXX Corps Guards Armd Div now withdrawn to positions S
of the WYaal; 43d Div being withdrawn. Forty-third
elements attack factory area near Driel where enemy
continues to hold out and continue active against enemy
parties crossing Neder Rijn in this area. Para Regt
501 of U.S. 101st AB moves up to Nijmegen area to prevent enemy from crossing Neder Rijn in vicinity of
Arnhem, coming under XXX. Corps conmand. Fiftieth Div
launches limited objective attack N 'of Nijmegeon making
small gains in Elst area against stiff opposition.
XII Corps Fifty-third Div closely pursuing withdrawing
onemy in-its zone; Voorheide, Reusel, Diessen, and
Hilvarenbeok now clear; contact maintained with Cdn 1st
Army.
Typhoons, Spitfires, Tempests, and Miosquitoes of 2d TaF
cover and support ground forces and attack troeops .'nc. enemy
movements in Holland. and NMf Germany; rail lines cut at a
-number of places and rolling stock heavily hit.
CANADIkN FIRST kARMYZ
I Corps First Polish Airmrd reaches Baarle Nassau and
repulses strong counterattack in area., Forty-ninth Div
has units in Wl'eelde and Baerle Duc areas on R flank and
at Garmel, N of Ryckervorsel, on L flank.
Germans
withdrawing to Poppel-Best'line.
Secend* Div continues
to clear area N of antwerp; here, too, Germans are
withdrawing.
II Corps Ninth Brig of 3d Div moving to positions S of
Terneuzen.
Second TA"F 11osquitoo,

E and WScheldt and

L
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Second TAF planos, in ,922 sorties, release about 98 tons
of bombs, chiefly on rail
transport- and facilities in 21st
.rmy Group zone.
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Section II: WVESTERN EUtROPEiN THEATER
Group
Part I:-Tw.nty-first iA'rmn

5 BRITISH SECOND ,lARMY
XXX Corps U.S. 101st AB Div assumes control of W sector
of salient N of the Waal and is subjected to deterained
Newly arrived and reformed
enemy attempts to oust it.
German 363d Inf Div strikes with some success in vicinity
of Opheusden; RCT 506 with tank support counterattacks
promptly and vigorously; dispositions of bns. changed to
meet threat 'and bn of 43d Div and sq.of tanks ordered
to assist in this sector; during.night enemy seizes RR
station at Dodowaard, S of ,Opheusden, driving out
elements of RCT 506. Enemy attack also penetrates RCT
501?s positions in ist'Bn area, but line is restored by
2000 and 100 prisoners taken. NE of Nijmogen, 50th Div
.patrols reach Haalderen, E of Beramel.
XII Corps Adivance elements of 53d Div continue N of
Hilvarenbeok to Voort area.
Weather prevents 9th BD attack on road bridge at Arnhem.
Enemy troop concentrations N of Nijmegen receive about 50
tons of bombs from 27 B-25s; poor visibility prevents group
of 1-20s from raiding same target. Second TaF fighter
bombers and fighters continue support of' troops and interdiction of traffic in Holland and W Germany.; bombing targets
include Arnhom, bridges at Deventer and Zwolle, Goch rail
center,.and Rhoine airfield. Mosquitoes of 2d TiAF range
Germany at night to harass
over -wide .area of Holland and ENWT
fire.
and
cannon
bombs
;with
enemy movements
CNADIA_

N FIRST ARM'Y
I Corps Forty-ninth Div, pushing toward Tilburg, reaches
ierie area, N of Poppel; elements relieve Polish troops
near Baarle Nassau; others, on L flank, advance N from.
Gammel to Roeleinde. N of Antwerp, enemy resistance
increases as 2d Div approaches Dutch frontier; 2d Div,
however, secures bridgehead over Opstalbeek R. near
Putte and, to the W, takes Santvliet.

'

II Corps Seventh and 8th Brigs of 3d Div concentrating
f Canal in preparation for assault crossing
, L i| e ~
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Section II: VlESTERN EUROPEAN THELXTER
Part I: Twenty-first Aray Group
Targets in Broskens aid Tilburg areas raided by aircraft
of 2d TAF.
In 1,187 sorties, aircraft of 2d TaF release allost 180
tons of bombs in support of Br 2d and Cdn 1st arrmies; troops
and transport facilites again heavily hit.
North Sea SS Prins Willem IV (Dutch cargo ship, 1,900
tons) sunk by enermy action at 51-55 N, 04-15 E.

'6 BRITISH SECOND AiRP
I AB Corps RCT 508 of U.S. 82d AB Div moves N across the
Waan to relieve 231st Brig of 50th Div N of Nijiegen.
SE of Nijmegen, enemy heavily shells U.S. 82d ADB Div's
forward positions; Polish Para Brig patrols probing into
Reichswald Forest.
XXX Corps In Opheusden sector, enemy secures positions
astride RR intersection W of the town by dawn and,
attacking 2 bns abreast, forces elements of RCT 506
(U.S.. 101st iAB) to give- grqund; in the face of severe
arty and mortar fire, RCT 506 with bn of 43d Div in line
counterattacks and, with assistance of air, regains
area lost during morning. RCT 327 moves N of the Waal
to operate in Opheusden area. Germans continue to cross
Neder Rijn between Uanhem and Opheusden.'
XII Corps Fifty-third Div moving N to relieve 50th.
Fifty-first Div takes over sector formerly held by 53d.
Thirty-one B-26s of 9th BD release about 60 tons of
bombs onl Hengelo marshalling yards, servicing Arnhom area,
with gobd' results.
Thirty-four others achieve only fair
results in attack on irnhem road bridge with 68 tons.
Forty-eight B-25s' and 21 a-20s concentrate about 100 tons of
bombs on oil- dump near Amersfoort.
Second TaF Typhoons,
Spitfires, Tempests, and Mosquitoes continue widespread
sweeps -against onemy traffic; Geldern rail center and
Wittmundshaven (NW of Wilhelmshaven) airfield bombed,

MV"e ASSI trem
ah
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Section II: WESTERN EUROPEAN THATER
Part I: Twenty-first Army Group
CANADIAN FIRST ARIMY
I Corps First Polish Armd advances to alphen on Baarle
Nassau-Tilburg road. Enemy counterattack against 49th
Div's positions in Aerle area initially successful, but
situation restored during evening. N of intwerp, 2d
Div continues to advance against stiffening resistance;
enemy withdraws from Ossendrecht, across border in
Holland.
II Corps Two bns of 7th Brig (3d Div) launch assault
across Leopold Canal N of Maldegem at 0530 hours, securing
small, shallow bridgehead against stubborn resistance.
Intense fire from Walcheren as well as from N bank of
Canal met. In addition, terrain in this sector is very
difficult. Fourth Armd, in diersionary attacks near
Linde on E and Moerkerke 'on W, also evokes strong enemy
reaction. Dunkerque truce ends; about 19,000 civiliansevacuated .
Supporting ground forces S of the 'Scheldt, 2d TAF planes
raid Oostburg, Biervliet, and Hoofdplaat; other planes harass
enemy movements in N Holland.
h.pproximately 1,750. sorties flown by 2d TAiF during which
over 300 tons of bombs are 'dropped; support of 2d Br' a'nd 1st
Cdn Arn.i'es maintained aond traffic, oil' lUump, and airfield hit.

7

BRITISH SECOND ARMY
VIII Corps Eleyenth,Armd Div starts relief of U.S. 7th
armd (XIX Corps, U.S.' 1st .Army) in Overloon'arias;latter,
upon relief, moves S to occupy and defend Deurne-AstenWeert line, protecting R flank of Br 2d Army on 30-35
mi. front.
I AB Corps

Polish Para Brig en route to Diest.

MUM MIti

edge U.S. 10lst. AB
oAt
i
Ad
the Waal W of.,
Dtht
o tand,_
frori/o
tacks with inf and"
AUrn ' JAdy/H$l$b. i l
tanks supported by arty against RCT 327 and RCT 506 in.
Opheusden area and against RCT 501 on S bank of the
Neder Rijn opposite Renkum; all attacks repulsed with
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Section-II: . WESTERN EUROPEjN THEATER
Part I: Twenty-first army Group

7
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aid of arty and mortar fire, and heavy casualties
.inflicted on enemy. Mission of RCT 327, newly arrived
in Opheusden sector, is to defend W flank of salient
between the Noder Rijn and the Waal. Para Regt 508 of
U.S.. 82d AB completes relief of 231st Brig of 50th Div.
.. Bulk of 43d Div now S of the Waal.
*XII Corps Fifty-first Div passes to comrnland of Cdn 1st
Army at noon.
Arnhem road.bridge and Hengelo marshalling yards are
targets for 9th BD: bridge demolished by 36 B-26s with 72
tons of bombs; 35 B-26s using about 68 tons considerably
damage rails, rolling stock, and facilities at Honfolo, Nine
Lancasters of RAF BC attack Kembs Dam, across Rhine SE of
Mulhouse, dropping 5 6-ton bombs from high level and 4 from
low level; direct hit and near misses observed, but assessment of damage is difficult since delayed action bombs are
used. Second ThF planes in considerable strength raid
transport facilities and traffic on RRs, highways, and
waterways in N Holland and W Germany; rail lines cut in
several places and locomotives, RR trucks, lMT, and-barges
destroyed.

CANADIAN FIRST ARM

.Y

I Corps Seventh Armd and 51st Inf Divs pass from Br 2d
Army to Cdn I Corps control at noon. Second Inf Div
passes to cormmand of II Corps. Advance against Tilburg
halts with forward elements of 49th Div on R in positions
S of Goirle just 4 mi. from objective and 1st Polish
Armd on L at Alphen; German 88th Corps apparently prepared for strong defense of Tilburg.
II Corps With transfer of 2d Div to II Corps, Corps
becomes responsible for clearing Scheldt and Zuid
Beveland. Latter threatened as elements of 2d Div reach
Woensdrecht area against considerably stiffened resistance.
Continued stubborn opposition along N bank of Leopold
Canal pins down 3d Div whose efforts to expand bridgehead continue,
Ninth Brig (3d Div) assault group (2 bns
and Tac Brig H
sails up Ghent-Terneuzen Canal during
evening to
asaornd
establish be
tt
eqv N of f r

ebnm
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Walcheren dykes strongly attacked by RAF BC: 120 Lancasters
and 2 Mosquitoes release about 730 tons of bombs on sea wall
E and W of Flushing; results apparently good, although delayed
In support
action bombs make assessment of damage difficult.
of ground forces N of Leopold Canal, 12 B-25s and 24 A-20s
.concentrate.on'strongpoints near Aardenburg; 41 tons dropped
at night despite adverse weather, and results reported as
poor. Enemy movements in Dutch Is. harassed during night by
Mosquitoes.
Second TAF, in more than 1,500 sortiesdrops about 230
tons of bombs in support of 21st Army Group,

8

BRITISH SECOND ARMIY
VIII Corps Relief of U.S. 7th Armd by Br 11th Arrmd
completed; U.S. 7th Armd with 1st Belgian Brig attached,
passes to control of VIII Corps and starts relief of
British units in its new sector.
I AB Corps

Corps Hq closes.

XII Corps Corps takes over sector from Haalderen, i\E
Now under
of Nijmegen, to Alem, N of 's Hertogenbosch.
Corps conmmand are 50th Div, 53d Div, U.S. 101st AB Div,
508th Para Regt of U.S.,82d AB Div,,4thSeparate. Armd
Brig, and 4th Netherlands Brig. Germans launch another
attack in Qpheisden area with intention of piercing
line of 327thRCT [(U.S. 101st AB); inf supported by
heavy :artyyand mortar fire as well as point blank fire
from 6 tanks... is driven off by RCT. 327 with SAk mortar,
and arty fire. RCT 327 is-reinforced by 2d Bn of RCT.
506 and AT, FA, and Eng units; in addition, Br arty,
tanks, and a rcn regt are placed in support of 327th.
Fifty-third Div 2assumes.control of E sector of..Corps
area from 50th Div.
CANADIAN FIRST APRMY
.i Corps
from 0
Brig a
Oedenr
Nether:

On Corps R flanks 7th Armd Div- actively. patrolling
)iv (iess 154th
from St. .
iot; Royal On L flanks,-
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49th Inf and 1st Polish Armd Divs remain near Tilburg.
II Corps Second Div infiltrating in HoogerheideWoensdrecht arQa at Zuid Beveland Isthmus; enemy paratroops being dislodged from dug-in positions.
Third Div
bridgehead over Leopold Canal N of Maidegem firmly
established against repeated counterattacks. Assault
across Savojaards Plaat by 9th Brig (3d Div) assault
group delayed due to trouble at Terneuzen locks, and
group remains in this area 24 hours.
Thirty-seven B-26s of 9th BD strike at Breskens, achieving
excellent results with 70 tons of bombs aimed at pillboxes.
Second TAF sorties limited to 63 with dayfs bombs dropped
totalling less than 5 tons; planes patrol in support of 21st
Army Group troops.
9 BRITISH SECOND ARMY
VIII Corps Forty-third Div relieving 3d; lattor moves
S from Mook area to vicinity of Wanroy. U.S. 7th Armd
completes relief of Br units in its zone.
.I AB.Corps

Corps relurns to UK.

CXX Corps U.S. 82d AB, passing to XaX Corps command.,
for first time has depth and reserves in a contracted zone
extending from the Waal at Erlekom to Groesbeek,.
XII Corps German 363d Inf Div attacks at various points
of RCT 327's (U.S. 10lst AB) line in Opheusdcn-area
during early morning, and in evening, following heavy
ar.ty barrage, strikes along entire regimental front,
using 8 or more tanks and about 100 arty pieces; all
attacks bbaten off with SA and heavy and light mortar
fire, and a Geirnn tank destroyed; small enemy groups
making fanatic attempts to pierce U.S. line throughout
night driven off, Fiftieth Div relieves elements of
U.S. 101st AB and 53d Divs in Nijmogen-Arnhem area.
Mosquitoes of 2d TAP carry out night sweeps against
enemy movements on RRs and waterways in Holland and in,'
Germany,
dropping about 4

14
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Section II: WESTERN EUROPEAN THEATER
Part I: Twenty-first Army Group
CANADIAN FIRST ARRff
I Corps Seventh Armd Div repulses counterattack E of 's
Hertogenbosch.
II Corps Heavy enemy shelling forces slight iwithdrawal
on 2d Div L flank at Zuid Beveland Isthmus. In Leopold
Canal sector, 9th Brig (3d Div) assault group lands on
beaches near Niouwlandsche Molon before dawn and
establishes bridgehead with little difficulty, due to
Complete surprise of enemy; later in day enemy counterattacks supported by fire from Flushing and Breskens.
it E end of canal, platoon of.10th Inf Brig (4th Armd
Seventh
Div) pierces enemy defenses near Maadg van Gent.
3rig (3d Div) slightly expands its bridgehead N of
fialdegem against fierce resistance. In coastal area,
]zech Independent Armd Brig Gp relieves 154th Brig
[51st Div) in Dunkerque sector; 154th Brig subsequently
rejoins remainder of 51st Div in vicinity of Best on Br
2d Army front.
around forces in Breskens area supported by 2d TAF planes.
Second TAF activities in support of 21st Army Group still
on greatly reduced scale due to weather; sbrties,. total 152
and bombs limited to about 5 tons.

10

BRITISH SECOND ARMY
VIII Corps Third Div assumes command of U.S.. 7th Armd
with 1st Belgian Brig under coimmand.- Eleventh Armd
moves in toward Overloon, still strongly held by enemy.
XXX Corps Forty-third Div now responsible for sector
SE of Nijmrge-n from Mook to Groesbeek, inclusive..
XII Corps RCT 327., (U.S. 101st AB) beats off small
enemy thrusts against its Opheusden line throughout the
day.
UAiAI

of Zuid
gains in

15
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Woensdrecht area.
Fourth Armd exploits its penetration
.f defenses at E end of Leopold Canal, and 2 cos of 10th
Inf Brig now firmly established here.
Third Div slightly
expands its bridgeheads in Nieuwlandsche Eiolean area and
N of Maldegem against continued strong resistance; latter
now about 400-700 yds, deep. 'Because of severe opposition
on Leopold Canal, 8th Brig (3d Div) moves up, elements
crossing Savojaards Plaat and remainder preparing to
follow with purpose of moving S to join 4th Armd Div in
Maadg van Gent area. Original plan was for this Brig
to pass through 7th Brig bridgehead, cross canal at
Sluis and Retranchement, and clear Knocke area.
Supporting troops N of Leopold Canal, 2d TAF planes
bomb Oostburg and Schoondijke; patrols flown in Brcskens,
Schoondijke, and Den Helder areas.
Second TAF, again operating on small scale due to weather,
flies 116 sorties during which about 17 tons of bombs are
dropped in 21st Army Group zone.
11 'BRITISH SECOND ARMY
XXX Corps
130th Brig
moves N to
Smorenhook,
Waal.

Regrouping of Corps completed. Relieved by
of 43d Div, -Para Regt 505 of U.S. 82d AB
relieve Para Regt 504 on line Erlekominclusive, and 307th Eng on S bank of the

XII Corps German 1st Para Army appears to have withdrawn
to N bank of Neder Rijn in vicinity of Renkum. To the
W, however, elements of RCT 327 (U.S. 101st AB) beat
off pre-daw n thrust in Opheusden area by enemy combat
patrol equipped with automatic weapons and supported by
arty and mortar fire; during evening another enemy
attack, by about 1 co of inf with tanks, is repulsed;
enemy suffers heavy casualties and loses 2 tanks.
Enemy movements in Arnhem area harassed by 2d TAF planes.
GAF twice raids Volkel airfield, and later bombs Allied Dositions S of Ni
e damage and

pny

few casualties
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CANADIAN FIRST. ARMlY
II Corps .Enemy defense of .Zuid.Beveland Isthmus' continues
vigorous, but main road is cut. In Leopold'Canial sector,
9th Brig (3d Div) bridgehead now includes Hoofdplaat
and Biervliet; 8th moving S toward E'end of Canal;. 7th
slowly expands its bridgehead N of Maldegem. Elernents
of 4th Arid Div moving to positions'E of.Antwerp;. Div,
upon completing its move to this sector, will c'Qme under
I Corps command. In Dunkerque sector, Cze'ch Independent
Armd'Brig Gp frustrates enemy attempts to infiltrate W
perimeter.
RAF BC, in support of ground forces, attacks Fort 'Frederik
Hendrik: 79 Lancasters and 9 Mosquitoes concentrate approximately
500 tons of bombs on coastal battery by leans of markers;
many bombs reported close to markers. On Walcheron, RAF BC
attacks sea wall near Veere, on N coast, and gtri' emplacements
. at Flushing, on S coast: 61 Lancasters ahd 2 Mosquitoes
concentrate on sea wall iNW and S of Veere with about 375 tons
of bombs, breaching wall at latter point and securing good
concentration at former, although delayed action bombs.prevent accurate assessment of damage; at Flushing, 105 Lancasters
accurately release over 600 tons of bombs, causing 2 explosions.
Second TAF planes bomb Breskens pocket, concentrating ponBreskens, Oostburg, Sluis, and Breskens-Walcheren ferry.
Flushing docks and Bergen op Zoom also bombed.
Scale of 2d ThF operations increases; 1,092 sorties
flown during which about 170 tons of bombs are dropped in
support of 21st Army Group troops, and to interdict traffic.
East Atlantic SS Balticia (Swedish cargo ship, 1!966
tons) sunk by enemy action at 62-43 N, 07-50 E,
12

BRITISH SECOND

RUdY

VIII 'Corps Third Div launches southeastward attack
toward Overloon and Venraij, entering former against
determined opposition by nightfall. As diversion for
3d Div, CCB of U.S. 7th Armd stages demonstration with
inf and arty along Deurne-Venraij road. Eleventh Armd
inw*fi4y .4
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Sectiodn/II: WTESTERN EUC
'Part I: Twenty-first
Twenty-nine B-26s of 9th BD strike at Venraij highway
junction, achieving excellent results with about 50 tons of
bombs.- Second TAF continues to harass transportation targets
in Holland and I;NT
Germany and lightly bombs arnhem, Horst
(E of Griendtsveen), Aurich RR center (NE of Emden), and
Cleve. GAF planes, operating singly,. twice bomb Volkel airfield and hit Grave airfield once; slight casualties caused
at former,.
CANADIhN FIRST ARMPY
II Corps

Stubborn resistance at Zuid Beveland Isthlmus

continues to hold 2d Div to small gains. Third Div also
vigorously opposed in Leopold Canal sector, but bridgeheads further expanded; 8th Brig continues southward
move toward 4th Armd area.
.RAF BC sends 2 missions against Fort Frederik Hondrik:
about 540 tons. of bombs concentrated. on coastal battery by
total of 86 Lancasters and several Miosquitoes.
Sixteen 2d
TaF B-25s attacking 2 coastal batteries near Breskens report-poor to fair results with 27 tons of bombs.
Other bombing
targets for 2d TAF.include Middleburg (Walcheren), Scheldt
port facilities, gun positions at Cadzand, -and Dunkerque.'
Second TAF is increasingly active in support of 21st
Army Group ground forces and against transport, flying over
1,500 sorties and dropping almost 265 tons of 'bombs.
*Baltic Sea SS Hilma Lau (Danish cargo ship, 2,414 tons)
sunk by enemy action at 55-10 N, 14-50 E..
13

BRITISH SECOND ARMY
VIII Corps Third Div, despite difficult terrain and
stiff resistance, makes small gains beyond Overloon,
while CCB of U.S. 7th armd continues feints along
Deurne-Venraij road.. U.S. 7th Armd also repulses enemy
thrust toward iMeijel during night..
Ninth BD a
at former left
with 50 tons of
25
tons nf bhnrnmh
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Second TiF planes bomb rail centers at A-mersfoort and
Utrecht in Holland and at Borken in Germany: at rmxrsfoort,
16 B-25s concentrate 29 tons of bombs on target; 16 A-20s hit
tracks and stations at Utrecht with 18 tons; Borken lightly
Other 2d ThF planes harass
bombed with unreported results.
Ocrasselt,
traffic and, for 2d successive'day, bomb Horst,
E of Grave, lightly bombed by GAiF.
CANADIAN FIRST ARMY
I Corps Counterattack against 51st Div'oositions near
Schijndel repulsed with heavy casualties to enemy.
II Corps At Zuid Beveland Isthmus, 2d Div makes small
gains near Wo'ensdrecht and Calmothout and repulses
counterattacks in Hoogerheide area. Third Div positions
in Leopold Canal sector slightly improved and expanded.
Troops N of Leopold Canal closely supported by 2d ThF
planes which bomb.Breskens, Schoondijke, 'and Ijzendijke
during day and Brcskens-Flushing ferry at night.
Approximatply 350 tons of bombs released on usual
objectives in 21st Army Group zone by 2d TjF during 1,448
sorties.

14

BRITISH SECOND iARMI
VIII Corps Third Div makes further small gains in Overloon
area against continued strong resistance. IE of Overloon,
elements of 11th Armd find enemy,holding Groeningen and
Vierlingsbeek. U.S. 7th Armd again carries out diversionary operations along Deurne-Venraij road.
XXX Corps. Eighty-second U.S. AB patrols clash with
enemy a number of times during night.
XII Corps RCT 327 (U.S., 101st AB) repulses determined
attack by enemy co with tanks along raod leading E from
Opheusden. Fifty-second Div's 157th Brig Gp enroute to

1st Cdn Army.

Zutph

RR bridge at
Bridge at
bs.
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Elst is target for night raid by 8 2d TAF planes.vwith about
5 tons. Other 2d TAF planes continue close support of troops
and interdiction of traffic in Holland and W Germany. Single
enemy plane bombs Volkel airfield.
CANADIAN FIRST ARMY

II Corps Second Div continues efforts to dislodge enemy
from Zuid Beveland Isthmus. Eighth Brig (3d Div) effects
junction with 4th Armd Div troops near Maadg van Gent;
elements of latter enter Watervliet without opposition.
Second TAF planes bomb Breskens strongpoint during day
and Breskens Flushing ferry at night.
During 1,121 sorties, 2d TAF planes drop 174 tons of
bombs.in support of 21st Army Group.
:
.
East Atlantic

SS Standard (Norwegian cargo ship, 1,264

tons) sunk by enemy action at 67-15 N, 14-00 E.
15

BRITISH SECOND ARMY

.

VIII Corps From Overloon area 3d Div is slowly converging
on Venraij against still bitter resistance. Elements of
llth Armd (159th Brig) attack to clear region E of Overloon; patrols of 29th Armd Brig active SVT of Overloon,one group
crossing canal SE of Rips. U.S. 7th Armd again relieves
pressure on British by operations on Deurne-Venraij road;
CCB ordered to establish bridgehead across canal on this
road.
XII Corps U.S. 101st AB Div's activities liiited to
.patrolling and probing to enemy front.
Twelve B-25s and 24 A-20s of 2d TAF drop over 40 tons of
bombs on bridge at Deventer, reporting 2 hits. Other bombing
targets for 2d TAF are enemy troops in Reichswald Forest and
Geldern RR center. Harassing of transport and transport
facilities over wide area of Holland and N7V Germany continues
with good effect
GAF planes lightly raid Allied positions
SPI of Arnhem,
vren; light damage
and casualties
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CANADIAN FIRST ARMY.,
II Corps Stiff fighting in Woensdrecht area and along
Leopold Canal fails to alter situation materially.
Supporting ground forces, 2d TAF planes bomb Bergen op
Zoom strongpoint.
Second TAF, in support of 21st Army Group, flies over
1,000 sorties and drops 168 tons of bombs.
.East Atlantic SS Inger Johanne (Norwegian tanker, 1,202
tons) sunk by enemy action at 63-08 N, 07-45 E.

16

BRITISH SECOND aiRMY
VIII Corps Third Div steadily moving in on Venraij,
elements reaching outskirts.
Eleventh Arrrd. continues
active E and' SW.of Overloon.. 159th Brig clears area E'
of the torn as far as RR; 29th Brig bridges canal SE of
Rips, crosses, and continues E to establish contact .with
9th Brig (3d Div) SV' of Overloon. CCB of U.S. 7th Arnmd
advances to canal on Deurne-Venraij road over heavily
mined and booby-trapped terrain and against, sporadic
arty and miortar fire and heavy SA fire; foot bridges
put in under cover of arty smoke; bridging operations
begun at night by which time bridgehead extends 800 yds.
E of the canal.
Fighters of 2d TAF harass traffic'in Amersfooir
Zaltbomrmel (on the Waal N of Is Hertogenbosch), and Venlo areas..
CANADIAN FIRST APRUIY

II Corps Zuid Beveland Isthmus virtually sealed off with
capture of Woensdrecht by 4th Brig (2d Div); vigorous
counterattacks repulsed. Fourth Armd Div continues its
move to positions near iintwerp: 4th Armd Brig now in
I Corps zone.
Stiff fighting continues between Leopold
Canal and the'.Scheldt with 3d Div making small gains.
German 226th Inf Div active on W sector of Dunkerque
perimeter.

21
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Second TAF planes bomb Oostburg and Breskens during day;
at night' Mosquitoes attack Breskens-Flushing ferry traffic with
bombs, cannons, and MGs, harass enemy S of the Scheldt, and
raid bridge joining Walcheren and Zuid Beveland.
During 445 sorties, 2d TAF'planes release 97 tons of
bombs in support of 21st Army Group.

17

BRITISH SECOND AiRMY
VIII Corps Street fighting in progress at Venraij,
Eleventh Armd passes through CCB of 7th U.S. Arimd.,
crosses newly completed bridge over canal on DeurneVenraij road, and continues E against arty and mortar
fire; CCB, relieved by 11th Armd of responsibility for
bridgehead, attacks S along E bank of canal.
XXX Corps XII Corps relieved of responsibility fo'
Nijmegen bridgehead and W flank between the lMaas and Waal
rivers by XXX Corps which now controls entire 2d Army
region N of the Maas; 50th, 53d (-158th Brig); U.S. 101st
AB, RCT 508 of U.S. 82d kB, and 4th Separate FArmd Brig
pass from XII to XXX Corps command. :During night, 50th
Div with RCT 508,under command takes over sector from N
bank of the lWaal to R boundary of U.S. 101st AB, relieving
53d Div.
Second- TAF fighters continue to hammer, at cormmunications
lines and transport, particularly in W Germany; rail lines in
the Ruhr cut at a number of points. Enemy camp at Arcen, on
the Maas N of Venlo, lightly bombed by 7 2d TAF aircraft.
CANADIAN FIRST ARMlff
I Corps .Fifty-first Div passes to command of XII Corps,
British 2d Army. Germans are abandoning positions S of
Tilburg.
II Corps Second Div frustrates enemy attempts to infiltrate in VToonsdrecht area. German pocket S of Scheldt
further compressed by 3d Div, elements of which are
closing in on Breskens; enemy counterattack W of Eede
repulsed; St
ith Inf Brig
05F,-,
^;.
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(4th Cdn Armd Div),.-relieved at Leopold Canal by 157th
Brig of Br 52d-Div moving to join remainder of Div,
under I Corps command, NE of Antwerp; 157th, formerly
under Br 2d Army command, holding line along Canal excluding area of 7th Brig (3d Div) bridgehead.
RAF BC attacks Westkapelle (Walcheren) sea wall in effort
to widen existing breach; 47 Lancasters and'2 Mosquitoes release!
about 290 tons of bombs, apparently achieving good "concentration.
Supporting troops N'of Leopold Canal, 2d TAF planes bomb
Oostburg, Sluis, and Breskens during day and again hit BreskensFlushing ferry at night.
In 649 sorties, 2d TAF planes release 72 tons of bombs
on usual, targets in 21st Army Group zone.

l

BRITISH :SECOND ARMI
VIII Corps Venraij falls to 3dDiv which is .mopping .up
the town and wooded, area near by. .Against weakened'"
resistance, forward elements of 11th Armd continue E to
Veulen. Fifteenth'Div now under XII Corps command.
XX and XII Corps Regrouping in progress.,
'Div passes from XXX .to XII Corps command.

Fifty-third

Second TAF fighters, in-considerable strength, carry out
ground support and rail cutting missions in Holland and W
Germany; troops in Venraij area closely supported and rail
lines cut in many places.
CANADIAN FIRST ARMi.Y
.ICorps XII Corps, British 2d Army, takes over sector
E from Hilvarenbeek and including that town at OlOOA.,
Fifty-sixth Brig of 49th Div moving to St,, LeonardBrecht area. Tenth Polish Armd Brig (1st Polish Armd
Div) relieves 56th Brig of area from vicinity of Aerle
,to Dutch frontier.
II Corps Enemy bridgehead at Breskens further reduced
by 3d Div..
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Second TAF planes support troops in Bergen op Zoom and
Breskens area; Breskens, Schoondijke, and, for 3d'successive
night, Breskens-Flushing ferry bombed.
Second TAF planes, during 946 sorties, closely support
21st Army Group and cut rail lines; 173 tons of bombs dropped.
19

BRITISH SECOND ARSY
VIII Corps Weakening resistance on Corps front results
in capture of many prisoners. Eleventh Armd and 3d Inf
Divs establish contact at points between Venraij and
Veulen; Veltum and Leunen, villages near Venraij, cleared
of enemy.
Farther S, TF Fuller is organized by CCR of
7th U.S. Armd to secure bridgehead across canal on
Deurne-Amerika road; elements of CCB and TF Fuller
capture Griendtsveen by .noon and put 2 bridges: across
the canal during night.
XXX and XII Corps

Shifting of units. continues.

.Second TAF planes attack troop concentratjons in Reichswald
Forest, rail
lines in vicinity of. Venlo and'Deventer.. and en-'
gage in extensive swe.eps over Holland; RR lines cut in 11 ''
places
CANADIAN FIRST AREY
I Corps Relieved by 4th'Armd Brig'(4th Armd Div),
Brig (49th Div) moves to Oostmalle area.

147th

II Corps Third Div gradually pushing Germans back to
Breskens-Schoondijke-Oostburg-Sluis line S of the Scheldt;
junction of Cdn elements from Savojaards Plaat area with
those at Leopold Canal effected near St. Kruis.
Aardenburg and .iiddelbourg captured by 157th Brig, 52d Div;
7th Brig of 3d Div relieved by this group.
In support of troops N of Leopold Canal,
bomb Breskens and Oostburg.

2d TAF planes

Seventy-nine tons of bombs dropped by 2d TAF planes during
435 sorties in support of 21st Army Group.
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BRITISH SECOND ARM-IY

VIII Corps Patrols of 3d Inf and ilth arrad Divs find
enemy still at points E' and SE of Overloon and in woods
near Veulen. On U'.S. 7th armd front, CCR assumes
responsibility for bridgehead near Griendtsveen, relieving CCB which passes to Div reserve; arty fire breaks up
counterattack forming against bridgehead.

Fifteen-mi.

front beteen Nederweert and Liesel assigned to 87th
Cav Rcn Sq Iecz (-1 Troop); patrolling along Canal du
Nord and Canal de Deurne between these towns can only be
accomplished. at night, since enemy holds both banks of
canals.
XXX- Corps Enervy fire against 50th Div increases, Bemmel
heavily shelled during night.
XII Corps Fifty-first Div repulses enemy raid S of
Sc¢hijndel, Regrouping continues. Corps; assume's direct
command of 4th Scparate Armd-Brig with R Netherlands
Brig and Royals under command. 'Brig 158 (-bn)' joins
rest.of.53d Div in Heesch area.
Planes of ,2d TAF bomb RIrbr.idge at Zutphen and carry out
offensive sweeps .aga'inst R-Rs in '"olland and. N;I Ger'~.mzny rail
transport and
-road4
lines cut in rmny.place's and...rai'iand
tanks hit.
CANADIAN FIRST ARiLZ

I Corps .,First Polish. ArmdDiv now responsible for area
from Inter-Ari-ay b'oundary 'to Chamm-Baarle Nassau'road.
Forty-ninth Div an'd 4th Armd Div launch attacks 'to clear
R. flank of 2d Div (II Corps): on R, 49th advances 6 mi.
.N from St.. Leonard area .to capture Loenhout~;'Glarke
Force (based on 34th Tk Brig and under 49th Div command)
clears '.Tuestwezel and crosses Antwerp-Breda road to
continue NM(ion L, 4th :rmd overcomes stiff resistance
in woods NE of Camp de Brasschaet, clears Calmothout,
and advance elements continue N to canal 3½ mi. S of
Esschen.,
II Corps Third Div further 'reduces enemy perimeter N
of Leopold Canal, Germans seize Czech outpost at W of
.. ;
'
Dunkerque p i
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'Ninth BD, in effort to cut enemy supply line to

Walcheren, bombs Iioerdijk and Geertruidenberg bridges; former
hit by 9 B-26s i-ith 17 tons; latter receives 58 tons from 30'
B-26s.
Second TAF continues to support troops in Breskens
area and S of Bergen op Zoom and to harass enemy rmovements;
Breskens, Esschen, and Roosendaal bombed.
*Second TAF flies 883 sorties and drops about 170 tons
of bombs in 21st Arm.y Group zone.
21

BRITISH SECOND idRY
VIII Corps
enemy.

IVicijel, in U.S.

7th armd zone,

shelled by

XXX Corps Germans found to be withdrawing slightly in
Opheusden area.
XII Corps

Shifting of troops continues.

Twenty-six B-25s unload 72 tons of bombs on highw'ay
bridge at Hodol, hWS
of Is Hertogenbosch,'with unobserved
results. RR bridge at Zutphen bombed for 2d successive day
by 2d TAF plane,s, Strong forces of 2d TAF fighters swoeep over
Holland and W,Germany, cutting rails at numerous places and
taking heavy toll of transport. Grave airfield twice bombed
by GAF; several aircraft damaged on ground and a fe-v casualties
sustained.
CANADIAN FIRST iARMLY
I Corps Clarke Force (49th Div) reaches'Nieuwmoer, SE
of Esschn, -and to the S contacts 4th arm-d lemicents near
Calmothout5 weather slows advance.
II Corps Approximately a third of enemy Scheldt pocket
now in Allied hands; resistance in this sector weakening;
9th Brig (3d Div) launches assault on Breskens at 1000
hours.
Seventy-five RaAF Bela
lj-s A4ntt
Flushing, aiming about 4 ipl
6T
f
Xau A bXa
bombing reported general] shi ske"darg't
an oil
refinery is hit, a small ship sunk, and a large ship damaged.
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Approximately 50 B-25s and 24 k-20s of 2d TAF bomb gun emplacements at Cadzand. Fighter bombers of 2d TAF strike at
guns and strongpoints in Breskens area and at Fort Frederik
Kendrik.
Second TAF sorties over 21st Army Group zone total
1,278; about 360 tons of bombs dropped.
North Sea SS Vestra (Norwegian cargo ship, 1,422 tons)
sunk by enemy action at 59-25 N. 05-20 E.
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BRITISH SECOND ARMY1
VIII Corps U.S. 7th Armd expands its bridgehead
near Griendtsveen; contact awith enemy limited in this
sector.
'XXX Corps U.S. 101st AB finds Ophe 'sden abandoned-'-y
enemy who mined and booby-trapped the village before'
.
retiring to iWoutskirts. ,

-

XII Corps Attacks launched E of 's Hertogenbosch by
53d and: 7th Armd Divs: attacking from'NE, 53d moves in
over 3 mi. toward. s Hertogenbosch, reaching Nuland area;
SE of Is Hertogenbosch, 7th'Armd advances slightly'in
vicinity of liddeiro'e; enemy puts up strong opposition.
'During night, 51st Diy attacks 'W toward Boxtel.
Second TAF fighters'provide support for troops and
patrol Zwolle-Ieppel area of N Holland.
CANADIAN FIRST ARMY
'I Corps Forty-ninth Div meeting stiffening resistance
from enemy with tanks and assault guns NW of Loenhout;
German 245th Inf Div has been committed recently in this
region. To the L, 4th Armd occupies Esschen against
moderate resistance, following all-night advance.'
II Corps Breskens falls to 9th Brig (3d Div) with little
opposition; numerous mines and booby traps found; elements
enter near-bl Fp.ort Frederik Hendrik against MT and AT gun
of Bres kns, also cleared of enemy.
fire. Scho{ '$ I
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Weather limits 2d TAF sorties to 192; about 24 tons of
bombs dropped.

23

BRITISH SECOND ARIM
VIII Corps U.S. 7th Armd Div, although still under Br
2d Army tactically, is assigned to 9th U.S. Army and
relieved from assignment to 1st U.S. Army.
XXX Corps Further enemy withdrawal noted in Opheusden
area; U.S. 101st AB sends patrols across Neder Rijn to
Renkum and Wageningen during night; a number of Germans
found at latter.
XII Corps Fifty-third Div reaches outskirts of ts
Hertogenbosch; 7th Armd advances slightly SE of Is
Hertogenbosch; 51st Div halted near Boxtel by blown
bridge, but to N establishes bridgehead across rivor at
St. Michielsgestel.
CANADIAN FIRST APRMY
I Corps U.S. 104th Inf Div enters line for 1st time,
starting relief of 49th Div; Adv Div CP set up at
IW'estmalle.
II Corps Third Div elements which entered Fort Frederik
Hendrik forced out by determined opposition; elsewhere
in Scheldt pocket, resistance from German 64th Div generally waning, and 2 regts of 3a Div moving SW towTards
canal at Retranchement.
Ninety-two Lancasters of RAF BC attack Flushing, aiming
about 564 tons of bombs at coastal battery; boiming scattered
due to poor visibility. At night a few Miosquitoes of 2d TAF
harass enemy movements.
Second TAF virtually grounded by weather; only 27
sorties flown and about 2 tons of bombs dropped.
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BRITISH SECOND ARMiY
XXX Corps Patrols of U.S. 101st AiB clash with enemy in
Wageningen after crossing Neder Rijn for 2d successive
night.
XII Corps In N outskirts of 's Hertogenbosch, 53d Div
is clearing area N of Zuidwillemsvaart Canal; positions
of 7th Armd virtually unchanged; 51st Div, clearing
Schijndel-Boxtel-'s Hertogenbosch triangle, has elements
N of St. ichieilsgestel, in Halder area, and in contact
with enemy at Dungen. To the S, 15th Div sends: patrols
to Oirschot.
Planes of 2d TAF again bomb highway bridge at Hede6l;
and
others support ground forces, cut RR tracks at 12 points,
hit transport.
CANADIAN FIRST ARIY
I Corps- U.S. 104th Div continues relief of Br 49th
and patrols uneventfully, patrols entering Holland at.
Forty2350A; Div (-) closes in vicinity of Wuest-ezel,.
Esschen
in
ninth Div relieves elements of 4th Cdn Armd
area and has units in contact with enenmy across Dutch
border near hchtmaal. Mitzd elements of 4th Cdn Armd

advance toward Bergen op Zoom against heavy resistance.

II Corps Second Div launches assault to clear Zuid
Beveland: 4th Brig, hampered by *waterloggedterrain and
fire from .T guns, moves slowly W, reaching point several
5th 'and 6th contain enemy
imi. fromi 'oensdrecht,'while
to move N. On 3d Div
attempt
and
at neck of the isthmus
contracted;
further
Scheldt
of
S
front, German pocket
Frederik
Fort
take
to
elements of 9th Brig attempting
approaching
8th
and
Breskens,
Hendrik, 7th advancing W of
Oostburg. .
Forty-eight planes of 2d TAF drop 21 tons of bombs on
enemy hq at Dordrecht; others bomb gun positions at Cadzand.
Second TAF, in 611 sorties, supports troops of 21st
Army Group and harasses enemy movements; about 190 tons of
.e
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BRITISH SECOND ARlY

VIII Corps In U.S. 7th armd zone, CCB relieves CCR of
responsibility for bridgehead near Griendtsveon.
XII Corps Fifty-third Div establishes bridgehead over
Zuidwillemsvaart Canal and is clearing E portion of 's
Hertogenbosch. Br 7th armd probing westward. In 51st
Div zone, Dungen and Boxtel clear of enemy; bridgehead
secured across river MN of Boxtel and counterattacks
repulsed. Fifteenth Div closing in on Tilburg, with
elements at Oirschot and in vicinity of Moergestol and
Heuvelstraat; Goirle still held by enemy.
CANADIAN FIRST ABtRY
I Corps On R, Germans withdrawing northward toward
Tilburg and Breda pursued by 1st Polish Armd Div and
2d Cdn Armid Brig; Alphen free of enemy and area to
general

line from Baarle Nassau to L'inderhout clear.
U.S. 104th Div completes relief of 49th Div and,
assuming offensive, moves forward with intention of
clearing Breda road as far N as Zundert and capturing
that town; points across Belgian border reached and
severe night counterattack repulsed with aid of arty.
Forty-ninth Div in positions at and near Esschen,
including Schanker and Den Houvel; Germans offering
stiffer resistance N of Esschen. Fourth Cdn'rrimd
advancing toward Bergen op Zoom.
II Corps Progress of 2d Div elements along Zuid
Beveland continues slow; main road cratered, and stiff
resistance put up by Germans N of road. Third Div
continues reduction of enemy S of the Scheldt; Fort
Frederik Hendrik falls to 9th Brig.
Weather cancels all offensive missions of 2d TAF; 29
sorties flown but no bombs dropped.
'
26

BRITISH SECOND AiPLY

XII Corps Fifty-third Div establishes bridgehead across
river on W outskirts of 's Hertogenbosch. Elements of
'Z
xLnt eY
51st Div seize

rs
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expand bridgehead IMW of Boxtel. Units of 7th Armd
overcome strong resistance to take Udenhout, NE of
Tilburg.
CANiADIAN FIRST 3ARi.l
I Corps First Polish Armd Divfinds enemy withdrawn
from Aerle but still at points E of Aiphen; 2d Cdn Armd
Brig contacts onemy in Ulicoten-Beek area, between
Baarle Nassau and Zundert. Against sporadic resistance
U.S. 104th Div advances to positions near Zundert from
which a concerted attack will be launched on the town,
repulsing small thrust down Breda road from Zundert
en route with assistance of tanks and arty. Germans
withdraw from Achtmaal-Meer delaying line at night and
move N to establish another along Vaart Canal from Broda
road N of Rijsbergen to vicinity of Rupphcn; small
rearguard left to slow 104th Div. From Esschen area,
elements of 49th Div move N to vicinity of Nispen; Clarke
Force passes through 56th Brig to reach Brembosch, NW of
Nispen. Fourth Cdn irmd captures Wouwscheplantage,
between Nispen and Bergen op Zoom.
II Corps Elements of 52d Div (.156th Brig) crqss West
Scheldt from Torneuzen to land on Zuid Boveland near
Baarland before dawn; bridgehead established and.'Baarland
captured despite prompt counterattacks; enemy shells
LVTs, causing some damage.. Meanwhile, 4th and 6th Brigs
of 2d Div continue westward advance along Zuid. Beveland;
5th near Kortevon, on road to Bergen op Zoom. N of
Leopold Canal, Oostburg falls to 3d Div.
Weather again prevents offensive operations by 2d TAF;
22 sorties flown.
Seine Rivcr SS Rouseville (British tanker, 1,155 tons)
sunk by enemy action at 48-25 N, 03-'00 E.'
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VIII Corps Following heavy arty barrage, German 9th'
Panzer and 15-th Panzer Grenadier Divs supported by'.
Panther andTiger tanks launch coordinated attacks from
vicinity
t Venlo, gateway
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to the Ruhr, across Canal de Deurne and Canal du Nord
against broad front held by 87th Cav Rcn Sq Mecz
(U.S.
7th armd Div) between Nederweert and Liesel,
striking
at Meijel, Huitrak (on Meijel-Liesel road), and in
Nederweert area (SW of Meijel). Superior enemy strength
forces U.S. 7th Armd out of Meijel and frustrates
subsequent attempt to regain that town, Allied de-

fensive line at Heitrak is pierced; TF Temple formed
to
hold this sector. Slight withdrawal made by U.S. 7th
Armd in Nederweert area where Allied units are reinforced
by TF Nelson. Meanwhile, Br 11th m.rd takes over
Griendtsveen bridgehead, relieving CCB by 2045. From
CCR, TF liTomple is assigned to CCB.
XII Corps Fifty-third Div completely clears Is
Hertogenbosch. Fifty-first and 7th armd sweeping rapidly
N'toward the Maas · from. vicinity .of Is Hertocgnbos.ch
and

Tilburg. Fifteenth Div reaches SE outskirts of Tilburg
and has elements moving to positions NE of the city
after
clearing Oisterwijk area.
CANADIAN FIRST iARMY

I Corps Elements of 1st' Polish .rmd moving N' towiard
Gilze, N of Alphen. U.S. 104th Div launches
coordinated
attack on Zundert, following effective arty preparation;
on R, 413th Inf with tank suppQrt from 'Bi 147th Tk
Regt
occupies the town- and cuts road to Br(eda N of there
against slight opposition .from enemy rearguards, while
414th in center and 415th on .Lmaintain pressure on
enemy and make small advances; 104th Rcn Tr secures R
flank and contacts 1st Polish arnrd Div. Meeor by-passed
and road from there to 104th Div sector blocked.
Slight
progress made by 49th Div in Esschen-Nispen area and
by
4th Cdn 'Armd SE of Bergen op Zoom.
II Corps On Zuid Beveland, 6th Brig (2d Div) reaches
line of Beveland Canal against light opposition; 5th
continues active around Korteven.
Fifty-second Div
bridgehead at Baarland expanded against continued
counterattacks and now includes Oudelande.
Enemy
perimeter S of the Scheldt further contracted by
3d Div.
On coast, 1st Czech Independent armd Brig Gp repulses
small attack in Dunkerque area.
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virtually grounded by weather; 23
Second TYAF still
sorties flown, but no bombs dropped.
SS Nina (Norwegian cargo ship, 1,488
Baltic Sea:
tons) sunk by enemyr action at 56-10 N, 11-12 E.
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VIII Corps Attempting to recapture Meijel, CCB of U.S.
7th Armd Div attacks astride Liesel-ieijel road in
effort to converge with a task force of CCR attacking
Meanwhile, TF Olinstcad, under
down Asten-lieijel road.
toward
Canal de Deurne down Hoogebrug
attacks
CCB control,
road, and TF Nelson, under CCh control, attacks E toward
Severe opposition holds all attacking units to
Horik.
During night, enemy planes bomb and strafe
small gains.
.Hsten and vicinity.
XII Corps Fifteenth Div secures Tilburg and moves to
Fifty-first, 53d, and 7th Armd Divs
VIII Corps sector.
continue clearing area between Tilburg, t s Hertogenbosch,
and the Maas.
Force of 112 B-25s and 36.A-20s dispatched against rail

Venlo, and Roermond'; direct hits' scored
bridges at.Deyenteri
on Venlo bridge, and center span. o that' at Roermond knocked
out. Second TIF fighters, in considerable' strength, attack
rail installations and rail, hignhvay, and'canal traffic in
Germany with good, results; rails cut in many
Holland.andd
places'and numerous vehicles destroyed. Single GAF plane
bombs 2d Army main Hq, cCausing some damage and casualties.

CANADIAN FIRST

_RMY

I Corps First Polish j'*r'd Div 'converging on ,Brda;. To
remains at Zundert;'
the SIN, 413th Inf (U S. ,04th'Div)
414th advances up Breda road to vicinity of Rijsbergen,
encountering.numerous mines and 'road.blocks but slightenemy resistance.; 415th moves toward Breda-Roosendaal.
road, meeting. and overcqming resistance S of Sprunde1,
during.night. Forty-ninth Div makes good. progress $SI.
of Roosendaal.
Bergen .o.p Zoom occupied by 10th Brig
(4th' Cdn
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II Corps On Zuid Beveland, 'elements of 2d Div cross
Beveland Canal and continue W; 5th Brig preparing to
follow from ZJoensdrecht.' Ellewoutsdijk, San of Oudelande,
falls to 156th Brig, 52d'Div; 157th.starts crossing by
ferry to 156th Brig bridgehead.
Between Leopold. Canal
and Scheldt, 3d Div continues against strong resistance
to push enemy to the sea, securing Nieuwvliet on'N and
advancing beyond-Oostburg on S.,
RAF BC heavily hits Walcheren coastal:batteries: 252

planes (116 Halifaxes,

110 Lancasters,

and 26 Mosquitoes)

attack 8 gun positions at Flushing, Dishoekl Westkapelle,
Domberg, and Oostkapelle with about 1,200 tons of bombs;
bombing generally accurate.
Second TaF planes also bomb
Walcheren objectives as well as Zuid Beveland gun positions
and Gorinchem ferry (E of Dordrecht),
Improving weather permits 1,377 sorties by 2d TAF
444 tons of bombs dropped.

about

East Atlantic SS Karmoy (Norwegian cargo ship, 2,498
tons) sunk by enemqy action at 68-40 N,. 16-39 E.
29
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VIII Corps From Meijel, 'Germans attack in force toward
Liesel and.Asten during morning, taking former from CCB
and pushing CCR back about half, way up road to Asten
where arty assists in halting enemy drive. Gerrmans
sustain heavy casualties in men and tanks. During night,
15th Div relieves U.S. 7th Armd'in Mieijel-Liesel sector;
U.S. 7th Armd is to defend smaller zone to. S near U'eert
and attack IE in conjunction withth 5th Divs attack; CCA
remains in positions near Nederweert, while CCB and CCR
move into assembly areas to rear.
XII Corps

Fifty-first,

53d,

and 7th Armd Divs continue

to clear area N of 's Hertogenbosch and Tilburg; arty
fire placed on enemy movement toward Hedel, on the Maas
N of Is Hertogenbosch.
Fourth Separate Ari£d Brig Gp
moving to vicinity of Weert to come under VIII Corps
command,

54
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Second TAF bombers concentrate on rail bridges at Venlo,
Roermond, and Zviolle; 0QB-25s hit approaches to Venlo bridge
with 60 tons of bombs; similar force releases 60 tons on
Zwolle bridge ithu unobserved results; results also unobserved
at Roermond where 24 B-25s and 12 A-20s drop 34 tons.' Second
TAF Typhoons, Spitfires, and Mosquitoes carry out strong
sweeps against enemy movements and rail objectives, covering
Amersfoort, Deventer, and Zwolle areas of central Holland
and, along German-Dutch frontier, hammering at all enemy
movement in vicinity of Roermond and Venlo; bombs dropped
at Meijel crossroads, Kaldenkirchen road junction, and
Krefeld RR center; rail lines NIW of the Ruhr cut in many
places and transport heavily damaged; over Venlo, 3 of some
50 W. 190s engaged are shot down for loss of 1 Typhoon.
Several GAF planes bomb Nijmegen bridge area and points N of
Nijmegen, causing no damage but light casualties; slight
damage caused at Helmond by about 5 attacking enemy planes,
CANADIAN FIRST ARP.i

'

I Corps Elements of 1st Polish Armd enter Breda and
secure most of the town, but enemy continues to resist
:in N outskirts; points S .and E of Breda also cleared,'
including.UlvQe!mhout, Ginneken, and Dorst. U.S. 104th
Div ordered to advance NW and cross Mnark R.: Task Force
A of 414th Tnf resumes attacks in morning, overcomes
stiff resistance at Vaart Canal, forces crossing, and
continues northward advance during night; Gerimans
abandon l7i portion of Vaart Canal line early in morning,
permitting 415th Inf to gain control of Breda-Roosendaal
road..by..O945; L!.13th, in protective role, moves to assembly
: area nea.' Sprundel after sending 1st Bn to Rijsbergen to
protect Div'.R flank frohm possible' attacks from Breda;
t'ouw,, on
'Div (-) moves to position 2 mi. N of Zundert.
Roosendaal-Borgen op Zoom road, now firmly held by Clarke
N of WQouw,
Force; '49th Div in positions near by.
elements .of 41th Cdn Armd Div take Mioerstraten and advance W; others moving N of Bergen op Zoom reach Nordgeest
area.
* II
Corps On Zuid Beveland, elements of 2d and 52d Divs
link up near Hoedekenskerke; advancing along N route, 5th
Brig (2d Div) passes through 6th to take Goes without
opposition; to S,.' 52d Div expands'bridgehead and captures
aches Cadzand
Molenbur
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on N and seizes Zuidzande to SE; Germans reported
hastily withdrawing, but strong resistance continues;
approximately 7,000 prisoners taken to date in this
sector.. In coastal area, Czech Independent Armd Brig
Gp' takes over 300 prisoners during enemy raid on
Dunkerque perimeter.
Thirty-three B-26s of 9th BD slightly damage Mioerdijk
RR bridge with 66 tons of bombs.. Walcheren heavily hit by
RAF BC: 326 planes (174 Lancasters, 125 Halifaxes,

27

Mosquitoes) unload about 1,600 tons of bombs on enemy defenses at lestkapelle, Domburg, ,Middleburg, and Zoutclande;
bombs well concentrated on most of the targets. Second T~_F
planes, with bombs, cannons, and MGls, attack enemy movements
in vicinity of Roosendaal, Rotterdam, across Maas and Waal
rivers (particularly at Zaltbommel, Moerdijk, Hcusden, and
Pertboom bridges), on Walcheren, and in Breskons area with
good results; in addition, radar installations on Walcheren
and guns and.strongpoints near Breskens hit.
Approximately 450 tons of bombs dropped by 2d TiA
during 1,648 sorties in support of.21st irmy. Group.
30

planes

BRITISH SECOND AE.fft'
VIII Corps Oft U.S. 7th ;grmd Div front, CCB moves to
relieve GCA; latter preparing to clear area N of Canal
-du Nord to area S of MKijel; CCR in Div reserve. Fifteenth Div starts dislodging enemy from N and i.
Uout-

skirts of Liesel and from wooded areas near by; enemy
patrol routed.by arty
arty fire.
XXX Corps Forty-third Div drives off enemy patrol SE
of Nijmcgen during night ....
XII Corps Fifty-first, 53d, and 7th Armd Divs continue
elimination of enerey remaining S.of the Maas; Oos-terhout,
NE of Breda, clear of enemy.
CANADIAN FIRST ARIY
I Corps First Polish;armd Div still clearing Broda area;
only few snipers remain in the town; .contact established
between Poles and U

th
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qontinues toward Mark R,, along which enemr has
established his last defensive line S of the Maas R.
after withdrawing from Vaart Canal line: 414th Inf
reaches the MtIark and searches for bridge sites, although
enemy fire from N bank is heavy; 415th attacks• to secure
bridge intact S of Standdaarbuiten,. but enemy blows
bridge; preparations made for assault boat crossing
tomorrow; 413th in Div Res S of Ouden'osch; Div (-)
moves to area 2 mi. S of Rucphen.. Forty-ninth Div
finds Roosendaal clear of enemy and occupies. Oudgastel.
N of Bergen op Zoom, 4th Cdn armd has elements at
Klutsdorp and Oudemolen.
.II Corps Eltments of 2d Div reach E (jnd -ofV.Talcheren
causeway, but determined resistance and mines prevent
crossing of this exposed link; '52d Div troops moving
? toward causeway via I's Heerenhoek. S of the Scheldt,
enemy parties cling stubbornly to coastal'positions,
but 3d Div passes through Cadzand unopposed and continues
to Derivation Canal, crossing it during night.
Weather prevents 9th *BD attacks oh br.idges at Moerdijk,
Geertruidenberg, and Heusden. For' 2d' succbssive-day, RAF BC
strikes at Walcheren defenses: 89 Lancasters and 7 iosquitoes
release approxinately 560 tons ~f bombs on gun positions and
strongpoints in vicinity of Domburg, Zoutolande, and Flushing;
visibility moderate and fair results achieved. Second TAF
Typhoons and Spitfires effectively harass transport in KnYocke,
Walcheren, and Dordrecht areas; Veere docks lightly bombed.
Second TAF flies about 200 sorties and.drops approximately
32 tons of bombs in support of 21st Army Group.
31

BRITISH SECOND i.RJY
VIII Corps U.S. 7th Armd Div zone further reduced with
relief of CCB by Br 4 Separate ?rmd Brig; Div now flanked
.on L by Br 15th Div and on R by Br 4th Separate Armd' Brig.
:CCB passes to Div reserve; CCR nmoves to Nederweort area.
Maj. Gen. Silvester relieved of command of U.S. 7th armd
at 2400 hours. First Belgian Br-ig relieved from assignment to U.S. 7th ir~md at 1800. Fifteenth Div regains'!
Liesel and clears wooded areas Ln vicinity-.
Fiftv-third
.Div Hq
Corps zone,
coming
f Div will
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follow upon relief in 's Hertogenbosch area.
XII Corps Fifty-first Div takes over area vacated by
53d Div; 154th Brig overcomes stiff opposition to take
Raamsdonk, N of Oosterhout. Elements of 7th Armd in
contact with Polish Armad Div (Cdn 1st Army) near
Oosterhout.
CANADIAN FIRST ARMvY
I Corps Germans vigorously defending Mark R. line,
holding Zevenbergen and Standdaarbuiten as strongpoints.
Third Inf Brig of 1st Polish Armd Div establishes bridgehead across the river E of Zevenbergen. First Bn of
415th Inf (U.S. 104th Div) crosses near Standdaarbuiten
but is forced back to S bank by severe counterattacks
supported by tanks and intense fire; 414th Inf preparing
for crossing; Div (-) moves up to Etten-Oudenbosch area.
Forty-ninth Div sends patrols along the river and has
elements at Kruisland., Nv1 of Roosendaal. Fourth Cdn
Armd moving toward Steeioergen9 N of Bergen op Zoom.
II Corps All resistance on Zuid Beveland ceases, survivors have withdrawn to Walcheren. After 4th Brig
(2d Div) clears area at E end of ",/alcheren causeway,
5th passes through and continues to within approximately
100 yds. of far end before being stopped by intense
mortar and iGCfire. Fourth Brig (2d Div) relieved by
157th of 52d Div; 155th Brig (52d Div) with 4th Commando
of 4th SS Brig under command concentrated in Breskens
area and remainder of 4th SS Brig at Ostend in preparation
for seaborne assault on Wialcheren. S of the Scheldt, 3d
Div elements drive to Knocke; small enemy groups remain
to be mopped up in coastal area.
Continuing poor weather limits 2d TAF sorties to 89
during which about 20 tons of bombs are dropped in support of 21st
Army Group: Mosquitoes wreck Gestapo hq at Aarhus, Denmark, with
11 tons; others hit Walcheren defenses with 8 tons.
During the month, 2d TaF has dropped 1,445 tons of bombs
on transportation targets in 4,357 sorties; has released 848
tons on defense positions in the course of 2,767 sorties; and
has directly supported ground forces in !,880 sorties with 675
tons.
Enemy plane losses i
.a '
% .a' L ,
i . PoId
E> fat
by AA and other causes durij
~b'e'tda|?
X29!il.maS+
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stroyed, 13 probably, and
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lost during month. P-bF carries out the customary anti-shipping
operations off the coast throughout Ogt.
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U.S. FIRST ARYf

During first 3 weeks of. Oct, encirclement and reduction
of fortified Aachen is goal .of First Army forces. Despite
arrival of German reinforcements, including 246th Iif Div,
gap to NE of city is slowly being closed. Plan is for VII
and.XIX Corps, to isolate Aachen, with 30th Inf Div attacking
from N to seize ground in vicinity of Wuerselen, 4 mi. NNE of
Aachen, while 1st Inf Div attacks, from S to occupy dominating
terrain between Aachen and Wuerselen and join forces with
30th Div.
German.Seventh Army units defending Siegfried Line in

U.S.

First Army zone 'include 1 SS Pz Corps,

the 12th,

36th,

89th, 275th, 347th,~ and 353d Inf Divs, and numerous "Fortress

Bns."

XIX Corps :!hile 1st Belgian Brig and 113th Cav Gp are
holding L flank and attacking N toward Wessem Canal and
Roermond, S of the Peel marshes, and elements of 7th
·
Armid Div attack S from Oploo, 30 mi. farther N, main
body of Corps prepares for push along broad front N of
Aachen, seeking to penetrate Siegfried Line b-etijeen
Aachen and Geilenkirchen, 13 mi. N. This section of
Line is a belt of pillboxes, 'approximately 1: mi. in
width, paralleling WuxrmiR. on the' E.
VII Corps Ninth Div begins regrouping forces in preparation for attack on Schmlidt, town E of Roetgen Forest
which occupies dominant terrain overlooking Roer R. dams
to the S and controlling a critical road net. Patrols
maintain contact with enemy in

ist Div and 3d Armd Div

sectors to the NiM[.
VCor s Corps prepares to move N to zone running N of
Losheimr (11 mi. NE of St. Vith) along German border to
southern, edge 'ofMonschau Forest, thence..N through Alzen
and Hoefen to *,ionschau, while VIII Corps of Tinth Army
moves up to take over. previous V Corps zone S of Losheim
and, along -the Our and Moselle rivers where they form the
boundary bet4,'een Luxembourg and GermanS.
Throughout the
month the enemy continues his defense 'of..the pillbox line
and iJmrTn r

car- + i

.

-,

in front of his pi!lbo
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US. NINTH ARmY
Ninety-fourth Div continues to contain enemy at St.
Nazaire ahd Lorient, patrol S boundary of 12th Army Group,
and harass selected targets with arty fire.
VIII Corps Corps, consisting of 2d and 8th Inf. Divs
-(minus a bn each, released for use as line of coimmunication forces) and supporting units, prepares to take
over V Corps (1st Army) line, held by 4th and 28th Inf
Divs and 5th Armd Div, as troops arrive by rail and
motor from vicinity of- Brest, France. Relief of V
Corps initiated by 8th Div.
XXIX TAC opens operational Hq at Arlon with 36th, 366th,
and 373d FB Gps as its components (plus 363d Tactical Rcn Gp).
Ninth Army front relatively quiet throughout month; consequently air-ground support "conspicuous by its absence."
U.S. THIRD ARMY
XX Corps On Corps N flank, elements of 83d Div reach
'outskirts of Grevenrmacher; on W bank of the Moselle NE
of Remich, and occupy heights overlooking the to.an'l
during nights despite mines"' road blocks, and enemy
Elsewhere 'on Div front (covering
fire encountered.
Sauer and upper Moselle rivers from Bollendorf on N to
N
Uckange on S), Div and TF Polk patrols are active.
of Metz, 90th Div and TF Randolph hold defensive positions from Uckange S to Talange, thence SVI to St.
Privat la Mont, St. Ail Habonville, and Ste. Marie aux
Chenes; patrolling, training, and rehabilitation conducted.
S of Metzz, 5th Div maintains 'its bridgehead over the
IMvoselle,' patrols aggressively, and elements prepare to
attack Fort Driant, key point in Metz fortifications,
located on W bank of the Moselle about 6½ mi. S'IT of Metz.
XII Corps

Bridgehead over Moselle R.

is

widest in center

of Corps zone, where it extends from the confluence of
the- Moselle and the Mieurthe--aout 5 mi. N of Nancy--to
£w
N|ncy,
!
in 35th Div sector.
Gremecey Forest, 14 ri
Attack'N tov;.rcrie£10X
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at once encounters heavy arty fire, mines, and enemy
inf, and makes gain of 2 mi. to high ground between
Lemoncourt and Fresnes en Saulnois, 15 mi. NE of Nancy.
At same time, CCR, attacking E from Petttncourt area S
of Gremecey Forest, captures high ground Nr of Chambreyo
Thirty-fifth Div clears Gremecey Forest, re-establishes
its original positions along E edge of forest, and relieves
6th Armd Div elements in newly-won localities, as CCA
and CCR wvithdraw to assembly areas. CCB of 6th Arrmd
holds sector about Leyr, 8 mi. NE of Nancy, between 35th
and 80th Divs, receiving sporadic enemy arty, riortar, and
MG fire. Elements of 80th Div gain control of high ground
W of Seille R, in vicinity of Port sur Sei'le, 5 mi. E
of Pont a iousson. Recently arrived 26th Div assigned
to this Corps for employment in bridgehead area.
2 US. FIRST ARMY
XIX Corps Corps effort to penetrate Siegfried Line about
10 mi, N of Aachen starts with 30th Div attack at 1055,
following a dive-bombing'attack and arty preparation of
target area E of Wurm R. between Geilenkirchen
Herzogenrath. Despite strong resistance offeredand
by
accurate enemy mortar and arty fire, 30th Div elements
cross Wurm R. and by nightfall are approaching Ubach,
3 mi. S of Geilenkirchen. RCT :ll'advances 1200 yds.
and takes high.ground at Palenberg, I mi. NE; of IUbach.
Corps Engrs bridge Warm R. -at Marienberg-Palenberg in'
afternoon, but equipment mires 'in mud' banks and armor
is unable to cross' in time to be'employed this day,
leaving 119th Inf stopped along RR just E of river, where
some of its elements surround fortified castle opposite
Rimburg. WToods in this vicinity are held by machine
gunners and mortarmen who withdraw into pillboxes when
arty is placed on area. Meanwhile, 29th Div makes
diversionary attack NW?of Geilenkirchen and seizes
Hatterath, Birgden, and Kreuzrath--towns about a mile
N of Geilenkirchen-Sittard highway--against moderate SA
and arty fire. To the N, on Corps extreme L flank, 7th
Armd Div makes little headway toward Overloon' 3 mi. NW
of Venraij, meeting AT fire and anti-personnel r.ines. Fautlr
S,
elements of 113th Cav Gp establish bridgehead -across
stream NE of Sittard, coming under strong SA and-AT,,fbe.
_.r4
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Part .2:. Twelfth.Arm-ry Group VII Corps First Div regts are in line on a 12 mi. front
stretching in semi-circle S and E of Aachen, with R
flank regt holding ti. of a salient from Eilendorf and
Stolberg. The 11O6-thtCombat Engrs hold W flank, S~Vof
Aachen. Eighteenth Regt prepares to -mbve'NE from S of
Aachen to attack in assault operation near Verlautenheide,
2 mi. INE of Aachen. Relieving TF Tincher and eleiments
of 39th Regt, 9th Div, elements of 24th Cav Rcn Sq hold
a line from Roer'R'." in Monschau to Konzen Station 3½mi.
N, under htrassing 'arty and mortar fire. Ninth Div
units repl'tse enemy counterattacks against road blocks
in Huertgen Forest in fighting lasting. from 0900 until
evening.'

V Corps Corps Arty fires heavy harassing and interdiction
missionsj as well as missions' against troop concentrations
and pillboxes as called for by divs.
IX TAC and BD support 30th Div attack on Siegfried Line .
between Geilenkirchen and Aachen: in .support of 117th Inf, 70
*B-26s bomb Ubach industrial and surrounding areas -vith;115
tons of bombs, in support of 119th Inf approaching Mt. .Herbach,
45 tons loosed by 23 B-26s; other medium bombers abortive1 71
P-38s dive-bomb enemy positions in area with more than 10
tons of fire bormlbs hits scored- on pillboxes and woods fired.
Four tons of bombs expended in attack by 11 P-38s on 10
German barracks E of Duren. Eighty-eight P-47s cut rails in
Breitscheid area anIdl'destroy'2 factories (1 at Titz) and
damiage rolling stock in ground' force cover for XIX Corps; 1
sq engages 4 possiblde ME-262s, one of which is forced to
crash. Thirty-fourJ'P-47s score hits on Beudenbach tax-iway
and hangar.. Tahks,'AFV, -MT9and buildings destroyed. in ground
force cover for 7~hi-Armd. Mor'e than 220 additional fighters
also support operati-ons'in fighter'sweeps and arme l rcn
missions:.
U.S. NINTH ARMYi
.VIII Corps

Eighth Div c'ontinues.. eli ef ofV.'Corps elements.

U.S.. THIRD ARMI

YX .Corps 'Corps 'froht generaiy quiet[. j.'.hI'
834. Div zone,
French Group' Ldorraxhe is attached to TF Pdik; Grevermacher
under.'attack
.' On -90th Div 'front,
I I~i,

mi
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357th Inf prepares for assault on high ground t of
Maizieres les Metz preparatory to an attack on that
town; TE Randolph dissolved and its mission and positions
(defense: of St. Privat la Mont-Ste, Marie aux ChenesSt. Ail Habonville triangle) taken over by TF Sundt.
Eleventh Inf of 5th Div continues preparations for
assault on Fort Driant.
XII Corps Enemy is driven from Sivry, 9 mi, N of Nancy,
by 317th Inf, 80th Div. in 8 hrs:. of house-to-house
fighting, Regt suffers heavy casualties in attempt
to
take Serrieres, just NW of Sivry. In local attack W
of Manoncourt sur Seille, 318th Inf clears wooded area
of enemy and advances front line in its sector. Elsewhere in Corps zone, positions are consolidated and
aggressive patrolling is carried out. Many counter
battery missions are fired, as well as interdiction
missions on iloyenvic, 7 mi. N of Parroy, and Mazerulles
midway on Nancy-Moyenvic road.
Approximately 410 XIX TAO sorties flown; P-47s continue
interdiction operations against roiling stock and R b.
ridges;
Homberg, Bingen, and ,Saarbruecken marshalling yards attacked,
causing fires and cutting tracks in several places, in XX
Corps zone, .gun positions and MT in Fresnes area heavily
bombed and strafed. Forty-seven P-47s ably support XII
Corps
in strafing and 17.5-ton bombing attack on dug-in tanks,
troops, and guns in S Mulcey-Nancy areas. Fighter sweeps
and armed rcn rissions flZown along fronts.

3 U.S. FIRST ARMY
XIX Corps CCB, 2d armd Div, crosses W7urm R. at M.arienbergPalenberg; tank dozers, engineer units, and flame throwers
are placed near head 6f all.columns for use in capturing
and sealing enemy pillboxes.. After fierce house-to-house
fighting, 30th Dives 117th Inf is in center of Ubach
by
noon, Enemy still
strong in woods E of Rirfmburg.
TF Quinn1
organized by 119th Inf to outflank this area, comes
down
on E of vwoods from N, but Germans continue to hold woods.
though surrounded. "-The fortified castle is reduced and
occupied. by 1035, 'however, and at least 8 pillboxes
knocked out oh slope beyond it.
Tient~-ninth Div .Pron.
runs roughly from
Isan,
11r
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to Sittard, along enermy defensive line of field fortifications in'front of Siegfried. Line, with -,Jhich they
tie' in' at Geilenkirchen. Enemy -troops holding this
area,' fronm Geiienkirchen NW to vicinity of ,laeseyck on
the Meuse, are the 183d and,176th Inf Divs. Royal
Netherlands Stoot'troepen support the 29th Div byoperating security patrols in rear. of Div front-line
elements. In the N, CCA of 7th Arnd Div beats off two
enemy counterattacks fron the Woods SW of Overloon.
CC R'inc-mrs heavy tank. casualties in advance to6ward
Overlooh from N.
VII Corps Patrols of 26th Inf,'1st Div., 1work up to RR
N of Rothe Erde, suburb E of Aachen.. Farther E, enemy
counterattack preceded by intense tank andmortar fire
is repulsed on front:of. loth Inf.
In armd' rcn and rail cutting missions,.about 190 sorties
flown;'l'0 1-ocomotives, 61 RR cars,: 9 MT, barges- and 'factories
damaged or destroyed; 17 tons expended.
U.S. NINTH".'-LARY
VIII Corps Eighth.'Div completes: relief'of V Corps units
in its zone (5th Armd Div and elements'o'f 28th Inf'Div)
during early morning;'Div is maintaining, defensive
positions and patrolling aggressively on- front along
Luxe.ibourg .b6'rdr' fron 'ieiswa.pach to Beaufort; CP
located at Viltz, Luxembourg. Second Div prepares to
relieve 4th Div arid elements of 2,th in its assigned
zone; line is to run just W of Prum R. from vicinity of
Frauenkron in the N to Houf in the S; CP located near
St. Vith, Belgium.
US. THIRD ARAY"
XX Corps Eighty-third .iv elements continue .attempts'
to take Greverim.acher., At ",.30, 357thT",Ihf B('Oth Div')'.
attacks with 2 cos and against slight resistance gaTns"
control of large slag pile dominating M1aizieres les MeItz
on NVI by noon; counterattack in co streng'th-starts at
2100 but is repulsed with heavy losses .to enemy by,',
midnight* _ Assault on Fort Driant launched about ndoon
d 'by medium
by 2d
'ong arty
tanks"
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preparation; 2d B3' succeeds in. entering the triangular
group of fortifications at its S corner and penetrating
outer defenses at N. corner; an attempt by 2 platoons

to take 2 casemates on N end of fort under cover of
darknass fails; vigorous opposition put up by garrison,
elementa .of Battle Group Stoessel, from Kriegsschule
(Officer Cadet School) VI, Metz, consisting initially
of SA and };[G fire from dug--in positions, pillboxos,
and bunkers, augmented, after fort is penetrated by
2d Bn and Germans have withdrawn to underground, shelters,
by mortar and arty fire; enemy infiltrates during night
and wrecks 4 tanks with bazooka fire. Second Bn of
358th Inf (90th Div) is moved at 1500 to Gorze to be
in readiness, to assist troops attacking Fort Driant.
XII Corps Scattered 'arty fire is only enemy action in
Corps zone..
Aggressive patrolling to E is continued.
XIX TAC sorties approach 300. : In attacks.on rail
traffic,
direct hits. scored .on trains S of Trier, .while' in othor
areas,
additional rolling stock claimed- and rail
lines cut by P-47s
and P-51s.
1Thirty-four P-47s cooperating w.ith XX -Corps
achieve excellent results on' 2'Metz'forts -with 33
tons of
napalm bombs:; 35 P-47s strongly support XX Corps in
its
attack
on Fort Driant,dropping 34 tons 'on similar targets.
Tentyfour P-47s operate in conjunction with XII Corps in devastating
attack on Vic-sur-Seille; many personnel killed and
large part
of town demolished.
Total tonnage expended exceeds 15.0 tfns.
4

U.S.

FIRST ARMY
XIX Corps TF's 1 and 2 of CCB, 2d Arrnu Div, thrust E
and N, respectively, through Ubach, making gains of
about
1 mi,. against dug-in tanks, AT guns, mortars,
and Panzerfausts. 'Inf and tank counterattack from
SW
strikes 117th Inf, 30th Div, at Ubach and is stopped
at
main line after heavy fighting'. Two more enemy attacks
are made during day and-are similarly contained, although
CCB loses 11 tanks and I TD during these actionsq
Dawn
counterattack also hits 119th Inf positions E of Rimburg
woods,-..near i,.Herbach, and is thrown back without
serious

loss of ground.

.Arty fire is determining factor in

breaking up these counterattacks.
S of the breakthrough
area, 120th Inf attacks.SE for slight gain, occupying
VW

iBeief
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S.
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half of"' erkr[de, ..
In. 29-th.-D-v sector, enemy successfully
resists attempts of 115th Inf to penetrate woods N and
E of Hatterath, 2 mi. MI of Geilenkirchen.- Elements of
115th occupying Schierwaldenrath,

2' mi. IE of Gangelt,

are overrun by enemy. Eight mi, Mi" of Geilenkirchen, at
Broberen, 175th Inf establishes bridgehead across
In Overloon area, 7th Armd forces
Saeffeler Creek.
suffer severe battle casualties as fox holes change and
rechange hands in the immediate vicinity of the town.
VII Corps RCT 39 and'RCT 60, 9th Div,.concentrate in
sector 4 mi. SE of Zweifall in readiness for attack on
Schmidt, just E of Roetgen Forest.
Total of 490,fighter bomber sorties .flon in support of
VII and XIX Corps: good results attained in attacks on rolling
stock, RR lines, gun positions, buildings, and 7 strongpoints
on'VII Corps front; 4-dive bomber missions carried out in lst
Inf Div sector vwith good results on Verlautenheide, Haaren,
and 'Crucifix Hill (2/3 mi. N'I of Verlautenheide); 81 tons
dropped in missions; 24 P-47s claim 5-0-1 of 24 enemy fighters
engaged in XIX Corps zone, while 32 P-38s damage 3 of 10
F*W-190s in VII Corps support.
U.S. NINTH ARMY

VIII Corps

Second Div relieves balance of 28th Div and

part of 4th Div.

Corps assumes responsibility for V

Corps sector at noon.
U.S. THIRD ARLE

.

XX Corps Attacks on Grevenmacher by 83d Div elements
continue. Positions INW of Maizieres les Metz consolidated
by 90th Div units plans for assault on the town.i itself,
on W bank.,-of the Mdoselle about 6 mi. NE .of iietz, being
formulated, Second Bn of 11th Inf (5th Div), preparing
to resume assault. on Fort Driant, hit w.Lith.arty, mortars
and SA fir e:-,.
co of 2d Inf moves into fort, and 1st Bn
of 10th Inf (-Co A) moves up-to support attack; some
infiltration occurs during night.
attack strikes at Sivry, cutting
*a-co of 317th Inf, O0th Div,
' In S of Cords zone, interdiction
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fires are placed during
and Mulcey, about 9 mi.
fires 30 counterbattery
aggressive patrols push

night on crossroads in Dieuze
N of Parroy Forest,. JCorps arty
missions with good effect and
to the E.

Sorties of XIX TAC approximate 200. Seventy-seven P-47s
concentrate on rail targets in Trier-Saarlautern-Neustadt
area and marshalling yards at Pfeddersheim; 36 P-47s ably
support XII Corps in attack on barges, rolling stock, and RR
lines; P-47s aiding XX Corps destroy 15 gun positions. Thirtysix P-51s dive-bomb targets W of Frankfurt with good results.
5 U.S. FIRST ARif
XIX Corps Intense AT fire from N and E forces Withdrawal
of elements of CCB, 2d Armd Div, approaching Waurichien,2½ mie
NE of Ubach; TF1 loses 9 tanks and 3 TD's in dayts engagement;
TF 2, attacking from N edge of Palenberg under severe
fire from pillboxes, advances N to within 12 mi. of
Geilenkirchen, occupying Frelenberg. Roads in this area
are covered by enemy bazooka, AT, and arty fire. CCA
crosses WVurrm R. and, after passing through elements of
30th Div, advances to a few hundred yds. E of Ubach,
losing two tanks to enemy AT fire. Thirtieth Div launches
tank-inf attack S from Ubach and reaches high ground E
of M. Herbach after gain of 1 mi. RCT 120 is fighting in
Holz, just S of Kerkrade at Netherlands border N of
Aachen. Enemy air activity increases and enemy arty
barrages last all day. By nightfall, Corps bulge across
Wurm.R. extends over 2 mi. E, with a maximum width of
more than 3 mi. in area S of Palenberg. Seventh Armd
Div, fighting in Overloon area, 40 mi, to the N, repulses
3 heavy counterattacks.
VII Corps Adverse weather hindering local air aperations prevents launching of 9th Div attack against
Schmidt. AA arty downs 7 and damages 10 of enermy
planes attacking 3d Armrd and 1st Divs.
V Corps 102d Cav Gp screens movement and assembly of
V Corps in its new sector (Monschau-Losheim). Rcn
elements repel counterattacks in MiIonschau area
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Thirty-three P-38s dispatched to bomb Siegfried Line
defenses drop 16 tons in general area with unreported results.
N of Aachen, -XIX Corpsexperiencing enemy armor counterattackis
aided by 2 sqs of P-47s which operate against gun positions.
U.S.

NINTH ARMY
VIII Corpss Second Div completes relief of remiainder of
4th Div by 0055 hours, consolidates and improves po* sitions, and patrols. Corps now in position between
U.S. 1st and 3d Armies, Both U.S. and German troops are
on the defensive, and action is slight.

In armed rcn over Pruem, Bonn, Koblenz, and Trier areas,
rolling stock and gun positions destroyed.
U.S. THIRID ARMY
XX Corbs Grevenmacher falls to 83d:Div units during
riight: of 5/6. TF Warnock is organized and at 1600 takes
tenaciously
charge of operations against Fort Driant, still
O
held by entemy; 1-st Bn of'1 th Inf` (-Co A)' relieves troops
..in fort..during night; 2d Bn of 358th 'Inf (90th Div)
continues to stand by.
XII'Corps Eigihtieth Div re-establishes contact with co
:in Sivry,/withdraws all elements' from 'the 'ton and shells
arty in 4th Armd Di sector between Gremecey
: it,.kil.
.Marne-RhifeCanari, fires interdicti6n and
Forest. and 'the
hafras'siing missions throughout'the 'day' and night. Enemy
,shells'Nancy,',ith 280-rnai rty!
a'-:'.Rhih's-Marne "Cainal'-attacked vwith severe
Barge traffi
damage to barges-' so.ks'"; and'iTiT in area". -Interdiction program
continues.

6

, I

U.S. FIRST ARMIY'

XIX Corps Corridor thr6ugh the West Wall between
N Pif if Ae e,'enkirchen and Aachen is firmly established as last
1' %f^ |, > ''f::"y.^n~ 5mari3' are cI-ared out ofvwoods,..E-Z'-®f
2d*rmd'Div seizes Waurichlen; CCA,
6^A^'§
]^^)tee
t
.'[er
and' Corps arty ba;rrages and fighter
sp
bombers and by-passing enemy strongpoint near crossroads
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SE of Ubach, takes Beggendorf, 2 mi. E of Ubach, Heavy
dawn counterattack causes 119th Inf, 30th Div, to lose
some ground, but with aid of 117th all is regained by
nightfall and Regt occupies M. Herbach and area STW of ite
Hostile air activity includes bombing and strafing,
Thirtieth Div turns S with aim of joining with 1st Div,
VII Corps, in vicinity of Wuerselen. Forces on R flank
capture iMerkstein, NE of Kerkrade. In limited advance
toward Teveren, W of Vurm' R., 82d Armd Rcn Bn, 2d Armd
Div, contends with dug-in enemy inf with ivlG and bazookas,
as well as defended minefields and booby traps.
VII Corps At 1130, after air and arty preparation, RCT
39 and RCT 60 9th Div, move toward E edge of Huertgen
Forest to attack Schmidt from NVIs, making small gain
through SA, MG and mortar fire, Enemy arty fire very
heavy at night. Arty fire is placed on enemy: locations
in Burtscheid, Forst, and Rothe Erde, S and E of Aachen,
reported by patrols of 26th Regt, 1st Div.
Total of 102 B-26s and 100 A-20s of IX BD achieves wellconcentrated pattern on Duren ammunition'dump, rar-shalling
yards, and barracks area; 584' tons expended.
IX TAC flies
about 460 sorties in ground support. .Seventy-tVo dive
bombers furnish close support to 9th Div elements in vicinity
of Schmidt, 15 mi. SE of Aachen; 11 P-38s drop 2 tons on
German counterattack in XIX Corps zone with good results;
during Aachen sweep, 36 P-47s vectored to Breitscheid airfield
where 50 enemy fighters are., landing upon return from mission
over U.S. lines; 22-9-3 claimed on ground and 2-0-0 in air
(as they prepare to land); 33 P-38s destroy factory and attack
troops, tanks, and armor in able support of 7th Arrimd other
attacks made on gun positions, highway intersections, RR
targets, MT, buildings, and strongpoints in Army zone; 113
tons dropped.
U.S. NINTH ARMI
P-47s continue operations against rolling stock and gun
positions; in Remagen area, 12 tons loosed on R. lines,
causing considerable damage to lines, barges, and rolling
stock.
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U.S. THIRD' A,,RMY
XX Corps Boundary between 83d and 90th Divs adjusted
during morning: N 'boundary of 90th Div moved southward,
releasing troops garrisoning Uckange and Richeombnt.
First Bn of 357th Inf (90th Div) attacks during .morning
to se'cure'S edge of Bois de tlAbbe., NIT of iaizieres les
Metz, and gains its objective by 1830, although the 2
attacking co's become separated in course ofsharp
action at strongpoint'encountered in woods, and 200-yd.
gap results; enemir in co strength counterattacks in
vicinity of the gap at night, but is driven off after
heavy fighting,. At Fort Driant, TF Ivarnock repulses
early morning counterattack without loss of ground;
remainder 'of day spent in. consolidating positions and
planning for attack tomorrow.
XII Corps Heavy arty falls in Chambrey and Pettoncourt,
S of Gremecey Forest. CCB of 6th Armrrd Div receives
heavy arty fire durin'g.'night in its position between
80th and 35th Divs.- Elements-of 26th Div relieve
elements of 4th Armid Div in S'-of Corps zone. Enemy
of Parroy Pohd, early in morning
evacuates Bures, !27N
nolds 'high ground N' f' town.'
but still
XIX TACflies estimated 335 sorties'. ''In pursuance of'
interdiction progi-arl, 18 P-47s attack Landau miarshalling
yards, while 39 harass' Rhine-Marne 'Canal traffic; :'`R tunnel

C Landau P-47s jumped by 30 'iE-109s'
at Tet'erchenr closed
claim 4-0-1 and lose 1. In gr'ound force cover for XX Corps' 40½ tons loosed in strong attack on RR cars, tanks, buildings'
gun positions, troop concentrations at Laizieres les ,Ietz,
One sq of P-47s'
and farmhouse, enemy strongpoint in area.
kindles night-long fire in SE corner of Ft. Driant. Enemy
~
for'ced -to leave TJin-cherin'gen 'onh E' bank" '"of,'Moselle after"
effectiv'e"'raid;'

i

-''
";/' ;

P-47s attain good'

-In Dieuze-St.,Avold area,

results in conjunction with XII Corps'.

'

'XIX "; Crs- gainst light resistance, 117th Regt elements,
!-' " 3©;h'h.D;iv, advance almost. 2 a4i S to edge of Alsdorf,
while 119th Inf makes similar advance farther W. More
than 1,200 prisoners captured in Corps zone. Thirtieth
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Div, backed up by 2d Armd, continues drive S to link up
with 1st Div, VII Corps, but rest of XIX Corps goes on
defensive for remainder of month.
CCA captures"
Baesweiler, 2½ mi. NE of Alsdorf, and, together Twith
30th Div, is in outskirts of latter.
CCB, 2d Armd,
repulses counterattack NI of Ubach.
Early in evening,enemy drops apers and demolition bombs in CCB area.
W
of Wurm R.,' arrmd rcn units resume attack N toward
Teveren, before being relieved at 1500 by elemeints of
29th Div.
Elements of 115th Inf clear Schiervaldenrath,
NE of 'Gangelt, taking 99 PW,
VII Corps RCT' 60, 9th Div, attacks at 0800 but makes
very slight advance and is under heavy fire all day,
Supply routes are studded with mines and obstacles,
Progress of RCT 39 painfully slow as small units maneuver
against field fortifications 'and concealed pillboxes in
Huertgen Forest. Eighteenth Regt, ist Div, assembles
near Eilendorf, below Verlautenheide.
V Corps Fourth Div attacks E in border area in preparation for eventual assault on Siegfried LLle in vicinity
of Udenbreth, 4 mi. NNE of Losheim.
Steady progress is
made against snipers and moderate mortar and SA fire.
Bazookas and tanks aid 12th Inf in routing enemy- defending
stone houses at a crossroads in Gerolstein Forest,
In 2 gps, 68 B-26s attack Euskirchen supply depot with
133½ tons; fair to good results.
IX TAC flies approxiuately
512 sorties: more than 145 tons spread over, targets in XIX,
VII, and 7th ArL-.i sectors with damage and destruction to
rolling stock, RR tracks, airdrome facilities, buildings,
and strongpoints.
In support of 29th Div, 1 sq of fighters
silences enemy SP guns N of Hoengen.
In armd rcn over
Monschau, 1 sq of P-47s bounced by 5 ffTI-190s and 1 IE-109;
2-0-2 claimed.
U.S.

NINTH

ARMP

VIII Corps
its line by
moved to St.
enemy bridge

Second Div repulses attack against center of
enemy force of about 12 cos; Div CP is
Vith,
Eighth Div places arty fire on reported
s
ur .in,
i inity. -&
ttel and

Roth and requei

qL

kstioniL

same
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three waves, 108 A-20s unload 158-tons on Trier warehouses
and marshalling yards, which supply enemy divisions impeding
Divs? advance; planes destroy 6 and extensively damage 4
warehouses.
Approximately 400 sorties flown by. XIX TAC,
Interdiction by TAC P-47s continues with attacks on Kindsbach,
Rohrbach, Saarbruecken, Sarrebourg, Saargemund, Heming, and
Merzig RR targets and Rhine-Miarne Canal; in support of XX
Corps, NE Luneville targets attacked, pillboxes, troop
concentrations, and bivouacs at Echternach damaged; enemy
installations at Augny dive-bombed; 132 tons loosed on
Brulange, Dieuze marshalling yards, pontoon bridges, gun
.
positions, and troop concentration in woods E of Pont a
Mousson in support of XII Corps.

8

U.S. FIRST ARMYf
XIX Corps Thirtieth Div renews attack early in morning,
with 120th Regt committed in center. Progress slower
than day before, as regts are delayed by resistance
from prepared positions and numerous minefields, but
Div captures Herzogenrath and nearby hamle.ts 6 .ai, N of
Aachen, completely occupies Alsdorf, and takes Ofden,
directly S.. RCT 117 is sharply counterattacked after
clearing Alsdorf. NE of Aldorf, CCA, 2d Armd, captures
-Oidtweiler, loss than 1 mi. S of Baesweiler, in threepronged attack against severe arty and SA fire, Seventh
Armd Div is relieved by Br 11th Armd Div in vicinity of
Overloon and with 1st Belgian Brigade is attached to 2d
Br Army, XXI Arjy Group.
VII Corps Only about a mile from main Aachen-Cologne
highway, 18th Regt, First Div, its R f4ankl covered by
16th Regt and its L flank by 26th Regt, attacks N
toward Verlautenheide at 0400 and under heavy shelling
takes S part of this strongly fortified key village,

as well as Crucifix Hill, 2/3 mia.

'W.

Twenty-sixth

Inf begins diversionary attack toward Aachen at 1330
and reaches RR tracks on E edge of city. Ninth Div
troops in Huertgen Forest advance slowly against
stubborn resistance that includes intense automatic
weapons fire from camouflaged positions in dense
underbrush. Numerous mines and obstacles nn -rnaz
A
firel
3.TDs ,
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V Corps Small enemy counterattack is
Div. elements WJof Udenbreth.
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repelled by 4th

Thirty A-20s wvith 52i tons `'of 'bombs damage buildings,
roads, and bridge'in attack on Li'nnich. reinforcement point
for troops defending Ubach; Euskirch!en and Juelich, road and
centers serving Aachen, hittwith'129 'tons dropped by 11
rail
B-26s and 75 A-20s; poor to'excellent results"'at Juelich,
unobserved at Euskirchen;.fair to good results achieved on
Ahrweiler RR bridge by 30'B-26s.'' IX TAC. sortices approach
405. .Thirty-five tons dropped on enemy strongpoints and
supply centers in Haaren, Vossenack, arid Guest'en toeans in
ground .force cover for 9th Div; haze limits observation of
results in 1st Div zone. Extensive damage inflicted on Bonn
airfield by 26 P-38s; Frank~'urt, Rhe'ine, Hanau, Altenstadt,
and other airdromes also targets; 178 tons of bombs dropped.
P-47s mvith American and British markings strafe and
Roetgen.
bomb

U.S. NINTH ARM1Y
Over 16.0 XXIX TAC sorties flbovn;: in' fighter bomber

operations,

67. P-47s dispatched against' Gross Ostiermaand

Ober Ulm airfields claim.'hangars,, dumps,: buildingss and 4
enemy aircraft.. on latter 'ield;' 36 .ot'er 'P-47s claim 8-0-9
of'F'rakfurt. ,.Troop concenplanes, parked on a i'rfiQd'" '

z !.
.trations. in Azfed

rea bo'mbed arid s'tafed 'by: 12' P-47s,

rdj ct'ion operkations, cutting -rails
.while 1i2continue;.ita-either' side 'o Dumpelf'eld otw'n and probably destroying
*bridge there; rails. also' cut W of Cologne.
U.S.

on

THIRD ARLMY
XX, Corpsa .' ini"tieth Div- el'ments at Maizieros.,le's Metz
*repulse counterattack 'at 06b00' enemy continues determined
defense 0'o his portion of' the town, holding 2d Bn of
357th Lnf to, very'.small gains. ,TF Warnock continues
through tunnel 'at Fo:rt Driant "unopposed by enemy but
'until sto'pped 'during afternoon when
.slowed by deris
enemy blois'.s tunnel and'forces troops out; carbonb monoxide
fumes' preye'nt§ further /vork at -tunnel.,

s
XIII
1auncinf'DI- 2*s'i
clea T^Nl,

:6ll ASii`i
5rpiV'
:acd
tan'ftoe

Dv'
"Oth'

ad

and 35th
bridgehead and

>rgeorps
pjSi&pste uupto Sejlle R'.,

at same
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time reducing gap between 80th and 35th Divs. Corps
advances 2 to 3 rmi. NE along a 20-mi. front. Enemy
arty reaction to attack.is very light, thanks-to
effective arty preparation preceding attack. Elements
of 6th Armd Div mop up Moivron shortly after 0800 and
80th Div troops move in to relieve them. Joandelincourt
is attacked from three sides by CCB of 6th Armd Div,

and town is shelled by arty, bombed by air, and
set on
fire before it is captured at about noon and turned
over
to 80th Div forces, permitting CCB to push on NE.
The

Bois de la Fourasse, just N of Jeandelincourt, is cleared
by 80th Div units. Other elements of this Div occupy
Serrieres and Sivry, attack in direction of Lixieres,
l½ mi. N of Sivry, and reach Clemery, SE of Port sur
Seille. Fog hinders attack on Arraye and Ajoncourt,
mi. E of Jeandelincourt, but they are surrounded by 2
0935 and captured during afternoon. Here the 6th Armd
units are relieved by elements of 35th Div. Other
elements of 6th Armd Div near Chenicourt, and Letricourt,
in a S to N line 5-mi. NW of Gremecey Forest. Enemy
resistance less-aggressive than expected, Thirty-fifth
Div takes Fossieux and high ground near IMalaucourt,
directly if7 of Gremecey Forest, establishing new defensive
positions along the line Ajoncourt-Fossieux-Gremecey
Forest.
Twenty-nine B-26s probably destroy RR bridge at Bad ; "
Munster, while 6 of same gp achieve poor results
on Nohfelden
RR junction; 34 B-26s bomb Metz strongpoints
with 33 tons,
damaging surface works of both forts arid bldgs
N of
Verdun group. Enemy columns in Vigny area harassede N fort in
XIX TAC
sorties approach 310.e In dive-bombing attack
by
12
P-47s,
6
I

locks destroyed, ' ain concentration, however, is
on enemy
airfields to knock out planes: on Biblis, Crailsheim,
Sachsenheimi
and Gemersheim airfields, claims were 5-0-0 (air)
and
19-0-26
(ground); only, eventful air combat held 8 -mi NE
of
Salins, where claims total 2-0-1 for no loss, Armed Chateau
rcn
parried out along all fronts.
9 U.S. FIRST ARMY
L& _Uorps
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from Euchen of inf and tanks supported by heavy arty
fire. 'To the'W, 119th Inf, also, is counterattacked
after seizing Bardenberg, and enemy reoccupies large
part of town. Elements of CCA, 2d Armd Div, cut
Schaufonberg-Bettendorf road, NE of Alsdorf,.and assist
39th Div units in successful attack on Schaufenbclrg.
*VII Corps Early morning enemy counterattacks at Quinx
and Verlautenheide are checked by heavy arty fire. RCT
26', 1st Div, supported by M-lOs, engages in house-tohouse fighting in SE of Aachen. Attacking N in the
evening, RCT 18 secures its Crucifix Hill position. and
cuts Aachen-Cologne road NE of Haareni' In 39th In-f,
9th Div, sector, SA fire fight goes on from 1500 until
dark; house-to-house fighting with SA, hand grenades,
and bazookas rages in and about Germeter. After heavy
fighting, RCT 60.establishes road block N of Germeter.
'Thirty B-26s atitack. Euskirche4 RR bridge with unobserved
results; approximately 50 tons loosed.
U.S. NINTH ARA=
Control of 94th Div passes to 12th Army Group..
U.S. THIRD ARMY
XX Corps Second Bni'of 357th Inf (90th Div), using only-.1 c6, cohtinues' attack on Maizieeres ies
Metz, making '"
but slight progress against stubborn opposition. Situation'at Fort' Driant unchanged; following arty concentration on'the fort by 3 medium batteries .during early
morning, no .ctivityoccurs..
XtI Corps' Drive in Seille R. area is continued as
elements' of Ct-A, 6th Armd Div, fight, toward Letricourt
through the Bois du Ajoncourt. and the town of Chenicourt.
Other elements of 6th Armd Div and units of 80th Div
reach Auunois, continuing along axis of advance NE
between the Bois de la Fourasse and Gremecey Forest.
Elements of 80th Div move up to hold objectives taken
by 6th Armd.. Enemy inf .and tank counterattack j .... *
'Fossieux is succes.sfully resisted by elemen'ts of 35th
Div, although enemy still has N .part of town;:'a nights
Fourth Armd Divw prepares to attack S'toward Parroy on
the Marneh'a., Can
,':l ,.
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U.S. FIRST ARMI

XIX Corps RCT 120, 30th Div, makes frontal assault to
seize ground on NE outskirts of Wuerselen, capturing
large numbers of prisoners and considerable equipment;
TD unit destroys 6 German tanks in afternoon. Bns of
119th Inf withdraw from BardenbQrg to permit shelling
of enemy troops there. Enemy forces on E flank of 30th
Div are reinforced by 105th Pz Brig.
VII Corps. At 1050, 1st Div delivers to Combat Comdt of
Aachen ultimatum to surrender city unconditiobhaly within
24 hrs. Aachen is not yet surrounded; transports still
enter by the V7uerselen highway and there is still
a gap
of about 2 mi. between 1st Div and 30th Div (XIX Corps).
RCT 18.repulses counterattacks from three directions in
Vorlautenheide area and street fighting occurs in
Haaren.
Three mi. NI of Schmidt, RCT 39, 9th Div,
clears village of Germeter at edge of Huertgen Forest
in hot fight following enemy infiltration. To the N,
in woods S of Gressenich, elements of RCT 47 carry
out
diversionary attack under intense arty and MG1fire.
Twenty-fourth Cav Rcn Sq, on the S.,makes diversionary
attack NE of Konzen. Heavy enemy SA fire stops patrols
just short of Konzen,
V Corps Vigorous patrolling is conducted to the B.
Elements of 4th Div consolidate positions W of Udenbreth.
U.S. NINTH APRMY
III Corps Hq of III Corps relieved from assignment to
Ninth Army and assigned to Third Army. It is located
for greater part of month at Carteret on the French
coast.
U.S.

THIRD ARMf

Hq of III Corps is relieved from assignmentto
Army and assigned to Third Army, but remains in the
while Tenth Armd Div, which arrived on Continent 23
is relieved from assignment to III Corps and placed
under Third Army command.

SS~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.Br.S
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XX Corps Ninety-fifth Div, which arrived on Continent
on 19 Sept., assigned to XX Corps, passing from control
of III Corps; motor and rail movement of this Div from
Normandy toqNorroy 1e Sec area in progress. 'Although
fighting continues at Maizieres los Mletz, situation is
TF Warnock clings to positions
virtually unchanged.
already occupied 'at Fort Driant; it is decided to cease
attacks on the fort, since cost in casualties is high,
and sufficient forces to continue the assault are
unavailable.
XII Corps Heavy enemy harassing arty fir'ee fa-ls'-throughout Corps zone. Strong enemy counterattack repulsed by
BOth Div near Letricourt; elements of 80th.Div occupy
high ground NE of the Bois de Trappes, relieving units
of 6th Arrmd Div. In 35th Div zone, 5 of 6 enemy MiHark V
of Gremecey Forest,
tanks attacking Fossieux, 4 mi. NWT
are knocked out.
11

U.S. FIRST AR1MY
'Front-line units engage in vigorous defensive action,
cleani'ng up captured ground and resisting armored counterattacks from NE., Enemy has been reinforced in Aachen area
by elements of 116th Pz Div and 1st SS Pz Gren Regt of 1st
SS Pz Div; 506th Hieavy Tank Bn and. 304th Pz Gren Regt of
2d Pz'Div are also identified. In co-ordination wiith assault
on Aachen by 1st Div troops, .12 bns of light, rmedium, and
heavy arty fire total of 169 tons of ammunition into city.
XIX Corps Thirtieth Div retakes Bardenberg, 1 mi. NiIJ
of Wuerselen. .Enemy is bringing up reinforcements"to
Wuerselen area where gap separates 30th Div from 1st
Div forces to the SE.
VII Corps As surrender ultimatum to Aachen garrison.has
expired, attack is launched in afternoon by heavy air
and arty bombardment, preceding assault by 26th Inf,
1st Div. Foi-'ce6s'make deep penetration in E portion of
city, vicini-t'Ybof. Rothe Erde station. Enemy counter,attacks strike'from NE in Verlautcnheide-Haaren area.
First Div has met 10 such attacks in this area from 9
Oct to date, as the German 12th Div repeatedly attempts
to cut off salient held by 18th RCT and so hold open

bji}Ck;
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Section II.-;i. STERN EUROPEAN THEATER
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the corridor into Aachen. .In woods below Germeter, RCT
39, 9th Div, attacks E toward Vossenack, making slight
gain.
V Corps Corps and div arty fire TOT missions on nine
enemy battery locations with excellent results.
IX TAC in 357 sorties drops about 130 tons. i,/ain
concentration is on Aachen strongpoints: 4 fighter bomber
gps blast Aachen outskirts with over 65 tons in 4 hours,
while about 73 P-47s support ist Inf Div with 80 tons;
targets are assembly areas, MT,. and gun positions; 36 P-47s
cause explosions and fires in Udenbreth area with 12 tons;
armed rcn carried out along front.
U.S. NINTH ARMY
VIII Corps On Corps S flank, 83d Div in its present
defensive position behind Sauer and upper Moselle rivers
is assigned to VIII Corps, transferring from 3d Army;
with this adjustment of 9th and 3d Armiest boundaries,
VIII Corps front covers 88 mi. and includes all of
Luxembourg.
Total of 136 XXIX TAC sorties flown: inarmed rcn
missions, 34 P-47s destroy 9 and damage 8 barges in Coblenz
area,
U.S. THIRD ARMY

XX Corps On Corps N flank, 83d Div passes to control of
VIII Corps, 9th Army, in its present positions; TF Polk
and French Group Lorraine detached and assigned to 90th
Div; TF Polk is to protect Corps N flank from Richemont
to Basse Kontz, inclusive. In view of stubborn resistance
at Maizieres les Metz, it is ,decided that at least 2 bns
will be needed to reduce that town, and redisposition of
90th Div units is ordered. TF Warnock remains in positions at Fort Driant where situation is static.
XII Corps Eightieth Div units consolidate positions in
defensive sector W and S of Seille R., while 6th Armd
Div withdravws to assembly areas.. Continuing enexyv
counterattac
pulsed by 80th
Div troops-.
oa rea N and
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E of Seille R. indicates likelihood of determined stand.
Five mi. N of Parroy, Hill 265, W of Besange la Petite,
is taken by the enemy then retaken by 104th Inf, 26th
Div, in counterattack. Nancy, Moivron, and Bioncourt
receive occasional fire from enemy 280-rnm RR gun.
In Sarrebourg area, locks, barges, tunnels, and bridges
destroyed by 27 P-47s, and barge traffic halted for several
days. Lebach marshalling yards and warehouses hit with 16
tons of bombs. In armed rcn over Saarbruecken-Landau area,
12 P-47s strafe vexatious gun position-and camouflaged vehicles
on RR tracks. In XX Corps support, Woippy town and surrounding
wooded area attacked; 24 P-47s ably support XII and XV Corps
(U.S. Seventh Army), destroying 29 gun positions and harassing
enemy troop concentrations.

12

U.S. FIRST ARIvMY
XIX Corps Series of counterattacks hits 30th Div,
forcing it on defensive in 119th and 120th Inf sectors.
Enemy has committed a combat team from 1st SS Pz Div
"Adolf Hitler" and a bn of Tiger tanks in the effort to
TD units encounter fierce
maintain route into Aachen.
and knock out a
Wuerselen
of
NE
area
in
resistance
tanks,
enemy
of.
number
VII Corps Enemyt arty averages 2,000 rounds a day in 1st
area
Tlenty-sixth Inf forces seize factory
Div area.
Hill.
Observatory
clear
and
Aachen
of
on N outskirts
Elements
Air and arty bombardment of Aachen continues.
of
slope
S'I
clear
Haaren.and
-of l8th RCT mop p 'in,
to
attempting
elements
Ravelsberg., ½-m. .i . .Ninth .Div
by
S
and
N
from
coniterattacked
close in on Schmidt are.
encircle
to
attempting
Div
units of German. 275th Inf
The' enemy penetrates 1,000 yds on
RCT 39 and RC.T 6'0
the N, arid RC'T 3'9 elements are withdrawn from Vossenack
approach.
Grevenbroich 'bridge is'undamaged, while rails are cut
in attack on Ahvrwiler bridge by:65 B-26s; 96 tons dropped;
factory and additional RR' and highway bridges'hit'; 34 B-26s
bomb AldenhoVen town with 62½ tons;.10 A-20s of IX BD have
poor ,success,.ith 1 42 tons on Langerwehe, on Eschweiler-Duren
8 sorties flown
I-C
e%ygr
road. Appt'o'
,
-
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by IX TAC. Attacks again strongly support ground forces
closing in on Aachen: 99 tons of bombs released on ring
of buildings in center of town by 3 gps of dive bombers;
P-47s continue devastating attacks, hitting strongpoints
and-;other targets. Forty-seven P-47s bomb and strafe
enemy armor poised for counterattack against 1st Inf
.Div; mission described as a "gorgeous job.". P-47s
(approximately 110) of XXIX and XIX support aachen drive
with concentrated action against tanks and enemay-held
buildings in area. Considerable enemy opposition en.countered: 24 P-47s destroy 4 of 40 enemy planes met
with no loss, 8 P-38s bounced by 36 ME-109s claim 2-0-1
for loss of 2, while 22 others joining in above action
claim 6-2-5 for loss of 1.
U.S. NINTH ARMI
At request of 8th Div, bombers attack Bauler, where
enemy.soldiers are housed, with good results.
U.S. THIRD ARMY

XX Corps Ninetieth Div units are shifted to oernit
stronger assault on Maizieres les Metz. TE 7'arnock
starts
withdrawal from Fort Driant at 1930.
XII Corps Extensive regrouping and rotation of frontline troops of Div units commences, as elements
of 26th
Div take over zone of 4th Armd Div on Corps S flank
and
4th Armd goes into reserve. Reduction in field
nr-1unition
allowance, due to ordnance supply situation, precludes
possibility of large-scale offensive in Oct. AiL
support
given 35th Div by bombing and strafing attacks
on Rwoods
between Lemioncourt and Fossieux,
XIX TAC advance Hq moves to Nancy. Force of 56
A-20s
and 31 B-26s reports severe damage inflicted at
Camp de Bitche.
enemy supply target, and achieves poor results
at Rohrbach in
145-ton attack. In 5th Inf sector, P-47s bomb enemy
installations
E and N of bridgehead with excellent results in
Orny-,vicinity,
In cooperation with XII Corps,
'troop
.concentrations-.- of
Chateau Salins thorough1,y.strafe dand'bombed 4
OPs probably
destroyed, and woode ,ar ad
o' i-4cy firei-d' -by 39 P-47s.
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U.S. FIRST ARPYI
XIX Corps Thirtieth Div has been reinforced by 116th
Regt (-3d Bn), 29th Div, which attacks S through 119th
Inf, on a broad front, toward Wuerselen, encountering
stubborn opposition from dug-in and mobile tanks, as
well as inf supported by heavy caliber mortar and arty
fire. Enemy is not yet dislodged from strong emplacements
in the built up areas N of Wuerselen. Raids of the 115th
Inf and the 113th Cav Sq against Eauchem, Waldenrath,
and Buscherheide, small towns nW of Geilenkirchen, find
the enemy well dug in

and defended.

...

VII Corps In NE of Aachen, elements of 26th Inf, lst.
SP 155-mm
Div, are occupied in house-to-house fighting.
guns and TDs are used extensively in the street fighting,
~which is especially bitter in W part of Rothe. Erde.
Ninth Div troops are engaged in slow fighting against
counterattacking enemy in E part of Huertgen Forest.
Twenty-three A-20s of IX BD again cooperate with ground
in 33-ton attack on Langerwehe, scoring direct hits on RR
tracks; 27 B-26s temporarily block approaches to Euskirchen
bridge though bridge remains intact. IX TAC flies 510 sorties
and drops 170 tons of bombs in support of XIX, V, and VII
Corps; major targets are tanks, strongpoints, and field fortifications; 12 P-47s of XIX TAC fire Huertgen and loose 10
rockets on tanks in area, destroying 3 and damaging many more.
In skirmish with 50 plus ivE-109s and
Rails cut E of Rhine.
FJ-190s E of Cologne, 28 P-3's: claim 12-1-3 for loss of 3;
juwmped by 10 plus F.-190s, 9 P-47s claim 1-0-1 and lose 3.
U.S. NINTH APRMYZ
Nine B-26s of 9th BD loose 72-tons on ayen. RR bridge
with. unobserved results. XXIX TAC flies 162 sorties: in 1st
air-ground cooperation with 2d Inf, 23 P-47s'drop ll-.Jtons of
bomobs on gun positions and- RR'installations in Belgium; W of
Rhine, several RR lines put out of action by concentrated
effort of 65 P-47s.
Force of 58 P-47s dive-bomb Pruom' and
Trier areas with satisfactory results.
U.S.

THIRD AR1CY
XX Corps'
,-:*1i *.

'Plan for 'all-o:ut'assault oin Maizieres les Metz
.* '0 a ., .* "''
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abandoned,..as.re.sul.t of 3d Army order freezing all arty
ammunition above 3".
Third Bn, 357th Inf, Which relieved
2d Bn yesterday at Maizieres les Metz, starts period of
training in house-to-house fighting, using small groups
of not more than 1 co and working slowly to develop
technique for this type of fighting. TF Vfdrnock completes
withdrawal of all forces from Fort Driant by 0230; at
1800 this task force is relieved of command of Fort
Driant sector by CO, 3d Bn, 2d Inf. Ninety-fifth Div
CP set up at Norroy le Sec.
Approximately 440 sorties flown by XIX TAG in support of
XX, XV (U.S. Seventh Army), and XII Corps; gun positions,
installations, rail facilities, road and rail traffic, and
other targets hit; 20-car ammunition train at Kirn exploded.
*In direct support of XX Corps, 12 P-47s drop 4 tons on fort
neat Metz; tank trap area near Lemoncourt bombed in cooperation with XII Corps.

14 U.S. FIRST AR.M2
XIX Corps Attack by 116th Regt, 29th Div, makes small
gain in built up area N of Wuerselen. Enemy mortar and
arty fire exceptionally heavy.
VII Corps Elements of 26th Regt, 1st Div, attacking W
into Aachen, employ SP 155 rifle to demolish buildings
defended by enemy units; Regt also cuts main cable from
Aachen to Cologne. Enemy air drops anti-personnel and
some 500-lb bombs over 18th Regt and Verlautenheide
area. RCT 18 receives heavy shelling during night.
Enemy increases air activity over 3d Armnd Div, SE of
Stolberg. RCT 39, 9th Div, succeeds in re-establishing
its front, with Germeter on the E flank.. RCT 60 holdsRJ on Lammersdorf highway.
Total of 261 IX TAC sorties fl6wn; 65 tons expended by
P-38s and P-47s. In support of XIX Corps, 58 P-47s hit
towns, PR guns, flak tower, and buildings in target areas
with about 20 tons; in response to ground request in V Corps
sector, 23 P-47s dive-bomb Udenbreth town, damaging 25
buildings; 60 P-47s support VI -Corps with 20 tons. scoring
direct nits on CP and s~

3
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missions flown in direct support of 1st Inf Div, tanks and
gun positions attacked. Twenty-one P-38s cut rails in
Hamm area. In fighter sweeps along Rhine, 52 P-38s claim
1-1-2 of more than-20 enemy fighters engaged SW of Duesseldorf.
U.S. NINTH AMfY
VIII Corps
sector.

Fourteen flying bombs observed'in 2d Div

XXIX TAC sorties total 150: 64 P-47s in attacks on rail
traffic continue to interrupt transportation, o lines W of
Rhine; 23 P-47s again ably support 2d Inf Div wvith good resuits on fortified buildings, gun positions, and traffic and
'
installations along Rhine.
U.S.

THIRD ARMY

XX Corps House-to-house fighting continues in heart of
Maizieros les Hioetz. Fifth Div containing enemy. at Fort
Driant, maintaining bridgehead E of the Moselle, and
engaging in usual patrolling.
XII Corps Enemy patrolling continues active. Small
enemy inf attack repulsed-near Bezange la Petite, 3 mi.
N of Parroy.
Estimated 230 XIX TAC sorties flown; 78 tons of bombs
dropped on marshalling yards and rail facilities, E and W of
Rhine with satisfactory results.; 11 P-51s in Kaisoerlautern
area score direct hits-on RR bridge and tunnel, and explode
30-car amimunition train. In Metz area, gun positions at
St. Remy attacked; 11 P-47s cooperate with XII, Corps, dropping
12 tonsion enemy concentration N of Chateau Salins' and 2 tons
on Ameledourt RR targets..

15

U.S. FIRST ARPiYf
"XIX Corps. Thirtieth Div has less than a mile to go to
effebt junction NE of'.Aachen with lst Div of VII Corps.
liueFselen is strongly.idefended, enemy employing dug'-in
tanks and con6crete emplacements, as well as arty aid
mAY<4'--rf
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VII Corps RCT 26, 1st Div, repulses counterattacks by
German garrison in hand-to-hand fighting at Observatory
Hill, in N portion of Aachen. Enemy inf and armor attack
on large scale between the 18th and 16th Regts in effort
to regain Verlautenheide ridge and keep open escape gap
from Aachen, 'Fierce inf action is required to clear
,enemy from within lines. Ninth Div consolidates defensive
positions in Huertgen Forest and RCT 60 advances short
distance beyond Germeter-Rollesbroich road.
IX TAC drops estimated 90 tons of bombs in 286 sorties,
Excellent results achieved by 105 P-47s in attacks on troops,
AFV, buildings, town, gun positions, and entrenched troops
in support of XIX Corps; excellent results also achieved in
attack on 30-odd tanks by sq which then proceeds to rout
German troops in strafing attack. In cooperation with 9th
Inf Div, 24 P-47s drop 8 tons on gun positions and, mortar
emplacements in Borgstein area.. Enemy inf positions and AFV
attacked with unobserved to excellent results by 72 P-47s
supporting 1st Inf; town centers of Schleiden and Geue'nd .
receive 10½ tons. Aachen, Duren, Duesseldorf areas strafed
and.bombed, while 31 P-38s cut rails W of Rhine.
'
U.S. NINTH ARPMY
VIII Corps Ninth Armd, enroute to Luxembourg, passes
from III Corps (Third Army) to VIII Corps control.
Sorties flown by XXIX TAC reduced to 60 due to wveather;
30,tons of bombs damage Gemuend town bridge and destroy
another on interdiction nissions.
U.S, THIRD ARMdY
XII Corps Enemy arty activity decreases. Active patrolling
carried on by both sides throughout remainder of month,
XIX TAC flies about 95 sorties, the bulk of which are in
support of interdiction program; 31 tons expended.

16

U.S. FIRST ARMY
..: .Contact
is made between units of VTI and XIX Corps, closing
ring around Aachen.
Countrzttaiack. fromi9E..hsckocd by air and
arty fire.
'
- ?
?
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XIX Corps Push of 119th Inf on W flank of 30th Div
while 116th Inf attacks in center results in gains in

of Wuerselen and 3} mi.;N of
and around Kohlscheid, NMJf
Aachen, and patrols of 119th Regt and of l8th .Regt, 1st
Div, VII Corps, meet on Ravelsberg hill S of Wuerselen
in late afternoon. Resistance from arty, mortar, tank,
SP, IviG,'and .SA fire continues heavy. Diversionary
attack by 117th Inf brings 'punishing arty and mortar

concentrations on TD units NE of Wuerselen.
VII Corps After reducing numerous pillboxes and field
fortifications in Germeter-Huertgen sector, RCT 39 and
RCT 60, 9th Div, consolidate their positions and hold
defensively. Fighting continues around O'bservatory
Hill and in'E section of Aachen. Sixteenth Re:gt, lst
Div, beats back count6rattack S of V-rlautonheide in
hand-to-hand fighting; '18th Regt elements are, similarly
attacked at Quinx, adjoining Verlautenheide on E, by
units of 3d Pz Gren Div.
U.S. THIRD ARMY
XX Corps' French Government resumes control of French
Group Lorraine, previously controlled by 90th Div;
elements of 90th Div continue to fight in iMaizierbs 'le's
iMetz.

17

U.S. FIRST ARMY
XIX Corps Region of juncture of 30th Div with'lst Div,
VII Corps, is continually counterattacked from both
inside and outside the perimeter of U.S. forces enveloping
Aachen. Thirtieth Div and 29th Div troops mop up in
occupied areas and place road blocks on highways :NE of Aachen.
of ,achen.
ROT 119;30th Div, seizes and occupies Richterich-2mi.
' XIII 'Corps Hq'ahd special troops are assembling in
vicinity of Hasselt, in rear of XIX Corps zone.
VII Corps 'At'0530 hrs. enemy olpiane's"drop heavy bombs
and anti-personnel bombs in aachen. RCT 26, ist Div,
continues to close in and clean up Aachn,,. pushing.)7
toward Salvator and Lousberg hills. Enemy 'utilizes to
good advantage many.underground passages and thick walled
O-ellars * A limited attack .ade.,. by R.OT1,8 is stubbornly
-/!k,.~'
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resisted; advance elements are counterattacked S.of
Wuerselen by enemy tanks and inf. Road block is .maintained on Aachen-Wuerselen highway. Directly Si enemy
still occupies pillboxes on N side of Ravelsberg.
Thirty-five A-20s escorted by 8 P-38s of IX TAG boimb
Euskirchen RR bridge with 47 3/4 tons of bombs; unobserved
results.
U.S. NINTH ARMY
In lone mission by XXIX TAC, 36 P-47s claim 7 locomotives
destroyed and 5 rails cut in Allendorf-Gemuenden area; 18
tons expended.
U.S. THIRD ARMY
XX Corps Units of 5th Div prepare for relief by elements
of 90th and 95th Divs.
Weather limits sorties of XIX TAC to 24, all of which are
against rail targets S of Bad Kreuznach:

18

U.S. FIRST ARMY
XIX Corps RCT 119, 30th Div, attacks to make firm the
junction betweeh 1st and 30th Divs, seizing Soers, 1.mi. N of Aachen, and Laurensberg, 2 mi. WVof Soers.
Enemy captures hewly established road block on AacheaRichterieh road. Enemy counterattacks with tanks are
repelled in 119th and 116th Inf sectors.
VII Corps A concentrated attack is mounted upon. the.
heart of the city of Aachen. A battle group of 1st SS
Pz Div is forced from Observatory Hill in the N by 26th
RCT, 1st Div, which also makes good progress in SW and
central sections of city. NE of Aachen, two enemy inf.
and tank counterattacks are repulsed by 18th RCT, which
loses two pillboxes.
Fifty-three tons loosed by fighter bombers of IX TAC in
approximately 187 sorties. Twelve ?iP-47S effectively strafe
and bomb targets in 18th Regt (ist Inf Div) sector. Huerl,_
Duren, enemy barr
-uW-nels
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dive-bombed and strafed; rails cut and uneventful sweeps and
patrols carried out." '
U.S. NINTH AdRMY
VIII Corps Ninth Armd Div CP established near Mersch,
Luxembourg.
U.S, THIRD ARMY
XX Corps Ninety-fifth Div initiates relief of 5th in
In Fort Driant area, 3d
bridgehead E of the Moselle.
Bn, 2d Inf (-) of,5th Div is relieved by 2d Bn, 35$th
Inf (90th Div) aridCO of 358th takes over responsibility
for this area. New boundary established between 5th and
90th Divs.

19

U.S. FIRST ARMY"
Enemy is attempting to break through encirclement of
.'Aachen with reinforcements 'and supplies.' Elements of German
st SS, and 12th SS Pz Corps fail inr'efforts to relieve
LXOXI,
the beleaguered garrison. Heavy arty fire checks enemy thrusts,
damages his armor, and is effective in counterbattery work.
VII Corps RCT 26, 1st Div, organizes for final assault
on NW part of -Aaclhen wi'th. aid of'"TF Hogan from--3d' Armd
Div. Resistance- is starting to crumible'. Elements of
RCT 26 reach -Lousberg heights in' N' of city. RCT 18 fights
enemy attempt to retain pillboxes' on N side of Ravelsberg
and inflicts 'hedavy 'losses, including two tanks.. Soggy
terrain hinders operations in 9th Div sector.
U.S..- NINTH ARMY
Bridge N of Remagen destrbyed' inattack by 32 XXI.X TAC
P-47s; r.olling stock destroyed by 33 others on' armed,, 'rc. in
Limburg, Altenkirchen, -and Kail 'areas.
U.S. THIRD ARMYU
XX Corps Situation at IMvaizieres les' Me tz unchanged., but.
..~'.5-m:SP gun'is set up' in factbr:'area to assist in
cleariag 'enemy'from town. Elsewh're on' 90th Div front,
,
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a period of increased patrolling and fire by all weapons
is inaugurated, and reserve units are trained. 1Tinetyfifth Div continues relief of 5th Div in line.,
XII Corps Corps now holds a fairly regular front line
running in N' to SE direction from the Seille R. bend 3
mi. NE of Pont a MoUsson, along the Seille R., thenskirting the E edge of Gremecey and Bezange la Grande
Forests, and continuing S to vicinity of Parroy on the
Marne-Rhine Canal, facing the German 48th Inf Div in
the N sector and the 361stVolksgrenadier Div in the So
Well-concentrated pattern reported in 4-ton attack on
tank formation at Veho, SE of Parrby Forest,by 16 P-47s; 12
P-47s strafe targets NW of Kaiserlautern.

20

U.S. FIRST ARMY
XIX Corps Attack of 116th Inf elements attached to 30th
Div makes slow progress in house-to-house fighting in
VWuerselen-Kohlscheid area.
VII Corps Aachen now almost completely occupied by units
of 1st Div, but fighting continues in NW of city; strongpoint at the Polytechnic School, where barricaded enemy
forces are protected by SP guns and AT fire, falls, to
26th Aegt troops during afternoon, and a 1st Div TF plus
tanks from 3d Armd Div captures high ground N of Aachen,
RCT 18 is sharply counterattacked from the E.
Approximately 330 tactical sorties flown by IX TAC, On
armed rcn missions over Aachen and Duesseldorf in XIX' Corps
sector, buildings destroyed and fires kindled in towns of
Wuerselen and Freialdenhoven; other targets also'fired; RR
tunnel at Eschweiler .blocked. In 9th Div zone, many buildings
fired in strafing attack on Vossenack; RR installations and
strongpoints destroyed in raids by estimated 65 P-47s. iJ of
Rhine, 54 P-38s cut rails. In these missions, estirMated&138
enemy planes sighted.; over Bruhl and Duren, 3 sqs of P-38s
have separate skirmishes with gps of 20, 16.,' and 7 enemy
planes; claim 9-2-16 for loss of 7 P-38s;.in.Bonn area, 32
P-38s. claim 2-1-3 .of 30 FYJ-190s engaged, 'while M;Nof Cobienz
11 P-47s claim
6-1-2 for loss o~ 2.
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U.S. NINTH ARM1Y
VIII Corps Ninth Armd completes its move to Luxembourg
and closes in assembly area near Rollingen. Fourteenth
Cav Gp (with 18th and 32d Cav Sqs) closes in Corps zone;
18th Sq attached to 2d Div, and 32d to 83d Div. Demon: stration of a river crossingstaged by 83d Div fails to
arouse much reaction from enemy.
,Eighty-three XXIX TAC P-47s pursue rail cutting program
W of Rhine, claiming track and hwy cuts, rolling stock, and
enemy.supply and .AA installations.
U.S.

THIRD ARMY

XX Corps Ninetieth Div units maintain their .positions
at Maizieros les Metz. CG of 95th Div assumes cormmand
of bridgehead E of the Moselle at 1800, relieving 5th
Fifth
Div.- CP of 95th Div now at Villers sous Preny.
Div, upon assembly in new area, starts reorganization,
training, and cleaniag and maintenance of equipment;
CP located at PienneQs.
XII Corps Aggressive patrolling continues; enemy mines
and. booby traps encountered..
Enemy rail nets and facilities again heavily attacked
by more than.:.half..of 245 planes dispatched bytXIX TAC.
Thirty-hine.':P-47s successfully bomb .dam,at Dieuze with 35
toas of 1l,000-lb. bombs, .unleashing waters of Lindre Lake
to forestall later flooding of Seille. R. by Germans.

21

U.S. FIRST ARMY
XIX.Corps Thirtieth Div continues attacking tov.ard
center of >Tuerselen but makes.little progress against
enemy resistance from.Ainf in houses, Mark ;V and Mark VI
tanks,:'and heavy,; mortand nd r.ty fire. Corps units mop
.up'N' , of, -Aachen.
VII Corps

.At 1205.the'Cordt 'ofthe

Aachen garrison,

Col Wilck, sturrtnders..unconditionally to the 1st Div with
600 of his men. TF:..Hgan and 26th Regt units make sweep.
ups, reporting
of
cit
s on N slopes of
Rai
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About 415 tactical sorties flown in area by IX- TAC; 112
tons expended. Total of 181 P-47s strafe and bomb arty
positions, road junctions, fuel dump, fox holes, trenches,
Linnich factory and ordnance dump, rail junction and buildings
at Wuerselen and Grevenbroich, and other opportune targets
in XIX Corps area; large fires kindled in Brandenberg and
Bergstein; rolling stock destroyed, and many tracks cut in
1st Inf sector; P-38s continue interdiction of enemy transportation W of Rhine. During fighter sweep in Coblenz area,
36 P-47s claim 21-2-11 enemy planes of 50-60 (in 2 waves)
encountered for loss of 3 P-47s.
U.S. NINTH ARMY
In direct. and able support to 83d Inf Div, 23 P-47s
expending 1 tons of bombs, knock out 4 troublesome gun
positions.
U.S. THIRD ARMY
XII Corps Defensive patrolling and sporadic arty shelling
mark enemy activity.
In estimated 165 sorties flown by XLX TAC in support of
XX, XV, and VI Corps, rail and road traffic again chief target;
guns and tanks hit incidentally; about 78 tons dropped. 'Excellent mission" achieved by fighter-bomber sq supporting 26th
Inf Div attack in Lioncourt sector,

22

U.S. NINTH ARMY
Twelfth Army Group regrouping.
Ninth
area between 1st and 3d Armies to position
of 1st Army. XIX Corps (30th and 29th Inf
Div) and attachments, previously with U.S.
9th Army control at noon.

Argy Hq moved from
in N on L flank
Divs and 2d Armd
1st army, pass to

VIII Corps Corps and attachments (including 2d, 8th, and
83d Inf Divs and 9th Armd Div) pass to U.S. 1st Army
control at:noon. From beginning of month to date, both
enemy and Allied action has been light, c6onsisting
largely of harassing arty fire and patrolling. Corps
arty fire has been on reduced scale because of limited
ammunition; weather has permitted only a few air missions
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Flying bombs' ha-ve been prevalent
over Corps front, particularly in 2d Div zone.
in support of Corps.

XXIX TAG less 366th FB Gp-but with addition of 48th and
404th FB Gp establishes HqatMaastricht.
U.S. FIRST ARLZ

XIX Corps is transferred from First Army. to Ninth Army,..
as- regrouping and reorganization begins in.preparation for.
future drives into. the lower reaches of the Rhineland. At
noon, Ninth Army Hq relinquishes control of zone on the ,R (S)
and takes over zone of XIX Cqrps. on the L (N) of First Army.
Previous boundary between VII and XIX Corps becomes now N
boundary for First Army. At the same time, VIII Corps
passes to control of First Army and previous boundary bebween Ninth and Third armies becomes, new S boundary of First
Army, w:hile previous First-Ninth inter-Army boundary on S
First Army
remains as boundary between V and VIII Corps.
front,
now has a 60-min.
After its disorganized retreat across France and Belgium,
the German Army has reorganized sufficiently to prevent a
.'major breakthrough to the Rhine.. -Thea-,Grman 353d Inf Div
has moved S and controls fortress units in area N of Trier.
German armor has been generally withdrawn and I and II SS
Pz Corps have jetireod E of the Rhile...
V.II Corps .Parts of lJuerselen'
cleared..by 1st Div -forces.
V Corps

4 mi. NiE of Aachen, are

Front generally inactive except for active

patrolling.
VIII Corps Corps front is from vicinity of LosheLm, 11
'mi. NE ofv,Sto.tVith, two, just.-S, of Remi'ch, 12 mi,.' SE of
city of .Luxembourg, running from N to S about 2Q mi. E

-of,Bastogne, and- is- so widely .extended in 83d Div zone
Corps has
that *bn scctors average 5' mi.-in width.
mission of holding section of front line already secured

and _maintaining active rcn and counter-rcn patrols.
Enemy .mortar fire is, heavy in 2d Div sector opposite
E. of. St.. Vith. Ninth armd Div, w-.hich
Habscheid,,8 mi.
is in reserye in region between
act.ipn,
not
yet;
seen
has
.e
Our and Moselle
d program of harassing
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fires. Robot bombs pass froquently over Corps front
in: vicinity. of junctu'e of borders of Belgium, Gerrmany,
and Luxembourg'.
U.S. THIRD RARMS
XII Corps Twenty-sixth Div launches attack in area. SW
of Bezange la Petite at 0600, advances 2,000 yds. to the
E, toward Moncourt, against moderate resistance from .S,
emplaced inf weapons, and mines, and seizes positions
on, high ground W of Bezangoe la Petite and Moncourt.
Troop concentrations, gun positions, stronr-points at
Cuvry, Magny, and Miarley hit in XII Corps sector, firingtowns; Mannhoim, Kaiserlautern, Homberg, Saarlautorn, Sarrobourg, and Hagonau RR targets also attacked.
ATwenty-nine
P-47s drop 25 tons on iietz strongpoints; supply dump at Bois,
de Crepy fired.

23

U.S. NINTH ARMY
Seventh Arird Div is relieved from assignment to U.S.
First Array and assigned to Ninth Army, although still
attached
to British Second Army.
XIX Corps Period of regrouping, rotation of troops,
training, and resting starts; defensive positions being
improved, and active defense of zone maintained.
U.S. FIRST ARMY
Divisional shifts begin in order to permit replacement
of 9th Div, which has suffered many casualties in the past
month and a half of fighting through the Huertgen and Roetgen
forests. Combat activity slackens in closing days of month?
VII Corps Propaganda shells exchanged with enem'v in 47th
Inf (9th Div) sector.
VIII Corps Concentrations of 105-mm projectiles fall in
23d Regt, 2d Div, sector during fternoon; 8 robot bombs
pass over same. area.tSE of-,St-.; Vith) during day. To the
N, nightly loag-. ge harassing fires with *50-cal fi±Gs
comm.enced by 31ithRegt ents
in vic nity W of Brandscheld.
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U.S.

THIRD i-dMY
NinetyXX Corps Tenth irmd Div assigned to XX Corps.
fifth Div completes all immediate relief of units of
5th Div; 5th'-c6ntinues'training, -reorganization, and
maintenance'of equipment. Activity on 95th and 90th
Div fronts limited to arty exchanges, patrolling, and
harassing fire; Sa and light arty and mortar fire received from Fort Driant.

24

U.S.

FIRST idiMY
VII Corps First Div mounts local attacks to a limited
of Wuerselcn) -but units
objective ME of Haaren (2,mi.
to their former
return
and
objective
reach
to
fail
activity continues
arty
and
air
Considerable
positions.
begin passing
bombs
Robot
,in neighborhood of Aachen.
rate of 5-10
at
Eupen
E
of
sector
over 24th Cav Rcn Sq
a day.
VIII Corps Attack by strong enemy patrol is repulsed E
*of beckhuscheid, 7 mi. SE of St. Vith, by elements of
23d Inf, 2d Div. Enemy patrols active also in 9th Inf
sector (Schnee Eifel).

Weather limits operations to approximately 60 sorties;
33 P-38s fire supply dump and warehouse in Reifferscheid area
with 46 napalm bombs; 7 tons dropped on RR tracks W of Rhine
by ?3.P-38s,.-

U.S. THIRD AR=M
NinetyXX Corps Corps zone .remains, generally quiet.
:fifth Div receives considerable fire 'from Fort-Verdun;
Diy patrols make 2 unsuccessful.attempts to cross' the
swollen Seille R.

25

U.S. NINTH iAlRMI
XIX Corps The last of the various units which were
withdrawn from other sectors to participate in the battle
for eachon are now withdrawn from line and returned to
In order to give newlytheir own areas or parent units.
arrived 102d.Div (XVI Corps) some front line experience

in line, Corps starts
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attaching elements of 102d' to 30th and 29th-In-f Divs
and 2d Arald Div.
U.S. FIRST ARMy
VII CorpsRCT47'remains at front under operational control
of 3d Arrmd Div while rest of 9th Div, passing to V Corps
control, awaits relief by 28th Div, V Corps. Enemy arty'
and mortar fire on forward elements increases.
U.S. THIRD ARlMf
'XX Corps Ninetieth Div completes a number of. s.hifts
in unit zones to release 1 bn from each regt 'or training and rehabilitation. Ninety-fifth Div silences fire
from Fort Verdun with 2 batteries.
XII Corps TZenty-sixth Div makes small advances near
Moncourt, 4 mi. above Parroy Forest, Aggressive patrolling
and sporadic harassing enemy mortar and arty fire along
Corps front comprise only action in this zone during rest
of month.
In 44 sorties, XIX TAC P-47s concentrate on PRs in Trier-

Saarbruecken areas; 2 RR bridges damaged.

26 U.S. NINTH ARMY
XIX Corps Troops of 102d Div enter combat for 1st time,
with 406th Inf attached to 30th Div, 405th attached to

2d Armd, and 407th attached to 29th Div.

U.S. FIRST ARMY
VII Corps Heavy enemy mortar fire received in positions
N of Aachen in afternoon and evening., First Div continues to consolidate and hold'positions, maintaining
contact with enemy by active"patrols.
V Corps T\Wenty-eighth Div moves NE in temporary shift
into VII Corps zone to relieve RCT 39 and RCT 60 of 9th
Div in the Germeter area, CCR, 5th Armd Div, advances
1-- mi. NE to vicinity of Monschau.
;
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VIII Corps Ninth Regt troops of 2d Div receive severe
shelling between 0600 and 0820, in sector of front E of
St. Vith.
Highways and traffic on Cologne-Esch-veiler roads attacked
by 25 P-38s with good results; 40 P-47s harass RR targets.
U.S. THIRD ARMY
XX Corps Corps issues basic plan.for reduction of Metz,
whereby 90th Div, making main effort, will cross ihioselle
NE of Thionville, establish bridgehead, then move;S to
contact 95th Div which will encircle Mietz from the S'in
conjunction with XII Corps; 5th Div will contain enemy
salient, operating from present 90th Div zone, an assault
on order; 10th Armd Div and 3d Cav qGp(reinf) iill pass
through L of 90th Div bridgehead and attack S, SE, and E.
Action at iaizieres les Mietz centers about the strongly
fortified city hall: elements of 3.57th Inf (90th Div),
.for second time, attack this stronghold, penetrating
walls *and taking a few prisoners before being driven
out by counterattacking.enemy. In.95th Div sector.
enemy concentrations in Bois le Comte, near Vezon, hit
by arty barrage of 534 rounds fired by 81 weapons.
Bridges and rail yards continue to be favorite targets
for XIX TAC; dam across Mozelle bombed with unobserved
results; in night attack, 4 P-61s strafe Neunkirchen, MT at
Kaiserlautern, and barracks N of Bouzonville.

27

U.S. FIRST ARlMY
V Corps ~Tenty-eighth Div completes relief of 9th Div,
VII Corps, remaining under operational control of V
Corps.
VIII Corps Enemy arty heavy in 2d Div zone. In"38th
Inf sector, i'I of Brandscheid, two tanks place neutralization and harassing fire on pillbox targets. In same
sector, propaganda shells, consisting of Safe Conduct
leaflets and special leaflets in Russian for the Russian
troops in Brandscheid, are fired into enemy lines,
.:
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U*S. THIRD AESO
XX Corps' Enemy patrol attacks outpost at SE corner-of
:Manom; counterattacking platoon of 43d Cav Sq forces
Germans to withdraw in haste, leaving weapons and
equipments Fighting for city hall at Maizieres las
LMetz continues: mortar fire breaches wall, then 4 groups
(10 men each)' of 357th Inf attack; 1 group succeeds in
entering but is driven out after bitter fighting.

28

U.S. NINTH ARMY
In cooperation with XIX Corps, 65 P-47s of XXIX TAC
attack Immendorf town, smoke-marked target, with unobserved
results; other planned operations in vicinity cancelled as
enemy fires smoke shells into friendly lines; 16 P-47s on
escort mission bounced by more than 30 enemy fighters over
Andernach; 5-0-1 FW-190s claimed for no loss. ?Lore than
150 sorties flown.
U.S. FIRST ARMf

Weather conditions unfavorable for combined military
operations.
VIII Corps Rocket, mortar, and arty fire continues to
fall in 9th Inf, 2d Div, sector along the Schnee Eifel
ridge.
No damage inflicted in raids on Sinzig and Ahrireiler RR
bridges by 15 B-26s and 15 A-20s; 15 B-26s in formations of
6,6, and 3 attack Euskirchen airfield, Kmpenich, and Langenfeld. Fighters continue to disrupt road and rail traffic at
Eschweiler; 11 cuts inflicted on bridges by IX TAC in pursuance of interdiction program.
U.S.

THIRD. ARM.Y

XX Corps Attacking in afternoon, co of 357th Inf (90th
Div) captures city block E of city hall at liaizieres les
Metz, but finds it untenable since buildings are completely
razed by combined eiemy :anh'Allied fire, Under cover of
this diversionary action, 3 cos of 357th Inf enter factory
area preparatory to assault. tomo rro ;ity
hall se.verely
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damaged by Corps arty (8'" and 240--mm howitzer shells).
Ninety-fifth Div front remains quiet; Div patrol succeeds
i. crossing the subsi&da g Seille R. during night.
Interruption of enemy traffic again stressed in missions
by approximately 240 XIX TAC fighters. Three direct hits
scored on bridge in Kaiserlautern area by 42 P-47s; 5 other
bridges and 1 RR tunnel also bombed with satisfactory results.

29

U.S. NINTH ARMYE
Twenty-six B-26s loose 49 tons on Mi'yen ItR bridge,
attaining poor to fair results. Sorties of XXIX TAC exceed
315, most of which are flown in battle area in armed rcn
missions.
U.S. FIRST ARMhY
IX BD and TAC again hit key bridges with estimated 450
tons; in 2 days' activity 5 bridges claimed destroyed, 4 on
the line Ahrdorf to Remagen and 1 between Noervenich and
Moedrath, W of Cologne; 8 damaged in those areas; 29 lines
cut in areas just W of Cologne and E of Euskirchen and on
rails from Ahrdorf to Remagen; strategic road junctions and
highw-ays also hit.
U.S.

THIRD ARMv

XX Corps At 0730, 357th Inf (90th Div) launches assault
on IMaizieres les Metz with 4 cos, of which 3 abreast
attack E from factory-area while 4th maintains pressure
on the N; arty preparation is absent and complete surprise
achieved; enemy, with escape routes to E and S blocked
by arty and MG fire, is driven in confusion into steadily
contracting area; 3 city blocks taken by 357th Inf by
:noon ,garrison cut in two by thrust straight through the
.town to E edge'by. 1600, and bulk of the town captured
Tenth
sby dark. Ninety-fifth Div zone remains quiet.
Tour.
la
Mars
at
established
Armd Div CP
Estimated 350 P-47s ofiX."Y;TAC. operate against road and
rail targets: 2 bridges in Alsace area heavily hit, Kaltenhausen
bridge rendered ineffective, and Selestat bridge demolished;
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RR ind road bridge. at K .ona-Kathaus.
S.,of Trier also suffers
damage.. In fighter :..weep op.er0:.Boeck4ngen, 35 P-51s jumped
by l00 plus ME-109s; 35-min. air battle ensues; P-51s claim
24-2-8 enemy planes for loss of 3.

30 U.S. NINTH ARMY
XIX Corps Two bns (1 from 66th Armd Regt of 2d Armd Div
and 1 fromn 116th Regt of 29th Div) moved to positions
SW of Sittard and S of Eysden as reserve in the oevnt
of enemy counterattack against Corps L flank. This
move is prompted by strong enemy effort in ieijel area
of British 2d Army zone. Corps Letter of Instruction
establishes Corpsxreserve to consist of 1 Combat Command
of 2d Armd Div and 1 bn of 30th Inf Div.
U.S. THIRD ARMZ
XX Corps Remaining buildings at Miaizieres les Metz,
including strongly contested city hall, captured by 357th
Inf (90th Div) by afternoon. During fight for this town,
357th Inf at cost of 55 casualties kills or captures
about a bn of Germans,
Capture of Maizieres los Metz
opens direct and well protected route to Metz from N
and threatens enemy supply routes to forts in the N.
Ninety-fifth Div arty fires enemy installations at
Sillegny.
Seven P-61s in night patrol attack barracks and factory
N of Bouzonville; others attack MIT and train in area.
31

U.S. NINTH APRY
XIX Corps

CCR assigned to Corps reserve by 2d Armd Div.

U.S. FIRST ARMY
Total of 205 missions flown during month by IX TAC with
6,351 fighter bombers dispatched; total of 1,967 tons of
bombs dropped; among claims are 76 MT, 447 RR cars, 217
PR
cuts, 7 roads and 8 bridges interdicted; 41 troop, concentrations
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and 23 marshalling yards successfully attacked; 82-15-55
enemy planes claimed in airl, 24-9-6.-on the ground.
U.S. THIRD ARMY
XX Corps Reorganization of Corps, to be completed by,
2400 2 Nov., in progress: 5th Div will relieve 95th
of responsibility for bridgehead E of the IMoselle; 95th
will relieve 90th within present zone S to Gravelotte,
exclusive; 10th Armd will relieve 358th Inf, 90th Div.
Preparations for these shifts pushed, and relief of
some elements initiated.
Forty-tlhree P-47s drop 19½ tons, exploding supply dump
and cutting tracks near Sarrebourg. P-61s operate on night
patrols throughout month.
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U.S.-SEVENTH A"daI'R
XV Corps Enemy is bitterly resisting efforts to force
him from Parroy Forest on the low ridges NE' of Luneville,
between the M.arne-Rhine Canal and the Vezouse R.
Germans
employ assault gun and tank support despite thickly
wooded terrain. Elements of 79th Div advance lines
(extending from S tip of forest in NNI direction to 2 mi.
S of Parroy Pond) about 1 mi., encountering some heavy
opposition. in afternoon.
A 2d Fr Armd Div TF cuts
Rambervillers-Baccarat road as 45th Div, VI Corps, completes
occupation' of Rambervillers.
VI Corps Occupying a 30-mi. front in Vosges foothills E
*of the 1M-oselle, from Ferdrupt, 9 mi.. SE of Remiremont,
N to Rambervillers, Corps faces elements of 21st Pz and
16th Inf Divs of German XLVII Pz Corps and 716th, 198th,
189th, and 338th Inf or Res Divs of Germa-n LXIV Corps.
Enemy line anchors on Raon !'Etape area on the N and
Gerardmer area on the S, protecting communication center
of St. Die, on the Meurthe R., from which roads lead to
Strasbourg, Selestat, and Colmar. Forty-fifth Div troops
attack against Jeanmenil, Fremifontaine, and Grandvillers,
on 10-mi.. front E and S of Rambervillers. Opposition
very heavy; fighting is characterized by mortar, rocket,
tank, and arty fire, and frequent close combat. Uhile
FFI elements clear wooded areas W and SW of Rambervillers,
elements of 157th,Regt, 45th Div, overcoming MG and arty
fire, reach outskirts of Bru and Jeanmenil, 3 mi. E of
city. (Rambervillers itself is under sporadic enemy
arty fire throughout most of month.) Meeting particularly
stubborn tank, mortar, and SP gun resistance, elements
of 179th Regt clear most of Grandvil4ers, 7 mi. S of
Rambervillers, in house-to-house fighting, and advance
slowly through Faite Forest toward Grandvillers-Bruyeres
road. Elements of 180th Regt encounter heavy opposition
W of Frermifontaine.
Ten mi. E of Epinal, elements of
36th Div find Lepanges and Fays clear of enemy and set
up road blocks in area. In Prey-St. Jean du MarcheHoux area, 3 mi. E of Docelles, positions are improved
and hill feature is occupied. On Corps R flank, E of
Remiremont, elements pf 3d Div encounter sniper fire W
of Vagney, establish strong road blocks.E of St, Aime,
and launch local attaqks in co strength with some progress,
clearing enemy pockets in heavily wooded section ME of
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St,, Ame where. S of Cleurie, enemy stili
holds quarry
converted intQ formidable strongpoirnt small.-gains also
made toward NE edge of Fossard Forest, N of Cleurie,
against, moderate resistance including arty fire.
FIRST FRENCH ARi

'

II Corps First Fr Armd Div repulses enemy counterattack in Ronchamp area and patrols on 13-mi. front.
First FIr Inf Div patrols woods S of Fresse and reaches
road S of Frederic-Fontaine in areas 12 nmi. E of Lure.
I Corps Third Alg Div begins movement to I-I' 6orps,
some elements arriving in Lure-Melisey area, 15 mi. W
of Belfort. In 24 hrs. ending at noon, Corps elements
on hlpine front limit operations to patrolling 'and rcn.
2 U.S.. SEVENTH ARrIY
XV. Corps Cav Rcn Sqs cover .7tl, Div L flanik in N of
Parroy Forest and between forest and Marne-Rhine Canal.
Resistance-continubs strong in forest, where enemy holds
E section of mwoods 'and' maintains strongpoint in clearing
at S center. " Five. enemy' tank,,
destroyed by CCV of 2d
Fr Armd Div'in fighting at Anglemont, 2½ mi.' NE 'of.
Rambervillers.
VI Corps Rcn troops take 40 prisoners in fire fight at
Menil sur Belvitte on Corps L flank. Enemy counterattacks
by inf supported by tanks repulsed NE and SE of Rambervillers as 45th Div units batter way toward Bru and into
Fremifontaine. Farther S, clearing of Grandvillers, W
of Brouvelieures, is completed, by 179th RCT after all-day
figlht.
Thirty-sixth Div makes good progress against
moderate SAY,MG, and mortar fire, in attack towar'd
Laveline du Houx from Lepanges area. on the I7 and le Creux
area on the S.
Town is seized and occupied by 143d Inf.
Third Div forces continue fighting up valley from St. Aume
toward le Tholy, which is about 5 mi. due 1,7 of Gerardmer.
FIRST FRENCH ARIY
II Cor_,1

ingCht §-y
Ronc

Elements of lst Fr Inf Div reoccupy feature
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I Corps, In 24 hrs. ending at noon, elements of 2d Inor
Div repulse *vith tanks and arty and SA fire enemy
counterattack at Granges la Ville, 8 mi, S of Lure, and
engage enemy before Marvelise, 4 mi. S of Grangeso
XII TAC sorties total 119; RR cars, locomotives, and
MT in Colmar-Miulhouse-Freiburg area claimed. Planes of XIX
TAC hit bridges across Rhine-Marne Canal. Two enemy fighters
strafe Thize airfield at Besancon.

3 U.S. SEVENTH ARMif
XV Corps Heaviest fighting on Army front this day is
in Parroy Forest, where 79th Div gains a fewv hundred
yds. against 'mortar and arty fire and local counterattack by enemy co of inf and tanks. Second Fr-Armd
Div does not resume offensive until end of month.
Enemy has strong AT defenses in Azerailles-BaccaratDomevre triangle. Wet ground prevents movement of
armor except on roads.
VI Corps Active opposition slackens along Corps front;
mines and road blocks extensively used. Heavy mortar,
SA, and 1G fire, supplemented by tank support, prevents
45th Div troops frotm entering Bru and Jeanmenil, E of
Rambervillers, Thirty-sixth Div continues general
advance NE along ridges S of Bruyeres and mops up in
sector along Houx-Herpelmont road. Armd eleMents are
held in Prey (between Lepanges and Laval) by constant
shelling from German 88-mm. guns. Elements of 143d
Inf clear Laveline-du-Houx.
FIRST FRENCH ARMY
II Corps

Elements of 1st Fr Inf Div mop up remaining

enemy resistance in Ronchamp and encounter enermy
-'
opposition at E of '.offans and S of Ronchamp; 4 mi. N
of Ronchap.,
units receive arty fire at Fresse.
I Corps In 24 hrs. ending at noon, elements of 4th Fr
Mtn Div relieve elements of 2d Mor Div in la -MLaurienne
and le Brianconnais Alpine areas. Other elements of
2d Mor Div straighten out front near Granges la Ville.
'
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XII TAC has good results flying 197 sorties against rail
transport in Rhine Valley; 9 enemy planes destroyed in air
over Belfort area and 4 on ground near Karlsruhe; 3 Allied
planes lost. In support of 79th Inf Div, 1 sq of XIX TAC
destroys 3 bothersome gun positions E of Blamont.

4

U.S. SEVENTH AMEY
Enemy engages in delaying actions while strengthening
main line of resistance from Heming, in the N, through
Blaiont and Baccarat, then along the Meurthe R. to St. Die
and Fraize, covering the main approaches into and through the
Vosges with almost continuous fire-trenches supplemented by
pillboxes and AT ditches.
XV Corps Attacks by 314th Regt, 79th Div, in Parroy
Forest thwarted by enemy counterattacks.
The 106th Cav
Rcn Sq captures road junction in NW part of forest.
VI Corps In 45th Div sector E of Rambervillers, attempt
to outflank Jeanmenil from the S fails. Enemy arty fire
from N and E very heavy in vicinity of Herpelmont .a.n1st
Inf, 36th Div, sector. Local enemy counterattacks are
made on the approaches to le Tholy.as 3d Div units continue
attacking lNE.
Seventh Inf opens attack- toward Vagney from
NW.
French troops relieve elements of 3d Div in Rupt and
Ferdrupt areas along Moselle Re. as boundafr between VI Corps
and First French Army is shifted N.
FIRST FRENCH ARM.Y
II Corps Elements of 1st Fr Inf Div complete mopping up
on Ronchamp and reach point 1 hi. E of Etobon, S of Ronchamp.
Div extends sector N to Plancher les Mines, 9 mi. ENE of
Lure. First Fr Armd prepares to attack le Thillot, 8 mi.
N. First Fr Para Regt reaches Rupt and Ferdrupt on
Moselle, to cross parts of Longegoutte and Gehan forests
toward le IM{enil.
I Corps SE of Briancon, Fr' troops withdraw W of AbaicsBasin to line. running through Aiguilles, in order to
improve defenses, as 4th. 4tn Div continues relief of
2d NTor Div..
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U.S. SEVENTH ARMY
XV Corps 'CT 315 of 79th Div attacks SE from near center
of Parroy Forest in attempt to outflank enemy at crossroads but is prevented by enemy counterattacks from
establishing positions along road.
Twelve P-47s of XLX TAC, supporting XV Corps, damage or
destroy almost all buildings in la Neuveville village and
wipe out many MT, gun positions, and personnel.
VI Corps Resistance stiffens in center of Corps zone,
especially just S of Brouvelieures.
Forty-fifth Div
repels 2 counterattacks.
Chemical mortars set afire
part of Jeanmenil.
Enemy forces are strong on .wooded
heights between Fremifontaine 'and Bruyeres.
Thirtrysixth Div troops cut Laveline-Rehaupal road and clean
out adjacent woods. With heavy casualties fro.m enemy
mortar and arty fire, battle patrols of 3d Div drive
enemy from quarry near Cleurie, where he had held out
for several days. N of St. Ame, 3d Div elements fight
from house to house in Julienrupt; 2 'mi. S of- St. Ame,
other elements are assaulting Vagney, where there is
house-to-house fighting during afternoon.
FIRST FRENCH ARY?
II Corps In Gehan Forest area, elements of 3d Alg Div
and 1st Para Regt reach several crests, the .later
capturing Tete du-Iiidi and Tete du Gehan, threatening
the Gornimont-le Thillot" 'road paralleling GQhan Forest
to the S.
I Corps Enemy engages 'in considerable patrol activity
on '2d Mor Div ·,front.
"
p

6

U.S. SEVENTH ARMY
XV Corps
Forest.

Local enemy counterattacks continue in .arroy

VI Corps Enemy counterattack- SE of Fremif6ntaine forces
"slight withdrawal of 180th Inf-units of 45th Div. Considerable arty fire and strong infiltration supplement
enemy resistance against 1'79th 'RCT, attacking E of
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Grandvillers. To the S, accurate fire drives enemy
from positions astride Tendon-le Tholy road. Third Div
elements engage in fire fight at Julienrupt; 7th Inf
takes Cremanviller, 32 mi. S of Julienrupt, and pushes
into Vagney against bitter resistance,
FIRST FRENCH ARMi

-

II Corps Overcoming:'enemy arty fire and bitter resistance,
elements of 1st Fr Inf Div take Cite des Epoisses, strong-'
point between Ronchamp and Champagney. Inf elements of
1st Fr Armd Div infiltrate region W and S of ChateauLambert, S of le Thillot. N of le Thillot, in Longegoutte
and Gehan-forests, apparently reinforced enemy tenaciously
holds positions and, with arty support, counterattacks
continually,' in spite of losses. First Para Regt, after
bitter fighting, fills in line between Tete du Liidi and
Tete du Gehanj 3d Alg Div advances N of Rupt-Ferdrupt
line.
I Corps In 24 hrs. ending at -noon, -activity is limited
'to arty fire and patrols along Corps front; enemy rcn
raids in -sector of 2d Mor Div 1.,of Doubs-R. fail.
Thirty-five aircraft of XII TA:.'sweep battle area. in
patrol missions; 24 P-47s of XIX TAC concentrate on barges
and supply dumps in XV Corps support.
7 U.S. SEVENTH ARMY
VI Corps Chemical mortar fire.:again placed on,Jeanmenil,
starting t.o 'fires. .Counterattack by 111th Pz Gren Regt
against 45th Div S of Fremifontaine beaten off witnh
heavy losses to enemy. Farther S, enemy is forced to
withdraw from Vagney, which is seized and held by 7th
Inf, 3d Div, despite enemy counterattack from SE vil'th
inf, tanks, and a flakw-agon.
FIRST FRENCH ARIII Corps Near Fresse, elements of 1st Fr Inf, Div trepel
heavy enermy counterattack in direction of Hill 620 W of
town and intercept enemy patrols in area of Hill 701
and,Rover
sed elements of
3d Alg Di
Thillot-Remirement
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highway SE of Ferdrupt and occupy positions 1-2 mi. NE
of highway on slopes of Longegoutte Forest and Gehan
Forest features.
I Corps In 24 hrs. ending at noon, in area S of Lure,
2d Mor Div and enemy arty are active; enemy patrols
repulsed. During night, enemy counterattacks units of
1st Fr Armdc.
XII TAC flies 379 sorties claiming 19 RR cuts and much
rolling stock- 10 enemy aircraft also destroyed. Supply
dumps, bridges, and CP S of Bezange-la-petite and another
S
of Dieuze fired in support of XV Corps.

8

U.S. SEVENTH ARLY
Emphasis of enemy resistance shifts S to VI Corps L
flank.
VI CorDs Thirty-sixth Div forces attack toward Herpelmont,
22 mi. S of Bruyeres, and other villages along S side
of Vologne valley, meeting strong'resistance. With tank
support, 141st Inf enters Herpelmont and clears woods
directly NVT of tovn as enemy falls back to-vard Beaumenil.
Thirtieth Inf, 3d Div, secures high ground overlooking
le Tholy.
To the S, from high ground NE of Vagney,
elements of 7th Inf push on toward Sapois, 1i mi.
beyond,
on road to Gerardmer.
FIRST FRENCH ARLEi;
II Corps In 24 hrs. ending at noon, elements of 1st Fr
Inf Div, operating against violent arty fire, mop
up
the Cite des Epoisses area and advancing on the RonchampChampagney axis reach heights W of la Verrerie, 2
ri. E
of Roncharp.
In the Corravillers-le Thillot-Chateau
Lambert-Ronchamrp area elements of ist Fr Armd encounter
strong resistance and repulse 2 counterattacks; elements
of 1st Para Regt overcome enemy resistance to advance
S
toward le Thillot from Tete du Gehan. Elements
of 3d
Alg Div, advancing SE along Ferdrupt-le Thillot
highway,
finish mopping up Remanvillers and Ramo'n.'hacnp and
take
Lettraye by direct assault, contacting'Ist Para
Regt.
Other elements of 1st Div enter into grenade and pistol
acuion in acvanc
Vtte Forest.
?I Ih
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opposition, losing 100 killed and 500 wounded and
inflicting losses of from 500 to 600 killed on the
enemy and capturing more than 1,000.
I Corps SE of Lure, elements of 2d Mor Div continue to
repel enemy raids on wide front in Grange Forest area.
In 24 hrs. ending at noon, 4th 1Mtn.Diy operations NE of
Briancon and elsewhere continue in spite'of weather;
enemy arty shells Briancon.
10

U.S. SEVENTH

T[RhY

XV Corps Enemy has withdrawn from E and S parts of
Parroy Forest arid 79th Div patrols reach 'edge of la
Neuveville aux Bois, 2 mi. SW of Embermenil.
VI Corps Third Div cuts Tendon-le Tholy road about a
imile from le Tholy and presses on to N and NE' against
SA, mortar, and SP gun fire.
FIRST FRENCH ARI.f
II CorpCororps now holds important 'bridgehead on N bank
In 1st Fr Inf Div sector, ener.r arty
of iMoselotte R.
"bombards Fresse and Rofrchamp. First Fr Armd Div,' meeting
strong resistance in advance' toward Chateau Lambert and
le Thillot:from SW, reaches point on:Melisey-le Thillot
highway S -o-:Haut du Them and high land 2 mi*.'N near
ie Frenet. Elements of 3d Mor Div cross. Moselotte R.
near les Graviers and reach au Thiot, N of les Graviers,
and heights to E. Other elements continue slow advance
on high land E of Thiefosse and encounter strong enemy
resistance 'between Trougemont 'and Planois .-,-auLxures
sur Moselotte is captured. Weather impedes progress.
I Corps 'In the 9th Col Div area two German patrols are
blown 'up in traps between the Doubs R.' and the Swiss
frontier. NE of Briancon in the Alps sector, Fr arty
bombards Ccsana and Claviere and patrols are active in
the vicinity of Montgenevre.

11

U.S. SEVENTH RiiPRY
just hof
il,
nil, just'.E.'of
n bridges'.at.t'outskirts.
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Fresil woods, W of Thiefosse and N of Longegoutte Forest,
and crests 4 mli. N of Rupt are reached by other Corps
troops.
I Corps On both sides of Grange Forest, NE of Villersexel,
elements of 2d LNor Div repel arty and mortar-supported
rcn raids.
In 24 hrs. ending at noon, elements of 4th
MItn Div in the Alps win local successes in approaches
to Col du Petit St. Bernard, NE of Bourg St, Liaurice and
near M. Cenis, NE of Briancon.
XII TAC sorties total 395 with main concentration on
Offenburg and Freiburg rail
targets and Boeblingen and
Freiburg airfields; 59 Spitfires destroy 2 enemy fighters
engaged in Gerardmier areas while P-47s account for 1-0-0
(air) and 7-2-1 (ground) with loss of 7 Allied planes.
9

U.S.

SEVENTH ARi.H
XV Corps Seventy-ninth Div elements resume offensive
in Parroy Forest, reduce enemy strongpoint at a crossroads, force a general enemy retreat, and move E down
the Embermenil trail,
nearing E edge of forest.
VI Corps Heavy arty concentrations fall
on Herpelmont,
where elements of 141st Inf, 36th Div, are established
after house-to-house fighting in outskirts.
In 3d Div
sector, to the S, resistance is met in vicinity of
Sapois, directly E of Cremanviller and Vagney.

FIRST FRENCH JARUY
II Corps Elements of 1st Fr Inf Div encounter violent
enemy arty fire and other resistance in attempts to
:

clear Chamrpagney.

First Fr Armd occupies Hill 584 W

of le Haut d Tem 3
SW of le
illot.
Regions S
of Lettraye are mopped up. Elements of 3d Aig Div clear
enemy from Morbieux Brook area /W1 of le Thillot, relieving
some encircled troops.
Other elements cross crest of
Longegoutte Forest, reach the Moselotte R. opposite les
Graviers, 6 mi. N of le Thillot, cross it 12f'i.
N at
Thiefosse and take heights E and S. Striking at'the
Gontrexard-Trougemont-Planois triangle 2 mi. IE of
Thiefosse, they
L

edge of Plaiois.
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VI Corps Arty commences steady daily pounding of targets
The Nisei 442d Inf Regt
on the approaches to Gerardrner.
is attached to 36th Div and placed in position to attack
Bruyeres from the W. Sapois, l1 mi. ME of 'Vagneyg on
road to Gerardmer, is cleared and occupied by elements

of 7th Inf, 3d Div.
FIRST FRENCH AR'Y
II Corps' Receiving arty fire, elements of 1st Fr, Inf
Div continue mopping up in Ronchamp-Champagney area.
Enemy counterattacks are repulsed by 1st Fr Ar-md E of
Ramonchamp and near Laplaine. W of Chateau Lambert
slow progress toward le Thillot continues. TIl Gehan
Forest, 1st Para Regt takes la Tete du Canard, E end of
ridge 'and contacts enemy at head of. la CGhap..echatte Gap,
farther E. Elements of 3d Mor Div reach W'fedge of
Bamont, 1-En-i. E of Saulxures, and features N of.Saulxures.
U of Thiefosse, elements take Planois and patrols reach
la. Piquante Roche and Bois de Presles, 2,ri. E., American
units are contactea.at Sapois, N of Planois.
Div sustains enemy arty fire. Ninth
oSecondlor
I Corps
Col Inf Div carries on patrol activity in les Grands
Bois-Pont de Roide area.. In alps, sector of 4th Litn Div,

up to noon, enemy is very active,'particularly near
Briancon, where'enemy arty causes casu.alties and his
patrols are repulsed.
In appr6ximately 185 sorties flown by XII TAC, gun
positions, installations, rail facilities, road and rail
traffic, and other targets hit.
12

U.S. SEVENTH ARMIY
XV Corps Ene:m.y arty activity increases over SE part.of
Parroy Forest. Patrols of 79th Div reach edge of
Domjevin, .4 mi. from SE edge of forest, then ijithdraw
under arty and SA fire'.
VI Corps Local enemy counterattacks repelled near
Herpelmont, 2 mi. S of- Bruyeres, and in area IN of latter.
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FIRST FRENCH 'ALR11iY
II Corps Breach in enemy lines beyond 1Moselotte R.
widened in Vagney-Gerardmer axis and Trougermont-la Bresse
;direction~ 4.mi. S. Elements of 1st Fr Armd take hill
N of Haut du Them. Elements of 3d Alg Div continue
in contact with enemy on..E end of Gehan Forest ridge,
hold Haut du Xard and Pre Genin, N of feature, and
establish bridgehead at Bruches.
Other elements clear
Saulxures of remaining resistance, take Pre Colat ridge
N of Bamont, and other high .points beyond as far as la
Piquante Roche.
Farther N other elements hold Cens la
Ville,. Gerbamont, and Orimont, and approach W1 edge of
Rochessen.
I Corps In 24 hrs. ending at noon, arty fire of 9th
ColLif Div breaks up enemy forays in Blamont area E of
Pont de Roide; nine mi. NW, enemy mortar fire stops
attack on Beutal by 2d Mor Divo . FFI and German patrols
clash in the Lanslevillard area N of Susa. Enemy arty
fire against Briancon continues. In the front near Bourg
St. Maurice light enemy forces operate in Redoute Ruinee
and at other points, and a German detachment is routed
near Chapieux.
Force of 170 IX TAC P-47s fliesarmed rcn and rail cutting
missions in Belfort area concentrating 411 tons on rolling
stock, MT, marshalling yards, and grounded enerr.y aircraft;
19 P-47s score 14 hits on gun positions in battle area.
13

U.S. SEVENTH ARGMY
XV Corps Seventy-ninth Div elements -occupy tovin of
Embermenil, beyond Parroy. Forest on the E, after brisk
fight.
-

VI Corps Only activity .a.fire fight in area VWof
Bruyeres and Brouvelieures, where 36th and 45th Divs
are attacking E.

FIRST FRENCH ARMY
II Corps Encountering strong resistance from solidly
organized erm'sitngpointsprotected by mine' fields,
elements of 3d Al!g iDvi m6v
E of

.
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Saulxures, ahnd la Bresse, reaching Hill 791, la Perdent,
and le Sauais, W of Cornimont; enemy forces still hold
la Teote des Cerfs and Neuve Grange to N. Croix des
mi. S, is reached by Div troops.- SE edge of
Moinats, 3'-Peutecoutte Forest is taken.
I Corps Patrol and arty activity continues o 2d 1Mor Div
front W of Liontbeliard. E of Pont de Roide, 9th Col
Inf Div troops inflict enemy casualties in repulsing
raid on Blamont. Elements of 4th Mtn Div drive enemy
from Aiguille Rouge in Briancon area and irmaprove
positions near le Lac Noir in the Tarentaise area.
14

U.S. SEVENTH ARM'Y
XV Corps Enemy is well dug in on hill mass INE of Ember-menil. Attack against these positions by 313th Inf,
79th Div, makes only slight gains at cost of many
casualties. Supporting armor bogs down badly due to
recent rains.
VI Corps N!Mof Bruyeres, 45th Div finds enemy inf
defending with considerable mortar and arty support;
patrols draw AT and tank fire.
FIRST FRENCH ARTMY
II Corps Elements of 3d Alg Div mop up Tete de Chapechatte
and in Travexin area engage in hand-to-hand fighting at
Champs a Nabord. Farther'E, elements of 1st Para Regt
take Ascenserment des Hutte-s. Two mi. NE, les Baranges
and Cornimont are taken.

Advances on W slopes of }iiloselotte

val2ey are stopped by enemy mortar fire. W of la Bresse,
other elements of 3d Alg Div reach Rondfaing and attack
Rochesson.
I Corps Sharp arty exchange occurs in 4th Mtn Div sector,
FFI increases participation in defense.
Force of 166 U.S. P-47s, 15 Spitfires, and 4 gps of
French P-47sflies armed rcn, fighter bombing, and rail cutting
missions in Mulhouse, Freiburg, Strasbourg, Colmar, and
Karlsruhe areas, the bulk of which claim many rail cuts and
rolling stock. In response to I French Army reqouest, P-47s
i, R viaduct with poor results. .Tenty-four
attack Daein
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P-47s of XIX TAC strongly support XV Corps in Baccarat and
Igney areas.
15

U.S. SEVENTH ARMYf

XV Corps Two enemy counterattacks before da™'n are
broken up E of Parroy Forest. -Patrols receive heavy
fire throughout day.
VI Corps Corps attack E on Bruyeres-St. Die axis begins.
Attack on Bruyeres from SSW by 36th Div starts at 0800.
Under smoke cover, units of 36th enter Laval, 1 mi. SW
of objective, and cut main road, engaging in fire fight
along RR.
Fimenil and Beaumenil, NW and NE of Herpelmont,
respectively, are also entered and cleared. Heavy enemy
shelling of area S of Bruyeres continues. JapaneseAmericans of 442d RCT attack from the MVT but are forced
to dig in under heavy fire from enemy inf in the thick
woods. Simultaneously, 179th Inf, 45th Div, attacks E
in area'.SWIof Brouvelieures, while 180th Inf filghts
toward M.ortagne R. through thick woods N of city. Third
Div elements in stiff close-in fighting in vicinity of
le Tholy, as attack during night of 15/16 fails to,
pierce enemy line.

During 15-22 Oct, 3d Div shifts N from Dosition on.
S flank of Corps to position between 36th and 45th Divs
for surprise attack toward St, Die.from the T,-covering
move by simulating concentration W of le Tholy "'"Cdombat
group raids le.Tholy,, retiring to woods N of toevn after
fighting several *hrs. and receiving heavy encr, fire.
FIRST FRENCH AR.iY
II Corps Elementis "of .ist F¥r Armd enter Travexin near
Bamont after local actionr by 1st Para Regt; elleients of
3d Alg Div consolidate positions E of Cornimont and, reach
area N of le Da:val, W of la Bresse.
Although additional
points are gained W of Rochesson, Lecoq TF, composed of
elements of 3d 'Alg Div and FFI troops, withdraris"-c'6o
fringe of Couchetat Forest afterenemy counterattack.
: . l
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ICorps Enemi
arty shells Bourg St. Maurice in 4th Mtn
Div sector of A4
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Approximately 400 IX TAC sorties flown.; Spitfires and
P-47s again attain good results on rail lines, rolling stock,
MT, guns, and buildings in battle area.

16

U.S. SEVENTH AP.IRMY
XV Corps High ground 12 mi. S of Embermenil is lost
and regained in early morning engagement of 314th Inf,
79th Div, vith units of 11th Pz Div.
VI Corps Forty-fifth Div troops repulse counterattack
NW of Brouvelicures. Enemy counterattacks in BruyeresBrouvelieures sector also; fire from all types of weapons
and mined road blocks hold up U.S. armor. Forces attacking
Bruyeres from N and W reach high ground NW of tovn. Longrange arty fire, snipers, and- machine gunners inhouses
along route from Laval to Bruyeres prevent 36th Div elements
from reaching latter ton from the S but elements of 143d
Inf clear Laval completely and partially. clear Champ le
Duc, 3/4 mi. S of Bruyeres, in house-to-house fighting.
CT 442-is involved in heavy fighting at foot of hills
just W of Bruyeres. Third Div elements .. of le Tholy
receive heavy mortar concentration from Re-haupel to the
N and increased SP fire from la Forge to the S.
FIRST FRENCH ARMYiF
II Corps First Fr Armd Div crosses Ruisseau de Travexin
on wide front from Gehan Forest and continues E. In
sector of 3d Alg Div and supporting troops, enemy counterattacks force slight withdrawal to Wi fringe of Hill 739,
S of Cornimont, but a counterattack at Cornimont is
halted, and N of Cornimont Corps troops cross Miosclotte
R., taking Haut du Faing, 1 mi. E. Tete des Cerfs, NW
of Moselotte, is mopped up. In Rochesson area, farther
N, enemy reoccupies Cens la Ville and Orimont and is
halted on .Iedge of Couchetat Forest.
I Corps patrol and arty activity continues along Corps
front. Second Mor Div patrols receive casualties in mine
field TWof Roncharmp,
In 4th Mtn Div sector sustained
enemy
v arty fire continues in Briancon vicinityv
I vX-- -- .
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U.S. SEVENTH ARMY
Enemy active along Seventh Army front, except on extreme
R and in zone of 2d Fr Armd Div.
XV Corps Enemy counterattacks against 313th and 314th
Regts, 79th Div, repulsed during night. CT 114 is
attached to 79th Div as 44th Div, from Cherbourg, closes
in Luneville area, coming under Seventh Arlmy co-mmand.
VI Corps T,'o counterattacks and subsequent heavy resistance slow 36th Div advance on Bruyeres and 45 Div
advance toward Mortagne R, Opposition above Brouvelieures
includes barbed wire covered by SA fire. Eleiments of
36th Div capture Champ le Duc, just S of Bruyeres, with
fire fight within town. Mlines are removed from S
approaches to Bruyeres, W of the town, 442d RCT repulses
determined counterattack after 2 hrs. of fierce fighting inflicting heavy casualties on enemy.
FIRST FRENCH ARMU
II Corps Elements of 1st Fr Armd occupy crossroads S of
Cornimont and le Haut du Tonteux, 2 mi. SE of Cornimont,
withdrawing less than mile. Woods S of Travexin are
mopped up. Elements of 3d Alg Div repulse three violent
counterattacks in Haut du Faing area and occupy Haut Bois,
S of Cornimont, linking with Ist Armd. Near Rochesson,
line is improved in spite of counterattacks. Capture of
la Boudotte completes occupation of crests dominating
Moselotte on W.
Interruption of road and rail traffic again stressed in
132 sorties flown by XII TAC; 35 P-47s destroy 4 and damage 3
1E-109s encountered during fighter bomber mission against
ammunition dump and rail targets. P-47s score near misses on
Dannemarie RR viaduct again in response to ground request.

18

U.S.

SEVENTH ARIYf
VI Corps Enemy loses two hills near Bruyeres.. Small
enemy counterattack with bayonet charge occurs E of
Fremifontaine in 45th Div sector, Thir-ty-sitlh rnd 45th
Divs, closing pin e
sn idyes
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town by nightfall! 36th Div moves up tanks and AT guns
to just S of Bruyeres and arty units furnish heavy
supporting. fire as, inf elements reach factory area
against savage German resistance'. CT' 442 ha's also'
pushed into the town from the N after 8 hrs. of bitter.
fighting, and is engaged in street fighting. Elements
of 141st Inf, 36th Div, attacking SE toward Ju.ssarupt,
suffer many casualties from enemy mortar and arty fire.
FIRST FRENCH AR1Y
II Corps Enemy activity against 1st Fr Inf Div in
Ronchamp-Chaimpagney area continues. Elements of ist
Fr Armd complete occupation of Haut de Tonteux. Units
of 3d. Mor Div consolidate positions on Haut du Faing.
Other elements advance through woods S of' Rochesson,
reaching points on S edge. Cens la Ville and Orimont
are again held., in spite of enemy arty and rinf
reaction.
Left flan'k is extended to Julienrupt, 3 mi. N of St. Ame.

I Corps

Elements of 4th Mtn Div restore lines at

Termignon, 5 mi. NE of Bramans, after counterattack '

causes FFI to withdraw.
along Alpine front.
19

Patrols and arty-active elsewhere

U.S. SEVENTH ARi.'
VI Corps Bruyeres falls and 36th Div elements' mop up
city by noon, 'while 442d RCT advances to just beyond RR
to E of it, receiving enemy SP fire.

To the N, 45th Div

unit has cut Bruyeres-Brouvelieures road. Resistance
remains heavy along line S from Frermifontaine to
Brouvelieures, but only sniper fire is met by troops
advancing into hills E of Bruyeres.
FIRST FRENCH ARMY
II Corps Opposed by land mines and AT fire, elements of
1st Fr Armd mop up SW part of Cornimont Forest and
continue advance toward Ventron, 2½mi. SE of Cornimont.
First Para Regt. takes hill 1 mi. SWi of objective. Elements
of 3d Aig Div make progress NE of Bois de Faing -inCornimont-la Bresse area and halt enemy counterattack-starting
from Rochesson.
'
0,
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U.S. SEVENTH ARMff
XV Corps Ele.ments of 314th Inf, 79th Div, clean remaining enemy from woods E of la Neuveville aux Bois.
VI Corps Fierce fighting with automatic weapons and
handgrenades takes place along Miortagne R. from
Brouvelieur.es N to Fremifontaihe. After mortar and
arty preparation, 179th RCT, 45th Div, launches attack
against Brouvelieures.
Other 45th.Div units, farther
N, attack E in attempt to cross, Mortagne R., but are
stopped by wire entanglements after breaking through
enemy's first line of trenches. Resistance stiffens E
of Bruyeres, with SA and mortar fire along the BruyeresBelmont RR. Counterattack by inf and 7 tanks from
direction of.Belmont (2 mi. NE of Bruyeres) stopped by
friendly air attack. Third Div makes some progress in
initial attack toward St. Die from BrouvelieuresBruyeres area, meeting. MG and SA fire from bunker
positions.
FIRST FRENCH

RllYf

II Corps Eleiments of 1st Fr Armd make progress toward
resistance center of Ventron froml both N and S.' Elements
of 3d Mor Div repulse enemy counterattacks against ie Haut
de Faing and le Haut de Tonteux, where both sides receive
heavy losses. Bois de Lansauchamp, NW of le Haut de
Faing is mopped up. Enemy forces bomrbarding villages of
Moselotte valley are blocked from Bouchot valley abreast
of Cens la Ville and Orimont.
I Corps In Doubs R. area elements of 9th Col Inf Div
ambush enemy units
Elements of 4th litn Div relieve
elements of U.S. 1st ABTF at Ubaye, 15 mi. W of
Barcelonnette.
Patrol and arty activity continues
along Alpine fronts.
Flying almost 300 sorties, force of XII TAC Spi-.tfires
and P-47s destroys, damages, and probably destroys 4 pontoon
bridges over the Rhine, and damages approaches to thei. with
70 tons of GP bombs andi73r0fire bombs, 7-2-4 enemy planes
claimed for loss of 5
...
' ,
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U.S. SEVENTH ARMY
XV Corps Seventy-ninth Div continues to receive heavy
opposition -fron dug-in posit"ions MN't of'Blamont-, '8 mni.
SE of Parroy Forest. %Div attacks high ground E of
Parroy Forest with 3 regts and advances slightly in
area NE of Embermenil,

to a line through Xausse and

Leintrey, but mired tanks delay advance on Div R flank,
'where objective is high ground in vicinity of Domjevin,
4 mi. S of Embermenil.
VI Corps Corps forces concentrate on exploiting potential breakthrough along Bruyeres-St. Die axis, opposed
primarily by German 16th and 716th Inf Divs. Fortyfifth and 3d Div troops drive enemy from Brouvelieures,
Domfaing, and Vervezelle, 2 mi. S, de'spite defense by
MG, SA, mortars, SP guns, anda few tanks, and 3d Div
elements capture bridge over the lMortagne' R. intact, as
enemy withdraws NE from Brouvelieures. Major gains are
made by 442d RCT, wvhich seizes ridge E of Bruyeres that
parallels Neune R. and advances to high ground overlooking
Biffontaine, 3½ mi. E of Bruyeres, on edge of Forest
Domaniale de Champ.
,
FIRST FRENCH ARMY

II Corps Rise in water level makes movem-ent in IMoselotte
valley difficult. Corps elements receive enemy arty fire,
especially in Travexin, le Haut du. Faing, Saulxures,
and Cornimont area.
I Corps Elements of 4th Mtn Div continue relief of
There is much patrolling in Alps sector.
U.S. 1st ABTF.
Forty-six XII TAC
concentration on troop
of XIX TAC claim 15 MT,
in close support of -XV
22

sorties flouwn; 8 P-47s attain good
target in Bruyeres area.' Ten P-47s
2 tanks, and 1-0-3 gun positions
Corps.

U.S. SEVENTH A0',iY
XV Corpis Seventy-ninth Div receives heavy mortar and
arty fire, as pell as automatic teapons fire from .pillboxes,
in area E of Parroy Forest. Patrols of 2d Fr'Armd Div

U :MW X ji''i,-4J
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VI Corps In the developing salient E of Bruyeres and
Brouvelieures, Belmont is cleared by 753d Tank Bn, 36th
Div, against scattered resistance. Enemy succeeds,
however, in repulsing 45th Div's attempted crossing of
IMortagne R. E of Fremifontaine.
Third Div, attacking
NE up Mortagne R. valley, along Brouvelieures-St. Die
road, pushes halfway to les Rouges Eaux; enemy resistance
appears disorganized.
FIRST FRENCH ARMY
II Corps First Fr Inf Div begins relief of ist Fr Armd.
Patrol engagements and enemy arty fire oceur near Ronchamp.
Enemy arty reaction slackens near Haut de Faing.
I Corps In 4th Mtn Div sector an enemy attack in Ubaye
valley is repulsed.
Counterattack E of Briancon is
turned back with enemy losses after arty OP is overrun.
Rcn patrols continue.
Approximately 135 of estimated 255 sorties flown by
XII TAC are in direct support of ground action, direct hits
scored on troop concentrations and gun positions) rail
targets
at Avricourt hit by 11 P-47s of XIX TAC.

23, U.S. SEVENTH ARhMT
XV Corps Several enemy tanks knocked out by 79th Div
forces in course of fighting NE of Embermenil.
Enemy
counterattacks three times.
VI Corps E of Fremifontaine, Mortagne R. is finally
crossed by 45th Div elements, under heavy mortar fire;
further advance is slowed by SA, mortars and arty fire.
Resistance strong in town of Mortagne, 3 mi. E of
Fremifontaine, but town is cleared and outposted.
Advance
into wooded hills E of Bruyeres carries to Biffontaine,
which is mopped up by elements of 442d Inf. Rcsistance
increases along Bruyeres-St. Die road near los Rouges
Eaux, midway through the forest, as enemy brings up
reinforcements.
Stubborn opposition met also at Laveline,
SE of Bruyeres, near confluence of la Vologne
!e and
Neune
rivers.
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FIRST FRENCH ARM.Z
II Corps Elements of
Haut de Faing grea.

d-"Al-g Div make some' gains in

I Corps Elements of 2d Mor Div successfully raid area
E of Marvelise, 12 mi. S of Ronchamp. In 4th Mtn Div
sector an enqey counterattack is repulsed near Condamine.
24

U.S. SEVENTH ARA.
XV'.Corps. Enemy attack with tanks and inf down Xousse
and Remoncourt roads drives 315th Inf elements from high
ground, but positions are regained after reserve co is
committed with strong tank support.
Forty-fourth Div relieves 79th Div in the newly-won
positions E and SE of Parroy Forest, facing the Vosges.
VI Corps Third Div elements push rapidly N through
Mortagne Forest, meeting stubborn resistance at road
junction NE of Mortagne. Enemy tanks firing from within
town of les Rouges Eausx harass other 3d Div units ad-vancing along S side of Lortagne R. Enemy appears.
disorganized elsewhere, but makes several small counterattacks against forward elements of 36th Div near Biffontaine.
A bn of 141st Inf is cut off in forest N of la Houssiere
iby enemy counterattack from the S and E in late afternoon.
FIRST FRENCH ARMt
II Corps Elements of 1st Fr Inf Div continue to relieve
1st Fr Armd. Arty fire is received at Fresse, N of
Champagney, and at la Houillere de Ronchamp. Weak
enemy arty fire. falls within 3d Alg Div lines'.
I Corps Second Mor Div troops engage in skirmishes with
patrols near Frederic Fontaine and Blamont. In Briancon
area, elements of 4th Mtn Div abandon for the w-inter
their positions at Granges de la Vallee Etroite in
Italian territory. Farther N, the enemy shells Col de
Ferjus.
K 31i
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25

XV Corps E of Parroy Forest, below the .Marne-Rhine
Canal, enemy counterattacks continue one making a
temporary penetration of U.S. lines. Left flank of
44th Div is repeatedly attacked and tanks and assault
guns are brought up from the rear for additional defensive su'pport
VI Corps Third Div elements reach objective of nigh
ground SE of la Salle, overlooking Meurthe R. valley.
Les Rouges Eaux, on main road to St. Die, is cleared;
despite heavy shelling against 3d Div troops and
company-sized counterattack. Expansion northward of
Bruyeres-Brouvelieures salient is slowed, by SA, i.G,
mortars and SP arty fire and organized, dug-in positions
in the vicinity of Housseras, between iMortagne and
Rambervillers, where close-in fighting occu.rs.as. 45th
Div opens attack through Housseras Forest. On S side
of salient, enemy infiltration harasses supply lines to
forward units.
Stubborn resistance NE of Biffontaine
prevents elements of 141st and 442d InfP.egtss--from pushing
E to contact bn isolated in forest above la Houssiere.
FIRST FRENCH ARMfI
II Corps Tl-ird Alg Div repels counterattack in la Forgele Tholy area, 5 mi. N of St. Ame. Arty fire is received
near Haut du Faing and Cornimont. Enemy counterattacks
against Rondfaing, farther S, with considerable arty
support and gains ground before being driven back.
I Corps Elements of 1st Fr Inf Div take over Moselle
valley area NW as far as Rupt and up the N ridge to
le Seu. In Alpine sectors, elements of 4th Mtn Div
repulse enemy rcn units and receive routine arty fire.

26

U.S. SEVENTH ARMY

*I

XV Corps During night of 25/26 three enemy counterattacks
supported by tanks are received in 44th Div sector on
Army's left.
VI Corps Pushing on
arty fire but withou

eaches
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point overlooking St. Die. Enemy road block on the la
Salle road, NE of Mortagne, is eliminated and 30th Inf
strikes IE through a gap in enemy lines between les
Rouges 73aux and la Salle, the latter 6 mi. Nf? of St. Die.
Farther N and to the W, enemy resistance lessens in 45th
Div zone, after Housseras, SE of Rambervillers, is cleared..
E of Bruyeres, elements of 36th Div encounter stiffer
resistance in the Forest Domaniale de Champ. Elements
of 442d RCT are attacking E along S edge of forest in
attempt to rescue the bn of 141st Regt marooned on high
ground a mile N of la Houssiere; the other bns of 141st,
supported by light and medium tanks, are heavily engaged
NE of Biffontaine.
FIRST FRENCH ARM0I
II Corps Eneomy arty fire is -received by 3d Aig Div at
Travexin and at Barranges, S of Cornimont.
First Fr Inf
Div and 3d Alg' Div complete relief of 1st Fr Armd Div.I Corps Enemy arty fire ,i .received at Pont de Roide,
in 9th Col Inf Div sector¶ Routine patrol and arty
activity continues in Alps sectors of 4thk Utn Div.
In 85 sorties XII TAC planes sweep Belfort and Uulhouse
areas, destroying ?12station SVW of Colmar.

27

U.S. SEVENTH ARMIY
XV Corps Enemy counterattacks E of Parroy Forest in area
4NIof Blamont slacken off and Corps sector becomes quiet.
VI Corps Enemy arty heavy in 3d Div zone of advance, but
Div successfully moves out of forest into tovjn of la
Bourgonce, directly S of la Salle. Third Div advance
units, now in position to direct arty on enermy convoys in
St. Die-San Liichel sector.
Three enemy counterattacks
with tanks strike against 36th Div troops in Forest
Domaniale de Champ. Estimated force of 300 enemy blocks
trail along which 442d RCT is attempting to break through
to isolated bn of 141st Inf in forest above la'Houssiere.
Attempted air drop of supplies to bn fails because of
bad weather.
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FIRST FRENCH ARMY

II Corps Both sides exchange harassing fire on Vosges
front, enemy arty striking at Haut du Faing, Cornimont,
Servance, Saulxures, and Vagney. W of Pont do Roide,
between Go-x and Vermondans, rcn elements of 9th Col
Inf Div kill several members of German patrols and
capture MG.
I Corps Enemy patrols raid advance posts. of. 2d ,or Div,
NW of Onans, in ltIsle area, and are repulsed.
28

U.S. SEVENTH ARMY
VI Corps Sharp fire fights occur in forest IE of
Housseras. Enemy has reinforced his defenses along the
Bruyeres-St. Die road; a counterattack W of St. Die is
repulsed only after 5 hrs. of 'severe fighting. Primary
enemy fire support is from mortars, bazookas, and rifle
grenades.
Planes drop supplies to ,lost bn" of 141st Inf,
36th Div, with limited success.
Jussarupt, 3 mi. SE of
Bruyeres, is occupied without resistance,
FIRST FRENCH ARMY
II Corps Advance elements of 3d Aig Div stop enemy
infiltration attempts around Rondfaing.
TAC.

In over 100 sorties, bridges are main objective of XII
P-47s resupply VI Corps troops.

29 U.S. SEVENTH ARMY
XV Corps E of Parroy Forest, enemy withdraws slightly.from woods between Embermenil and Leintrey to the general
line Leintrey-Blemerey.
VI Corps E of Rambervillers, enemy appears to be withdrawing NE, as Bru and Jearnmenil are occupied by 45th
Div elements without resistance, after having been
strongly defended. Forty-fifth Div maices rapid progress
through Housseras Forest. Resistance is greater along
Brouvelieures-St.. Die road,:5 mi. to the S.'. Near the
S edge of the forested area, 442d RCT forceds move slowly
against
,
countering also
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road blocks ,mine fields, and well prepared positions;
MG nests are charged vwith bayonets and grenades as the
troops fight desperately to come to rescue of "lost bn"
of 141st Inf, 36th Div, in Forest Domraniale de Champ.
FIRST FRENCH ARMY
Patrol activity and harassing fire by both sides along
entire Vosges and Alps fronts.
II Corps Enemy is bringing up reinforcements, apparently
against the Haut du Faing salient N of Corniu-ont.
XtI TAC flies 332 sorties: 86 P-47s in direct and able
support of VI Corps attack gun positions, roads, and troop
concentrations and fly 2 food supply midssions to 36th Inf
cuts rnadeonmain line between Strasbourg
Div troops; rail
and St. Die and large enemy ammunition dump E of St. Die
seriously damaged; 45 Spitfires, 46 French P-47s and U.S.
P-47s knock out hwvy, rail, fuel, ammunition, and troop targets.
30

U.S. SEVENTH ARMY
VI Corps Saliqnt developing W of St. Die is widened by
capture of Laveline-devant-Bruyeres, on the S. by 143d
RCT, 36th Div, and St. Bonoit on the N (5 mi. E of
Rambervillers), on the road to Raon l'Etape, by 45th
Div; excellent observation points overlooking roads of
Meurthe valley are gained. Third Div forces are now on
heights overlooking Taintrux and St. Die. Arty and
mortar concentration is laid down on ridge .separating
442d Regt from the "lost bn.'" At 1600 hrs. patrol from
442d reaches men of the "lost bn."
FIRST FRENCH ARMPY
II Corps In 3d Alg Div sector, enemy attack in co
strength N of Travexin (E of Gehan Forest) is beaten
back by counterattack. Three enemy planes bomb Reherrey,
Enemy arty very active against
5 mi. SE of ERcmiremont.
Cornimont and points in its vicinity.
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U.S. SEVENTH ARMY
XV Corps Strong attack above Baccarat by 2d Fr Armd
Div takes enemy forces by surprise. Coming out from
Mondon Forest, by-passing enemy strongpoint at Hablainville,
4½ mi* N of Baccarat, an armd column of CCV cuts BaccaratDomevre route at noon, clears Merviller, and reaches
Vacqueville on the Verdurette R. Another column of CCV
captures Brouville, ½ mi. JN of Mcrviller, then turns NE
to take Montigny, midway on road between IMerviller and
Domevre. CCD drives through Gelacourt to Baccarat, enters
city after hard fight against AT defenses, captures bridge
intact, and clears N part of city. Four mi. STVof Baccarat,
CCR captures Menarmont and Nossoncourt.
VI Corps E of Rambervillers and NE of St. Benoit, beyond
Bru and Jeanmenil, enemy arty and mortar concentrations
prevent progress along road leading through Ste. Barbe
Forest to Raon lTEtape on the IMI4urthe R., 9 mi, T.1 of
St. Die. Third Div forces repulse numerous small
counterattacks in hills and valleys of the ivionpatelizeTaintrux area, on a front 3-4 mi. VJ of and paralleling

Meurthe R.; 7th Inf encounters heavily mined areas in
slow advance toward St. Die.
In 23 missions, 157 aircraft of XII TkC sweep over U.S.
Seventh Army front.
FIRST FRENCH ARiI

II Corps

German arty fire on points along lioselotte R.

bend continues.

Enemy unsuccessful in attempt to in-

filtrate into Fr positions at Haut du Faing and in
Couchetat woods.
I Corps In 4th Litn Div sector, enemy harassing fire
falls on Bourg St. Maurice, Briancon, Aiguilles, and
Tournoux.
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Germany: Sixty-four Mosquitoes concentrate 93.2 tons
of bombs on Brufiswick,' Krefeld, and Coblenz town centers9
Dortmund synthetic oil plant, and Heilbronn railway center;
all results are unobserved.

Germany:

I- 2 forces, 836 B-17s'and 296 B-24s escorted

by 176 P-47s, 541 P-51s, and 10 P-38s drop approximately
2,800 tons of bombs on Kassel town center and ordnance and
AFV plants, Cologne Ford motor plant, Hamar marshalling yards,
Fritzlar and Harndorf airfields, town centers of Wiesbaden,
Geseke, and Muenster, and ontargets of opportunity;' results
range from good to unobserved. At 'night, with aid of full
moon, 45 Mosquitoes make well concentrated 50-ton attack on
Brunswick town center, Pforzheim town and rail'
center, Frankfurt aircraft components factory, and Dortmund
town and synthetic oil plant.

3

Germany: Total of 675 B-17s and 320 B-24s escorted by
12 P-38s, 132 P-47s, and 555 P-51s craters Lachen/Speyerdorf
airfield, blankets hangar s, MT yards," and barracks at ,'Geibelstadt airfield, inflicts severe damage Qn'Gaggeaau ,MT works,
and hits Ulm armaments plant WJesseling synthetic oil plant,
Speyer and Ottingen airfields, Pforzheim,'ffenburg, and ..
Ludwigsburg marshalling yards, Cologne town center and
targets of opportunity w.ith approximately 2,500 tons of bombs;
AA accounts for minor damage to about 200 planes. ht night,
.42 Mosquitoes scatter 55 tons N of Kassel, encountering
fighter opposition over target and in Ruhr area; in attacks
by 20 Mosquitoes on Aschaffenburg and Pforzheim.marshalling
yards, Kamen synthetic oil plant, and Handorfairfield, over
76. tons of bombs dropped.

4

Norw'ay: Forty Lancasters and 71 Ha'ifaxes with .5b64 tons
of bombs achieve good 'concentration on Bergen submarine pens,
while 15'Halif'axes' and 6 Lancasters' with '97 tons..score direct
hits on subnmarines and destroy or 'damage: docks, 'floating
crane, machine shops,

jetties, and vessels in basin; bombers

escorted by 24 RAF BC and AEAF Mosquitoes'.
'
Germany: PforzheI
~'
o
?
-tor
attacked by 10 l.osquit |
,
.l.6 oS
)tffbo. At eenth
AF attacks Mlunich: 'i10 ]
)"~
'r
38
..
P-38s and' 112 P-51s unlo.ad 798 tons .of bombs on. (West)
marshalling yards with good results.'
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Germany: Force of 615 B-17s and 320 B-24s of 8th AF
escorted by 545 P-51s and 129 P-47s concentrates approximately
2,500 tons of bombs on airfields at Lippstadt, Paderborn,
Handorf, Loddenheide (IMuenster) and Lipperode, marshalling
yards at Rheine, Herford, Coblenz, and Cologne, town centers
of Brechten and Dortmund, and targets of opportunity with
unobserved to good results; traffic at Rheine halted temporarily. During day, force of 216 Lancasters, 1 M.osquito., and
1 P-38 blasts 'Wilholmshaven town center with approximately
1,081 tons of bombs; results are unobserved.

On.night mission,

345 Lancasters and 11 Mosquitoes accurately bomb Saarbruecken
town center with about 1,500'tons of ..bombs, causing large
explosions and firing town; 128 Lancasters and 11 iMosquitoes
drop 433 tons of bombs in Saarbruecken railway center area.
Twenty Mosquitoes expend 26 tons in attack on Berlin; explosions result; 5 Mosquitoes bomb Frankfurt, encountering
moderate flak; 4 hit Handorf airfield, 3 Dortmund synthetic
oil plant, and' 4 bomb Brunsbuettelkoog Port area.
6

Germany: Total of 818 B,17s and 376 B-24s escorted by
543 P-51s and 156 P-47s drops estimated 2,980 tons of bombs
on Spandau ordnance plant, gun park, aero-engine plant, and
Tegel tank plant (all at Berlin), Glinde ordnance plant,

Klockner aero-engine plant, Harburg, Rhenenia, and Ebano
refineries (all at Hamburg), Wenzendorf jet 'plane assembly
plant, Neubrandenburg FfV-190 assembly plant, Stargard airforce
training school, Hamburg docks, Nordholz and Stade airfields,
Straslund and Kappelen town centers, Ottersberg and Bremer-

voerde marshalling yards,

and targets of opportunity l'ith

unobserved to excellent results; score of 58-1-22 enemy planes
run'up; B-17s over Berlin intercepted by 35 of estimated 75
airborne enemy aircraft; 11 B-17s destroyed in this attack.
During day, 291 RAF heavy bombers 'and fighter bombers make
well concentrated 1,140-ton attack on Buer synthetic oil
plant at Gelsenmirchen and Holten synthetic oil plant at
Sterkrade; intense AA encountered over Gelsenkirchen. On
night mission, 761 Lancasters, Halifaxes, and lMosquitoes
accurately unload approximately 2,710 tons on town centers
of Dortmund, Bremen, Berlin, Ludwigshafen, and Saarbruocken.
7

Germany: Total of" 865 B-17s and 446 B-24s'escorted by
569 P-51s, 167 P-47s,, and, 26. ,P-38s operates with'estimated
3,400 tons

thetic oil

I
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plant with' 206 tons are intercepted by 40-50 aggressive
enemy fighters SE of Leipzig, losing 12 B-17s from 1 sq;
Politz, Ruhland, Lutzkendorf, Merseburg, and Magdeburg
armaments works, Kassel aero-engine and tank plants, .Zwickau
airfield and: MT plant, Bielefeld ordnance depot, Clausthal
explosives, airfields at Hengelo, Nordhausen, and
one near
Muenster, town centers of Dresden, Scheld, Freiburg,
Wurzen,
Rositz, Gera, Roszla, and Burgsteinfurt, and large number
of
targets of opportunity attacked with unobserved.to very
good
results; 52 bombers and 15 fighters lost for claim of
49-1315 .ene.my planes; bombers and fighters have skirmishes over
wide area.with 150-200 enemy aircraft, including approximately
20-25 jet planes; 4 jet planes destroyed.
.9

;

Germany: Heavy bombers of 8th AF operate in 2 forces:
1st force of 359 heavy bombers drops 858.6 tons on A.ainz
marshalling yards and Gustavsburg Diesel engine plant
Vwithfair:.results; 2d force of 689 heavies attacks Schlweinfurt
city area and Coblenz marshalling yards with approximately
1,785 tons of bombs, causing severe damage at VKF
Iferk 2
(ball bearing plant) at Schweinfurt and in businessand
residential areas; bombers escorted by 641 P-51s,
169 P-47s,
and 33 P-38s. At night, 404 Lancasters, Halifzaxes, and
Mosquitoes concentrate main attack on Bochum town
center with
unobserved results and make smaller attacks on Wilholmshaven,
Krefeld,, and Saarbruecken town centers and Duesseldorf
airfield;
1,530 tons expended; aggressive enemy night fighters
met over
Wilhelmshaven.

10

Germany: Total of 66 Mosquitoes operates over Cologne
and Duisberg town centers, Aschaffenburg and Pforzhoei
railway centers, and Duesseldorf airfield with 90 tons
of bombs,
60 tons of which fall in Cologne area.

11

Ger'many: Fair to'good results attained in 169-ton
attack on 'Jessoling synthetic oil plant. by 57 B-17s
while
additional 73 B
'17s
render further damage to rolling stock
and unidentified buildings in Coblenz marshalling
yards area
with 211 tons; 135 P-47s escort. Thirty-eight Losauitoes
loose 39 tons on Berlin-town center, causing 1 large
explosion; 4 drop 7 tons onHewibronn
Ea-id 8ri'lwav.c:'tdfr,
release 14 tons on t'ires
|:de'tica
<
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12

Main targets for 239 B-17s and 272 B-24s are.
Germany'
Bremen PW components -plant and Osnabrueck marshalling yards,
1,327 tons loosed in attacks, causing considerable damage.
to marshalling yards, repair shops, rolling stock, and
station buildings in, Osnabrueck area, and extensive damage
Some fighter
to almost every major building at Bremen.
airjet-propelled
unaggressive
7
and
opposition encountered
and
Lancasters,
Halifaxes,
132
During day,
craft met.
Mosquitoes with 568 tons of bombs imake well concentrated
attack onr. anne-Eickel synthetic oil plant; at night, 62
Mosquitoes with 83 tons concentrate on Hamburg, Coblenz, and
Schweinfurt town centers, Duesseldorf airfield, and tWiesbaden
chemical works.

13

Germany: Fifty-five Mosquitoes attain good concentration
on Cologne town area with 68 tons of bombs; 3 Mosquitoes raid

Stuttgart.
Germany:; Force of 1,098 8th AF heavy bombers escortedby 812 fighters attacks Cologne marshalling yards with unobserved results, Saarbruecken yards with devastating results,
and Kaiserlautern RRs with severe damage to tracks. Duisburg
sustains record attacks' by RiiF BC~ striking in daylight,
1,007 bombers.unload 4,782 tons on Duisburg and Hamborn
targets wrath balk of load aimed at former where numerous fires
and explosions result in town area; 938 bombers attack at
night, kindling fires and causing considerable more damage..
with 4,547 tons; tonnage dropped at night is greatest ever
released, byRAF .BC on single. target in single night.. In
night raids, oi other 'German'targeits, 233 planes of RAF BC
drop 847 .tons on Brunswick town center with good concentration,
20 start fires at Hamiburg wjith 25 tons, 16 achieve good results
at Berlin with 20 tons, and 10 release 9 tons on.i .anh'EiiR.'.
center and Duesseldorf airfield. RRAF BC'tonhage total. of
10,301 for 14th and night of 14/15th is:.its greatest. yet
dropped during any period of 24 hours.
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Germany:

Force of 643 B-17s and 346 B-24s'supported by'

154 P-47s and. 539 P-51s drops 3,.Q3 tons on Eifeltor, Nippes,
Kalk, and Gereon marshalling yards ..at Cologne, Inibeort Co. gas
, Lionheim oil depot, Reizholz oil
marshalling yards at Limburg,
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and targets of opportunlty"'i--area;--oil storage tanks at
Monheim and Reizholz fired. Escorting fighters strafe and
bomb enemy lines of communication in Muenster-Kassel-Hannover
areas. Sixteen HMosquitoes escorted by 61 P-51s crater but do
not breach Sorpe Dam (SE of Dortmund) with -85 tons' of. l2,000-.lb. bombs. At night, 257 Halifaxes and 8 Mosquitoes, releasing 2,135 tons of bombs on Wilhelmshaven town center, cause
,fires and explosions in fairly concentrated attack; some
skirmishes with enemy aircraft occur. -In other RAF raids 44
Mosquitoes accurately unload 53 tons on Hamburg, 5 drop 9 tons
on Saarbruecken, 2 loose 2 tons on Kassel, and 2 release.
about 4 tons on Duesseldorf airfield.
Heligoland:

Tveonty-three 8th aF B-17s concentrate 78½

tons on submarine pens with unreported results#
16

Germany: Thirty-nine -Mosquitoes hit Cologne town center
'with 'unobserved results.

17

Germany: Marshalling yards at Cologne attacked by 744
8th AF heavy bombers -escorted by 804 fighters: additional
damage iiflicted on sheds, large buildings, and-goods wagons,
.and tracks-cut; 2.92,2- tons dropped."" Twenty-five" enemy.
fighters and jet: planes sighted in target area.

18

Germany: Total of 479 8h AF .heavy bombers concentrates
1,323 tons of bombse:on rail'and industrial targets: 297
bofibers blast Kassel (Henschel tank and AFV plant) with 797
tons, 70 loose 202 tons. on Nipp'es marshalling..yards at
Cologne, 68 release 200 tons .'onCologne Ford motor plant,
and 40' unload 1132½ tons on Leverkusen chemical plant, all

with unobserved results. Seventy-one B-17s land saf4ely at
Brussels due to weather and dnindling gas supplies. Force
of 127 Lancasters accurately unloads 621 tons of bombs on
'Bonn town center and industrial targets with generally
'well concentrated

pattern; RAF BC P-51s and AEAF Spitfires

escort. On night missions, 19 Mosquitoes drop 25 tons of
we'll 'placed-.
bombs on Hannover, 18 Mosquitoes find Mannheim
good target, and .14 .Mosquitoes, in groups -of 5>4, and 5, bomb
Pforzheim, Wiesbaden chemical works, and DUesseldorf airfield.
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Germany: Force of 615 B-17s and 330 B-24s escorted by
705 P-51s and P-47s drops estimated 2,640 tons of bombs on
Mannheim AFV and arty tractor plant and city's industrial
area, Gustavsburg AFV plant, IMainz and Worrs marshalling
yards, and town centers of Karlsruhe, Bad Kreuznach, Speyer,
RR bridge at Ruedesheim (Bad Kreuznach) and targets of
opportunity; results generally unobserved. RiF BC concentrates
on town centers: 567 Lancasters and Mosquitoes encounter
heavy AA fire and enemy fighters in'course of concentrated
2,446-ton attack on Stuttgart;. targets at Nurnberg fired and
exploded by 258 Lancasters and Mosquitoes in accurate 875-'
ton attack; Wiesbaden'and Duesseldorf hit by 49 Losquitoes
with 61 tons; results are fair.

21

Germany: Eight Mosquitoes loose 123 tons on Pforzheim,
Cologne, and Duesseldorf.

22

Germany:

Force of 723 B-17s and 353 B-24s supported by

133 P-47s and 589 P-51s attacks marshalling yards at Hamm
and Muenster, MT plant. at Brunswick, AFV and'MT. plants at
Hannover, town ccnters at Bieleefeld, 'Minden, Wolfenbuotte., and
Recklinghausen, and 'targets :of 'opportunity w-ith:.3Q38 .tons
of bombs; results unbbservdcl.
Fi'-hters destr.oy locomotives,,..
RR cars, and barge's' in attack on ground targets.
During..
day, 97 Lancasters of RAF BC loose 523 tons of bombs on
Neuss..town.cqnter;: damage concentrated in dock areas,
Lancasters attack Liuenchen-Gladbach'-with 13 :to'ns; :R.F BC P-51s
escort..- At night, 'Hamburg _receives 56g tons of...'wll placed
bombs 'from 4, Mosquitoes.'
Wiesbaden, Duessldorf, and Cologne
harassed..by several" losquitoes.'

23.

Germany: 'In secondary att'acks, 15th AF heavy bohmb.ers
hit Rosenhei'mL marshalling yards with 62.3 tons and Plaue
factory .with 97.5 tons 'of 'bombs; 81 B-24s escorted by 45
P-51s.hit Augsburg engine factor'y with 181.7 tons; .Regensburg oil depot 'is target" for-63 B-24s with 153 tons; planes a4,so
bomb Trieste, Italy; Allach BLINS plant at Munich' receives 107.
tons of bombs from 63 B-24s escort.edby 80 P-38s. At night,
force.of 5Q6 .Lancastors, 425 Halifaxes, and 14 1Mosquitoes
attains concentrated pattern'in Essen area with 4,538 tons
of bombs.
Mosquitoes concentrate on Berlin, Wiesbaden, and
Aschaffenbur;
o
Berlin 10 drop 10 tons
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on Wiesbaden,

and 2 hit Aschaffenburg railway center;

24

Germany:
Total of 174 P-47s and 291 P-51s swOcos
Hannover-Kassel areas, attacking iA positions at Elburg
(Holland), factory near Nienburg, and 'transportation.
targets
in areas. At night, 55 Mosquitoes scatter 69 tons
in
Hannover area; Oberhausen and,Aschaffenburg also hit
in
smaller attackso

25

Germany:
In daylight attack, 499 Lancast'rs, 238
Halifaxes, and 3 losquitoes with approximately 3,684
tons of
bombs almost completely demolish Essen town center;
228
Lancasters, Halifaxes, and iMosquitoes with 972 tons
of bombs
fail to destroy Lieorbeck synthetic oil plant at Honmborg.
In
8th AF attacks, 1,196 heavy bormbers convoyed by 475
Eighters
loose 3,098 tons of bombs with mostly unobserved results;
718 planes destroy oil storage tanks N and S of Rhonenia
synthetic oil planit at Hamburg with 1,856.6 tons of
bombs;
216 planes have fair results, at Netumuenster airficld and
aircraft repair plant; 119 aircraft with 345 tonsof bombs
hit synthetic oil plants at Gelsenkirchen; i00 obtaLn'fair
to good results vwith 221 -tons on Ha-mn marshalling yards;
targets of opportunity also attacked.

26

Germany:

Heavy damage inflicted on Leverkusen chemrical

plant in 541-ton attack by 102 Lancasters..

Total of 375

heavy bombers of 8th AF has poor results in raid on AFV
and IMiT
plant at Hannover w.'ith 886½ tons; in accurate 242-ton
attack
..on Minden aqueduct, embanklmont to E is breached
and drainage
is almost complete; 1 of 8th AF fighters escorting
246
vMinden B-17s engages 6 1FM-190s and 1 .,E,-163; 2 of.
orm.er
downed., Over liuenster, 192. heavies cause additional
dam-ge
in vicinity of aircraft repair depot and town center;
only
minor damage inflicted on marshalling yards; 191
B-24s have
.good results on Bielefeld ordnance plant, destroying
large
buildings in area, while 35 additional heavies loose
85
tons on electric power station and gas works;s with
unobserved
results 65 B-17s attack Bottrop synthetic oil plant
with 166
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Germany: Sixty Mosquitoes have poor results in 68-ton
attack on Berlin; several Mosquitoes attack Pforzheim, Duesseldorf, Essen, Schweinfurt, Rheine, and Aschaffenburg; 20 tons
dropped,.

28

Norway: Fifty-one of 244 Lancasters and Mosquitoes
dispatched loose 189 tons on Bergen submarine pens -with unobserved results.
Gernany: Force of }63 B-17s escorted by 119 P-51s
attacks KHam and Muenster marshalling yards -jith 955 tons
In daylight attack, 699
of bombs; unobserved results.
Cologne town center -and
blast
Lancasters and Halifaxes
of bombs; devastating fires
tons
2,963.7
with
plant
chemical
factories completely
industrial
attack;
after
hours
burning 19
during night, 30
destroyed,
possibly
destroyed and:-l bridge
tons of bombs;
46
with
area
town
Cologne
Mosquitoes attack
Nine B-17s.
attacks..
smaller
in
hit
also
Karlsruhe and Rheino
of 15th AF attack

munich (West) RR yards with 19 tons of

bombs; unobserved results.
29

NorwayT: Several near misses scored on ba-ttleship
Tirpitz at Hakoy I , 4 rai.. W of Tromso, in raid by 33
Lancasters; 176.8 tons of bofmbs dropped.
Germany: VWith unobserved results, 35 B-24s of 15th AF
drop 60z tons on Munich (West) marshalling yards; 136 P-38s
and 191 P-51s escort; 50 P-38s strafe PR center W of iiener
Neustadt, damaging rolling stock, kt'night 57 Mosquitoes, in
release 71 tons of bombs on Cologne in well
2 forces,
concentrated pattern, causing large explosions; 6 lMosquitoes.
with 5 tons attack Mannhei-n,

30

Germany: Total of 417 B-17s and 224 B-24s -of 8th AF
escorted by 191 P-47s and 772 P-51s operates against oil and
rail targets in central and western Germany: with ..unobserved
results 209 heavies loose 484 tons of bombs on Hayim. marshalling
yards, 189 drop 440 tons on Ml.uenster marshalling yards, and
159 release almost 450 tons on Harburg and Rhenenia oil refineries at Hamburg; Cuxhaven, Wesermuende, Uterson, and
other targets of opportunity hit by 75 planes with 227 tons.
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Escorted by 93 RAF Mustangs and 35 Spitfires, 102 daylight
Lancasters achieve very good results on Wesseling synthetic
oil plant with 527 tons of bombs.
During night, 434
Lancasters, 438 Halifaxes, and 32 Mosquitoes again pound

Cologne in 4,040-ton attack; some jet-propelled planes
airborne.

Fifty-six Mosquitoes with 70 tons hit Berlin,

attaining very good results. Several Losquitoos raid Oberhausen and Heilbronn.
Heligoland: Twenty-four B-17s operate against il po-sitions with 90 tons of fragmentation clusters; 2 robot
aircraft later miss target.
31

Germany: In daylight attack, 101 Lancastors escorted by
78 P-51s of RAF BC have good concentration on Bottrop synthetic oil plant, Tvhile at night 491 Lancastors, Halifaxes,
and lMosquitoes continue devastation of Cologne rith 2,402
tons of well placed bombs. Good concentration achieved in
62-ton attack on Hamburg by 48 Losquitoes; 4 IMosquitoes hit
Saarbruecken, 1 Schweinfurt.
In the 18 operating days of 8th AF this month, record
tonnage of 43,636.8 tons dropped on Germany proper; fighters
and bombers claim 166 enerry aircraft destroyed, including 5
jet-propelled MIE-262s and 1 rocket-propelled vEY-163 in aerial
combat; 74 damaged on ground, Of 19,000 bombers dispatched,
90% of them attacked specified targets.
England: Flying bomb attacks continue on small scale
throughout month.
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